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Deep inelastic scattering unambiguously measures hadron observables characterizing the
quark-gluon structure of hadrons. The only way to calculate these observables from first
principles is lattice QCD. Experiments measure matrix elements of light cone operators
1(P (X) r' exp (X 2 AA(y) dye) ,4 (-X) pI) wherediagonal elements specifythe quark
density distribution q(x), quark helicity distribution Aq(x) and quark transversity distribu-
tion 8q(x). Off-diagonal elements determine form factors and general parton distributions.
Due to the Minkowskian nature of these matrix elements, they cannot be evaluated on a
Euclidean lattice so one uses the operator product expansion to calculate matrix elements
(P [1 (0) F D1 ... Dot (0) I P) which specify moments of these distributions.
In this thesis, renormalization factors have been calculated for local bilinear operators
of the form VrFDIL ... DA3 in a given irreducible representation of hypercubic group as
well as mixing coefficients of those operators for low moments of physical interest. In the
past, it was only possible to calculate with quark masses such that ma > 500MeV. Now
for the first time using Ginsparg-Wilson "Domain Wall" fermions with HYP smearing and
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In deep inelastic scattering experiments, one can unambiguously measure hadron observ-
ables characterizing the quark-gluon structure of hadrons. However, due to the complicated
structure of QCD, the only known way to calculate these observables from first principles is
lattice QCD. To calculate those observables, the bare operators defined on the lattice need
to be renormalized in order to compare results with experiments. The goal of this thesis is
to evaluate those renormalization coefficients for Domain Wall (DW) fermions.
1.1 Moments of nucleon light cone quark distributions
This section reviews the theoretical framework for calculating moments of nucleon light
cone distributions following the notation and presentations in [1]. Experiments measure
matrix elements of light cone operators
/ x/2
(P (2) r exp ( A(y) dy) (-) P) (1.1)
Due to the Minkowskian nature of these matrix elements, they cannot be evaluated on a
Euclidean lattice. By the operator product expansion, moments of the linear combinations
of quark and antiquark distributions in the proton
(X')q = jdxx(q(x)+(-1)n+lq(x)) (1.2)
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(x')Aq = dxxn(Aq(x)+(_1)nA(x))
(Xn) q = dxxn(q(x) + ( )n+1lq(X)),
where the quark density, helicity, and transversity distributions
q = qt +q . (1.3)
Aq = q -q$
8q = qT-ql,
are related to the following matrix elements of twist-2 operators
2 (x1)qrS P'"Vl*P ~ -(PSI2(xn-l)4~~~~~~ r¥y 2(  2 r{#1l~z2'Dp~}lps) (1.4)
- !Wry5¥{tD#l ... Dpn} rlps)n+ 1 (Xn)Aqr S{CPl P } -(PSIS)
M ( xn)8 qrS[lP{v]PJl' 'P.t } (PSI 
44 -4+ 4--
Here, D D - D, r denotes the quark flavor, x denotes the momentum fraction carried by
the quark, S2 = m2 , { } and [] denote symmetrization and anti-symmetrization respectively,
and the mixed symmetry [ { ] } term is first symmetrized and then anti-symmetrized so that
it is written explicitly as
o5 1 oo5 + 5 o5 +.[CA{IL-An} = On+ 1 (al2... - Ola2... + O2L...t1n - l 2 . +-. ± (1.5)
We note that the odd moments (xn)q are obtained from the spin-independent structure
functions F1 or F2 measured in deep inelastic electron or muon scattering
dxxn- 1Cv(Q2 ) 2 (1.6)
odxx 1 F(X, Q2) = - 1e.(Xn-6)0 rdxx n- 1F (X, Q2) =_ Cn(Q21) 2 r(16
2,e (Xn-1) qr ()j1dxxn-2F2(x, Q2) = CnV(Q2/g2) e~(x)qr(~)
r
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and even moments of (xn)Aq are determined from the spin-dependent structure function gl
J 2 1dxxn g (x,Q ) = C (Q2/u2 ) i e2 2(n)q(A), (1.7)
r
where er is the quark's electric charge, and Cn denotes the Wilson coefficient. Note that the
moments (n)q and (n)Aq are proportional to the quantities vn+1 and an defined in Ref. [10]
(Xn)q Vn+ (1.8)
1 (q)(X)Aq = 2 an
In addition, the two spin-dependent structure functions gl and g2 also determine the
quantity dn
... ii~~~rys¥a5z]. D }Vrlps)
n+ 1 dnS[JP{ A] Ptk} --(PSI 2 Y[DfA,] ... D PS (1.9)
which is a twist-three operator and does not have a simple interpretation in terms of par-
44 44
ton distribution functions. For Wilson fermions, ysy[aD{ll ... D,,} mixes with the lower
dimension operator -y5y[,Y{fq] ... D.}, so it is not possible to compare with phenomeno-
logical results using the perturbative renormalization constants and mixing coefficients.
However, for Domain Wall fermions chiral symmetry protects these operators from mix-
ing.
1.2 Lattice operators
Our objective is to calculate matrix elements of traceless, appropriately symmetrized and
anti-symmetrized operators of the general form
44 44
O __ rytD D & * V, (1.10)
where = 1, y5, or y5ya, on a hypercubic lattice to approximate the corresponding contin-
uum operators as accurately as possible. Hence we choose representations of the hypercu-
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bic group, H(4) [3], to eliminate operator mixing as much as possible, and after fulfilling
this objective, to minimize statistical errors by including as few nonzero components of the
nucleon momentum as possible.
Since H(4) is a subgroup of the Lorentz group, irreducible representations of the Lorentz
group are in general reducible under the H(4) group, and we choose the representation to
optimize the approximation. It is essential to choose a representation that does not mix with
lower dimension operators, since the coefficients would increase as 1/a n in the continuum
limit. In addition, because of the possible inaccuracy of perturbative mixing coefficients
and the difficulty of determining mixing coefficients nonperturbatively, it is desirable to
avoid mixing with operators of the same dimension as well. In choosing between opera-
tors with the same mixing properties, it is desirable to use a nucleon source with as few
non-zero spatial momentum components as possible, since each projection introduces sub-
stantial stochastic noise. Since any expectation value of an operator with tensor index j
is proportional to Pj (or Sj for spin dependent quark distributions), the nucleon must have
an additional momentum component projection for each new distinct tensor index that is
added to an operator. Hence, the goal is to limit the number of distinct spatial indices.
Eventually, as one proceeds to higher moments of quark distributions, all the space-time
indices are exhausted and it becomes impossible to avoid mixing with lower dimension
operators.
The representations we have chosen for our operators using these criteria are enumer-
ated in Table 1.1. To illustrate the selection process, we describe selection of the spin-
independent operators and analogous analysis yields the remaining operators.
To measure (x)q one needs to calculate matrix elements of the traceless part of the op-
erator qy{LDv}q, which belongs to the representation (1,1) in the continuum decomposition
(2 ,2) 2) (0,0) E (1,0) E (0,1) ED (1,1)
On the lattice, the nine dimensional representation (1,1) splits into two irreducible repre-
sentations, 3+ and 6+ , both of which are symmetric and traceless, where the notation for
representations is described in the caption of Table 1.1. As a consistency check, it is desir-
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observable H(4) mixing P lattice operator
(x)4q) 63+ no 1 1D4}q
x)qb 3 no 0 cqY4D4q- (qyl Dlq+q 2D2q + y3D3q)
(x 2 )q 8- yes 1 0Y{1DID 4}q- 24(y{ 2 D2D 4} +Y{ 3 D3D 4 })q
(X3)q 2+ nlo*. 1
no* I qy ID1D4D 4 }q+4qY{ 2 D2D3D 3 }q-(3 ++4)
(1)Aq 4 no 0 qy3q
(x)(a) 6- no 1 ~yy{lD 3}q
(X) (b) 63 o 0q5{D41q6- no 0 Y3+
(x 2 )aq 4 + no 1 ¥yy{ 1 D3D 4 }q
(1)8q 6+ no 0 eqy5 34q
(X)Sq 8 no 1 3D}q
dl 61 no** 0 ey[ 3 D 41q
d2 8
-
no** 1 qy 5 y[1D{ 3 D 4}q
Table 1.1: Operators used to measure moments of quark distributions. Different lattice
operators corresponding to the same continuum operator are denoted by superscripts a and
b. Subscripts of irreducible representations of H(4) distinguish different representations
of the same dimensionality and superscripts denote charge conjugation C. In the operator
mixing column, no* indicates a case in which mixing generically could exist but vanishes
perturbatively for Wilson or overlap fermions and no** indicates perturbative mixing with
lower dimension operators for Wilson fermions but no mixing for overlap fermions. The
entry in column P denotes the number of spatial components of the nucleon momentum,
P, that must be chosen non-zero. Operators requiring one non-zero component have been
written for P in the 1- direction and S in the 3-direction.
able to calculate operators from each representation. For the first operator, denoted (x)(a),
we select the basis vector of 6+:
(P4Y{I D4}qlP) = 2(x)(a) P{1P4},
and for (x)(b), we choose the basis vector of 3+:
(Plqy4D4q- -(yl Dlq + 2D2q + y3D3q) P) = 2(x)qb). (p4 4 - p2).3 3
(X) (b) (X) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(a)Note that since (x)) involves y4D4, it can be measured with P = 0 whereas since (x)q
involves Y1 D4, it requires a state projected onto non-zero P1 .
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For (X2)q, none of the three (symmetric) representations 4 - is appropriate, since they
are not traceless and hence mix with lower-dimensional operators. The only representations
with two distinct indices are the one 8+ , which is not symmetric and must therefore be
rejected, and the two 8 's
t Y4D1Di - (Y4D2D2+Y4D3D3) q,
and
++ + ++ X 1 ++ X+ X+ X+ ++ X+ X
+1D4D 1+YDD4- 2(Y2D4D2+Y2D2D4+Y3D4D3+Y3D3D4)) q.
which mix as discussed in Refs. [4, 5, 5].
For (x 3)q the following representations have positive charge conjugation and do not
mix with lower dimensional operators: 2, 2+ , 3+ , 3, 3+, 6 and 6+. However, the
only representations that require a single non-zero momentum component are the two 2+ 's,
which generically could mix with each other but do not mix at the one loop level for Wilson
or overlap fermions [5, 2, 7].
Note that in addition to the mixing discussed above, in full QCD there is also mixing
between gluonic operators and flavor-singlet fermion operators for moments of the quark
density and helicity that will not be considered in this work because we have not yet eval-
uated lattice matrix elements of the relevant gluon operators.
1.3 Feynman diagrams
There are 6 distinct Feynman diagrams used to calculate renormalization of the self energy,
quark currents and twist 2 operators. The first 4 given in the figure (1-1) are also present in
continuum while the following two in figure (1-2) exist only on lattice. In the continuum,
one can easily evaluate these diagrams analytically in the MS scheme as was done in the
appendix (B). On the lattice, both the propagators and vertices are much more complicated




Figure 1-1: Feynman diagrams in the continuum
Figure 1-2: Tadpole diagrams which give finite contributions on the lattice
1.4 Perturbative Renormalization
Since the phenomenological light cone quark distributions with which we compare our
lattice results are extracted from experimental data using the MS renormalization scheme,
we will convert our lattice calculations to the MS scheme in -loop perturbation theory
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observable Y XLMTT EMS Z(3 = 6.0) Z(3 = 5.6)
(x)() 8/3 -3.16486 -40/9 0.9892 0.9884
(x) ) 8/3 -1.88259 -40/9 0.9784 0.9768
(X2)q 25/6 -19.57184 -67/9 1.1024 1.1097
(X3 )q 157/30 -35.35192 -2216/225 1.2153 1.2307
(1)Aq 0 15.79628 0 0.8666 0.8571
(x)(a) 8/3 -4.09933 -40/9 0.9971 0.9969
(X)( ;q 8/3 -4.09933 -40/9 0.9971 0.9969
(X2)Aq 25/6 -19.56159 -67/9 1.1023 1.1096
(1)5q 1 16.01808 -1 0.8563 0.8461
(X)Sq 3 -4.47754 -5 0.9956 0.9953
dl 0 0.36500 0 0.9969 0.9967
d2 7/6 -15.67745 -35/18 1.1159 1.1242
Table 1.2: Renormalization constants for Wilson fermions
using
__~~~~~ ( 2 N2_l_
os(Q2)-i/ 162 Nc 1 (Slog(Q2a2)-{(0ATr-"iSg)) OATT(a2)
(1.11)
Previously calculated results from ref. [11, 2] for the anomalous dimensions yij and the
finite constants Xij are given in Table 1.2 for Wilson fermions and the specific operators
considered.
The Z factors that convert lattice results to the MS scheme at scale Q2 = 1/a2 are equal
to
Z(g2 = 6/3) = 1 O 4 (TT - ) (1.12)0 2 ~~-
and are tabulated for two typical values of 13. Note that all of the moments of quark dis-
tributions calculated in this work will be presented at the scale of #2 = 4 GeV2 in the MS
scheme.
Details of perturbative renormalization may by found in Refs. [8, 11, 5]. The results in
Table 1.2 are taken from Refs. [11, 2], in which the renormalization factors of (x)8sq and
dl for Wilson fermions were calculated for the first time and the remaining operators were
checked with earlier results in Refs. [7, 9, 4, 10, 5, 12], revealing a discrepancy in the
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case of (X3 )q. Note that ZM s for (x)Sq calculated in this thesis includes a previously omitted
term, which yields a result - 13/3 shown in appendix B.7.
1.5 Lattice and continuum notation
Due to the difference in notation and additional features that arise for Euclidean domain
wall fermions compared to familiar textbook treatments of continuum Minkowski elec-
trodynamics, it is useful at the outset to compare the self-energy renormalization in both
cases.
iZ2Sren(P) = standard QEDp-Y-mo+8m (1.13)
Sren(p) = q lattice DW
ip y + moZwZm 1
The differences in signs and factors of i arise straightforwardly from transforming from
Minkowski to Euclidean space-time. What is important to emphasize here is the fact the for
domain wall fermions, the wave function renormalization Zq ZW x Z2 arises from two fac-
tors, a five dimensional wave function renormalization Z2 and a factor Zw that describes the
overlap of the five-dimensional wave function with the physical four-dimensional bound-
ary. This factor Zw also combines with the mass renormalization factor Zm . Another
difference is that for DW fermions on the lattice, the mass mo is renormalized multiplica-
tively due to chiral symmetry, unlike in the continuum where it picks up an additive renor-
malization since there is no chiral symmetry to protect it. Indeed, for Wilson fermions on
the lattice, which also do not have the chiral symmetry, the mass also gets renormalized





The Lagrangian for the Domain Wall action ("Shamir Domain Wall") is given by [14]
LDW = L4 + LS (2.1)
The term 4 is the usual 4D Wilson Lagrangian (in the "minus one" convention; see section
(A.2) in the appendix)
14 = -2 [* (x)(r- )Ug (x) v(x +aA) + *(x+ati)(r + y)U (x)w(x)]
+VX) ( - V( (2.2)
where d = 4 is the dimension of space. The term Ls is in the 5 th dimension obtained from
the 5D Wilson action but with covariant derivatives acting only in 4 dimensions (to make
things more confusing, this part is in the "plus one" convention)
L = + [s(X)(r 5)s+(x )+is()(r 5 -Y5)s-(X)]-s( ) X) . (2.3)
a5Going to momentum space
Going to momentum space
n/a






and using the formula
ad E ei(p-q) x = (27c)d8 (d) (p - q) ,
x
the DW action becomes




with the Dirac-Wilson operator (infinite in 5th dimension)
DSS,(P)= ip.y+ rp - (r5
'a5
-M)] 6ss' + 2a 5 s ±
Although one can use general rs, usually one picks r5 = 1 to get chirality projectors from
r5 terms






a5 (P+68s+,', + P 8s-_,s')
W(p)-b(p)
where Shamir's [14] b(p) is what Aoki [15] calls W(p). To get the propagator for finite
5th dimension, we multiply D with 0(£ + s)0(E + s')O(N + - s)O(N + - s) where is
infinitesimally small value added to avoid the issue of the value of 0(0).
If we write the Dirac-Wilson operator as
D(p) = (iy + W+)P+ + (iy p+ W) P_ (2.9)
with
[W±] I~'- 8~[wI]sst = sil,s,
a5then it's inverse ca be wri ten as
then it's inverse can be written as
SF(P)
(W±)t = W',
= (-iy P+W-)G+P+ (-iy .l+W+)G_P_
(2.10)
(2.11)
= -iy P(av +Y5sA) + (s +Y5op) (2.12)
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(2.5)





where G = 92-1 = [DDt]-l and




Cyp = (W-G+ -W+G-).
(2.13)
(2.14)
2.1 5-dimensional domain wall propagator
Inverting infinite DW Dirac operator
To invert the infinite Dirac operator (2.8), we use the fact that
(2.15)
to calculate the inverse of Q =-DDt first, and then multiply it with Dt. In Shamir's notation
(but with sign conventions from Aoki)
r. 1~~~~~~~~~~
- [DD*]s,s, = j [ip y-b(p)]s,,t +-(P+8s+l,t + P-8s-l,t)}t a
*~~~~~~~~~* [-ip. y-b(p)]8t,s,+ -(P+t,s,-1 +P-6t,s'+l) 
= [b(P+ +2(P+P6ssa5
= [b2(P) +p2 + +p)2 -~~8s's,
+ [(ip- y- b(p))P_ + P+(-ip y- b(p))] 8 s,s-1






with ac defined through the relation
cosha(p) =







D-' =D I[D]- IQI 'D '





= - cosh a8s,t
t 2b(
cosh ae-als-s'l - e-als-s'+112 _ - e-als-s'-ll112
sinh a
For s-s' > 1
e-als-s%±11 = e-as-s'lTF1 (2.20)
while for s - s' < -1
e-als-s'±11 = e-als-s'Il± (2.21)
so for s g- s'
coshca etalss'l _ !e-a(Ils-s'F1) )
2 2
sinh a
coshe-als-s'l _ e-als-s'l (e±a + eT)
sinha =0, (2.22)
while for s = s'
e-als-s'±11 _ e-a(Is-s'l+l) = e-a
cosha- e-a- e- a
sinh a
For M > 1, we replace b(p) with - Ib(p) l; that changes the sign in front of two 8 functions
in Qio so for general 0 < M < 2 we may write Q20 and cosh a as
[o]ssl
cosh a(p)
- 2 lb(p)[ [cosha(p)8s,s, I= (5s, s+I + ss- 1)1
a5 2b(p)/as


















where + sign applies for M < 1 and minus sign applies for M > 1.
Semi-infinite DW Dirac propagator
In the semi-infinite case
b(p) = 0(-e + s)o(-E + s')D(p)
the fact that sums over s and s' now go from 0 to oo instead of -oo
expression for Q. For M < 1 (and therefore b(p) > 0) we have
s,s
.ŽUS's,
= (~ S p1 °+
= Y [ y- b(p)]8s,t + -
t>O a5
to oo changes the
+PAS-,I7t) *
r[-ip. - b(p)]86,s,+ { L FI ~ ~ ~ a (2.27)
Now the terms Ps-_l,t and P_6t,s,+l do not contribute for the t = 0 part of the sum, so we
have to subtract their contribution from the :
A 1sSS's (2.28)
1
= [90]s,s- - 1 08,,,0.
The next step is to split G and Q into ± parts:
A1 1Q_= L2o- - 6 S,o8s',0 
a5
(2.29)
Since PPT = 0, we have
G = G+P+ + G_P_ with [G-]s,t[- =-]t  s,s' ' (2.30)
Shamir uses s > 0 range while Aoki uses s > 1 range for semi-infinite case. I'll use Shamir's convention





Now, since there are only nearest neighbor interactions, G± must equal Go away from the
edge. Edge effects can be parametrized as
[G±]ss, = [Go]s,s, +Ae - a(s+ s ') (2.31)
To evaluate A± we first compute Q+Go by using the explicit expression for Go:








For both s, s' > 0 this always yields 8s,s, since edge effects vanish, so we evaluate for s = 0









For s' > 0 we have s'- I = s'- 1 while for s' = 0 we have Is' - 11 = 1, so after some
algebra
(2.34)-= 8,s,±'b -a + 5 ea2ba5 sinh a
which finally yields
base-a - 1 as,
= lss' + 2ba5sinh ae a s,0
Using the result (2.35) we can calculate
[Ql-G-]s,s, -- s,s = [Q_(Go+Ae-a(s+s))]s's,
base - a - 1 as
= s + base s -e-as s,o+A- [2-]s,te - a(t+s')
[ 2ba 5 sinh a+( +)t>o














= 8ss + 2 sinh-----e- s ,O +A+ [+]stea(t+s')
t>O
from which we get the constraints
ba5e-a - 1 +A st
e-as 80 +A- E [Q_],te - a(t+s' ) = 02ba 5 sinh tx t>O
e
- Ix (y
2 sinh e- so+A+ X[Ž+]s,te-a(t+s') = 0
sina t>O
Evaluating those constraints at s = 0 gives us equations
A_(base- - 1)
A+ base-a





1 s -2a ba5 - e a
= bsinh tx ba5 - e-x '
a 5
For M > 1, again, we replace b -+ - Ibl and repeat the procedure to get the result
[G+] s,s
[G-]s,,,
= [Go]s,s' +A+ (e-a)s+s
= [Go]s,s, +A-(e-a)s+s'
A_- 1 - 2 a bla5 -wa
2sinha JbIa5-e-a
A+ 1 -2ca211 sinh x
a5
Finite DW Dirac operator
In addition to making the lattice finite in the 5th dimension, we also add a mass term
D,s, (m) = 0(- + s)O(-E + s')O(N + E - s)0(N + -')[Do]s,s,














-= [QŽo].,I-P( -- m2) 8s,os,O -P+
( 5
- m 2) 6s,N8s',N
-mb(p) (6 ,o6 s',N + 8s,N6s',O) 
This yields extra terms
[2+]s,s, = [QO]s,s, - mb(p)[Ss,0 8s',N + s,N8s',O] -
[2-]s,s, = [Qo]s,s' - mb(p) [6s,Os',N + 8s,N8 s',O]-
( -m2) sNs',N
( 1 - m2) 8s,Os,O
The procedure here is the same as in the semi-infinite case (but somewhat more compli-
cated): evaluate Q±Go, then "guess" a proper form of G+ = Go + [A] and determine what
the coefficients are. At the edge s = 0:






680t- - 6 0,+1)2' 2' - mb[o,o 8s',N + 8O,N6 s',O]
-) 88to}
cosh ae- as' 1 -als'-11 mbe-a(N-s')
m2) es}
For s' > 0 we have s' - 11 = s' - 1, so
cosh ae-aS' 1 -eals'- =e-as' (cosha
Fors'= 0 Is'-11= 1 =s' +1, so
11)coshae - e-als'-
2i






















Hence, the expression (2.52) becomes








Repeating the same procedure at the other boundary s = N yields
= 2b (cosh a N ,s 1 1
s= + a5 2N ' 2
-mb[N,08s,N + 8 N,Ns,0]
(1




= Ao2b coshCe-a(N-s') - -aIN-s'-11
A{a5 2
= 
8N,s' +Ao {e - a(N-s')
- mbe- ' }
[ea5 - mb } (2.57)
The full solution must be of the form
G_ = Go +A-e - a(s+s'+cl) +A+e- a(2N- s - s '+c2)
+Ame-a(N- s+s +c3) +Ame-a(N+s-s'+c4) (2.58)
where the constants ci are fixed from the boundary conditions. For a finite lattice, from
Shamir [14], 0 < s, s' < N we have the condition
(2.59)Q+(0,0) = QF(N,N) ,
from which we conclude that Am = +Am, C3 = C4, and Cl = c2. From this, we can then
choose ci = 0 for all i.
For the lattice Aoki [15] uses, we have 1 < sst < N so






==>. ± s, s' = Q:F (N - s, N - sl)
from which we again get Am = +Am and c3 = c4, but now c2 = Cl + 2. A natural choice for
the c's is 3 = C4 = -1, Cl = -2, c2 = 0. It is the solution we get from Shamir's lattice of
length N- 1 after shifting variables s, st -+ s, s'- 1. Aoki uses the same choice but he takes
factors e- a and e - 2 a from Am and A+ and adds them to exponentials e - a ( ) which is not
incorrect in itself, but the coefficients are then no longer in symmetric form.
Now we plug the expression (2.58) into the equation
[Q-]s,t[G-]t,s' 8s,s (2.61)
~~S~~~s' ~~(2.61)t
for s =0 and s = N:
[_LG_]o,,s, = [Q_(Go- [A])]o,, =[_Goos
(2b 1 1
+ ,2-(coshao,t - t-1 - t+1)
t>O a5 2 2
-mb[o,o8 s1,N + 0,NO',O] (a -m2 ) , Xt,}
* {A_e-a(s+s') +A+e-a(2 N-s-s')
+Ame -a(N-s+s') +Ame-a(N+s-s') }
= [-Go]o,s, + e as {A_ [ -ea-( 2-m2)-mbea']
La5 a
+Am [ecxN (e-a - I m) -m] }
+es {A+ [e-an (be-a - (a - m2)) mb]
+Am [ea - - m2)-mbe-ai]} . (2.62)
If the expression above is to be valid for all s', then the coefficients multiplying e±a' must
vanish separately which gives us two equations
A- bea- ( --m2) -mbe-aN] +Am [e-aN (b e-a ( 1 m 2)) mb]




-Amb [(Ame - (-m2)-mbe ]
= Ao mb (2.64)
where for now we're keeping Am and Am separate even though they must be equal. That
fact will be used in the end as a consistency check if equations were derived correctly.
Repeating the same procedure at the other boundary yields
= [Q-(Go - [A])]N,' = [Go]N,s
+ , 2b cosh1Nt 8N,_ 1 -1 )8Nt+l
t>0 a5 2 2
-mb[8N,0,',N + SN,Ns',O] - (4
* {A_e-a(s+s') +A+e a(2N-s-s)
-m2) 8N,ot,O}
+Ame-a(N-s+s') +Ame-(N+s-s') }
= [_Go]N,s, + e- {A_[e-aNv be-a - mb]
-N~~~~s ~a5
+A [ - -aN +Am  b mbel 
a5 
which yields a second pair of equations




[A+[b eambe - N
a5
+Am [eaN be-a - mb][.as
b 
a5
If we drop terms that go as e- aN we recover equations (32)-(38) from Shamir [14]. Solving
equations (2.63-2.64) and (2.66-2.67) yields







+eas A+ -a beaa mb] +Am [-eambea (2.65)






2mbsinh o - e- (N+) (1 (1 - ba5e- a) m2 (1a5 -asbea)) -aeaAm =-A
where FN is the denominator
FN = [-2 (-ba 5ea)-m2(1-a5be-a)]+e-a(N+')4mb sinh a
F in Aoki
-e-2a(N+l) (I~ (1
- ba5e- a) - m2(1-asbea))
As in the infinite and semi-infinite cases, for M > 1 we replace b -+ - Ibl and redo the
calculation to get
[G-],s, =.Ao(±e-a)ls-s'l +A (±e-a)(s+s) A+ (+e-a)(2N-s-s')
+Am{ (±e-a)(N-s+s') + (±e-a)(N+s-s ') } (2.73)






(1 -Ibl ase- a)
(2.74)
FN
(1 - bl a5ea) 2
(2.75)
FN













-(±ea)2(N) (-2 (1 -b asea)b-m2(1-I ba5ee))
a5 /
(2.77)
The overall effect for M > 1 is the same as if we replaced
e±a + _e ± a (2.78)
and canceled all extra signs.
Solutions for Aoki case can be obtained from the Shamir lattice of length N- 1 by
replacing arguments s and s' by s- 1 and s'- 1. This leads to
[G-s ,s, = Ao(±e-a)Is-s'l +A_ (e-a)(s+s'-2) +A+ (±e-a)(2N-s-s')
+Am{ (±e-a)(N-s+s'- l ) + (ie-a)(N+s-s'-l) } (2.79)
Domain Wall propagator in k -+ 0 limit
In this section we'll work in the N - oo limit in which the denominator (2.77) in equations
(2.74)-(2.76) equals F. We'll also let a -+ 0. To take the m -+ 0 and p -+ 0 limit, we have
to expand everything in powers of p2 and m2 and keep only lowest terms. Then
ra^ 2 (1 (1 MM (1 ob(p) = -- + -M - + - M a(1 abo=
2 a5 a5 a5 a~~~~~~~~~~~~5
(2.80)
Expanding cosh a in powers of p2 :





a + b 2 a + w2 p2a5
2 b 2bo 2W 2w o
a5
For zero momentum we have
I
coshoc(O) = 5 - 1 + b o








e - oa = wO
For Ma5s > 1 we get
1
e- = Iwol





= Vcosh2 a- 1 = 2-wo
cosh a2wo(p) + sinha(p) =
= cosha(p) - sinha(p) =




= 1-W2 a1 .
= ~~1-w2 (1i-~
2 Wp a~1+wa





This gives us two poles in A's, one coming from the F term and the other from Ao:
b
= 2-sinh a =
a5
= i+w (2
1 -w p2 -1-W2 P 
2wo ( 1- w 2O
a2 (2wot
1 (1-w2)2'~
a2 1 + W20





-2 a2 wo(1 wol [1+ P1a2]
= _ ( 2 (1 + maw) +m2 (a2-ww)2)
= - P1 I w2 5 + m 2 (1 Wo2 ) )
1 + m aswo
2 
0
m2(1 - w) 2




















The pole from the Ao is of the order of lattice cutoff 1/as while the pole from F is propor-
tional to the "mass" parameter m (in small m limit). With these expressions we can expand





[(1 + W0o) (p2 + l+w2 ] [(1 -T a2m2W O2) (p2 l+m2@wo] ]
(1 -m 2 ) ((1 - +W20)2 a) 2
1 m2) (1 - ba5ea)
-Ao FF
(1 - 2)2






+ am-wo) Vp" 1+m2aw) JLX " ) p +-a l+wO( )J [[1( pa2 ) W2 k
xw0 (1 P 21 -W
In the p -+ 0 limit this becomes (for small m)
(1 -w2)(1 -m2a 2)A - - 0 p2 + m2(1 -w2)2
P 0)~2 (1-m 2a2)wo p2a5A+ (1-w) p2+m-w) 2(1- w2 ) p2 +m 2( I1_ w 2) 2
Am
ma5wo(1 -w)
p2 + m2 (1 -W) 2
so form = 0 only A_ has a pole atp = 0








I - M2) ( -bie-a
.U
This yields IR divergent parts of G+
GR
G+IR
= e-a(s+s'-2)A_ I +2 (1-w)T x -( )





so IR-divergent part of the DW-fermion propagator is then given by
SF(k) IR = (-iy.k+W+)P_G_+ (-iy.-+W_)P+G+
{ (-i¥' ) p_wo +S'- 2 + (-iy ) P+w2N-s-s' }
- iy.k(1
= 2( -2w) { pWS+S-2 +P+WNSs'}
For Ma5s > 1 the only change is to replace wo -+ (- Iwol).
2.2 Physical quarks and their propagators
Physical fields are defined on the boundary of the 5th dimension:
q(x) = P+W1 (x) + P-N (x), 4(x) = 1 i(x)P_ + ivN(X)P+ .
Their propagators in terms of the 5D propagator Sst (p) = (s (-p) 't (p)) are given by













Since these propagators will sit in an expression containing P±, it's convenient to commute
P± projectors with the y matrix in SSt. Using the fact that
P±Y = YAPT (2.107)
we get
= [-ip yP_ +W-P+IitGP+ [-i3 YP +W+P+]ltGTP
+[-iPY P + W-P]NtGtP + [-ip P + w+WP]NtG;sP-
= -i y(GsP- + GN+sP+) + [W-G+]lsP+ [W+G-]NSPP-. (2 108)
To simplify these expressions, we use the definition of the propagator
Gst = Aoe -als-t +ATe- a(s+t-2 ) + A±e- a(N- s- t)
ws:
(2.109)+Am(e-a(N- s+ t- 1) + e-a(N+s-t-1))
1
= -b(p) 8 st+--S±,t+M [N]8 s,
as I 1/N] ~Jt,[k] (2.110)
(2.111)
to get
[W-G+]ls = -b(p)G+ + mGN+t (2.112)
= -b(p)Gs + mGt -
Since G±st = G±ts, we only need to calculate 4 quantities; furthermore, since G+t =s,t
GN-s+Nt+, we are left with
G-ls = e-a(s-1)(Ao +A_ +Ame-a(N -1)) + e-a(N-S) (Am +A+e- a(N-l)) (2.114)
= e-a(s-) (Am +Ae - a(N- 1) ) + e-a(N-S) (Ao +A+ +Ame - a(N- 1)) (2.115)




G+ - e-a(s-l) (Am +A+e-a( N - 1)) + e-a(N-S)(Ao +A- +Ame - a(N- )) .(2.117)
To evaluate Ao +A± +Ame - a(N -1) and (Am + Ae - a(N- 1 ) we use their definitions
A_ = -Ao - m2 (1-ba5e-a)FN \a
_ AO I 2\a -2
A+ = a - m2 (1-basea)e-2a
~FAm = FNea2bih-- r-base
-
a)A=-AO-e 2mbsinha - I(1
(2.118)
(2.119)
-m2(1 - basea)] )2.120)
with Ao1 = 2b/as sinh a and
1
a5
- m2 (1- ba5 e - a) +e - a N [4sinhc (a5I
J~~~~a
F
-e-2aN [ (1 - ba5e-a) -m 2 (1-ba5 e a)] (2.121)
Up to this point everything was valid for general N; now (for simplicity) we let N -- oo
which means we can neglect all terms proportional to e- a N and we get
Am +A:Fe - a(N -1 )
Ao +A- +Ame - a (N- 1)
Ao +A+ +Ame - a(N- 1)
- Ao e-a2mb sinha a5e- F F
Ao _b 2sinho = -
F- as F





















G+ = G-,NS+1 = (-e-a(N-s) -ma 5e-ae-a(s-1)) (2.128)
The P_ part of the propagator then becomes
(q(-P)*s(P))P- =(-ip-y+m)G -bGs
(-ip.Y+m) (-e-a(s-1)-ma 5e-ae-a(N-s))
e-a(s-l) + ma5e-ae-a(N-S) m(1 - bae-a)e- a(s- 1)
F F
1 (1-basea)
-ae - a a5 e -a( N-s) (2.129)
F
By adding and subtracting the term ase- m2(-ba Se-a) e- (Ns) this simplifies toF
SOUTp - (q(-p)*fs(p)) P-= [y --ba 5 ea)] e-a(s- 1 ) + ma 5 e-ae-a(N-s)[i'-y - m(1 -base-=) F
-a5e- ae- a(N- s). (2.130)
Repeating the same calculation for the P+ part we get
SOUTP+ (q(-p)*s(p)) P+ = ((q(-p)Vs(p)) ") P s-+-s+
= [i--m(1-base-a) ea(N-)+mase-ae-a(s-1)
= [ifn-y-m(1l-ba 5e'] F
-a5e-ae- a(s- ) . (2.131)
To get the second propagator (s(-p)q(p)), we use the definition of the propagator
SF(p) = (0IVa(-p)*p1(p) I0) (2.132)
and the fact that
(Wa(-p)*,,(p))* = yov(-p)vta (p) (2.133)
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to get the equation




_ F. .,_ rl _h_ e-a(s-- n(- x. (,1~ ' L _.-a~ i
- l---" l- ,- )/J
1) + mase-ae-a(N-s)
F - ase-ae-a(N-s))
+P+ ([ifPy- m( - base-) e-a(N-s) + mae-e-a(s-l)
ae-ae-a(s-1))
(2.135)




= -i1P. Y(g+P+  gP_) + (a+P+ + aP_)
= (g-P++g+P_)(-ip*.y) +(_P++ +P_)
(2.136)
(2.137)
Repeating the same procedure for Mas > 1, we again see that the prescription
b-+-Ibl , e±a .+ _e±a (2.138)
yields the correct result
Ss°U - (q(-P)*s(P)) = [ip - y-m(1l-Iblas-a)] (e-a)(s-)P _ (e-a)(-s)P+F
± { [ipj5.y-m(1-lbase-a)] F -a 5e -a}
x [(+e-a)(N-s)_ (e-a)(s-)p]









=-- n*v _ 
{ r 
m aSe - a
x F [ip.-y-m(1-base-a)]-ase- a (2.139)
Physical-to-physical quark propagator
The physical-to-physical propagator can easily be obtained from the physical-to-5D:
= (q(-p)ff/N(P))P++ (q(-p)*Il(p))P_
= P- (V(-P)4(p)) +P+ (WN(-P)q(P))
(2.140)
(2.141)
Evaluating any of the two forms and commuting P± matrices either to the left or to the
right, we get the formula
SPHYS (P) _ (q(_)~(p)) = ip-y-m(1 - Iblase-a)= q(-p)c(p))= F -(-Mba bea eF
ip.¥ - m( - b ae - a ) (2.142)
1 (1 - bl asea ) - m2 ( 1- b a e - a)a2
which agrees with formula (2.27) in Aoki [16]. The inverse of this propagator can be
written as
S-1 (p) -= F-ip y-m(1 -b aIe
-
a)
p2 +m 2 (1-bj a 5 e-a)2
In general we can parametrize this as
SPHYS(P) = -ii Y cV (P) + S (P) ,
with
OVA(p) = 22 + 0,
and in this particular case
1
F
SpH y(p) = i yA(p) + B(p)
B(p) -' F 








Since the propagator (q(-P)i*s(p)) describes propagation from the point s in the 5 th dimen-
sion to the physical quark, each graph containing this propagator will not have it's external
legs amputated. Since we're interested in amputated graphs describing pure operator renor-
malization, it's convenient to describe the effect of this 5D-to-physical propagation effect
by introducing "incoming" and "outgoing" propagators
OUT ~1 1 ,ouT( UT(p) _ (q(-p)(p)) (q(-p)*,(p))= I S (P) (2.147)q(pq )SPHYS(P)uS
('Vs&P)~(P)) 1 =SIN
SS (P) -(VS(-PA2P)) (q(-p)q(p)) =5 sNP)5 @P) * (2.148)
Evaluation is pretty straightforward:
-ij5. y- m(1 - ba5e- a)SoUT(p) = F x2+ 2(I- ba e-a)2
{[(ip*_m(bas e-e a(s- 1) + ma5e-ae-a(N-s)
F
-a5e - ae- a( N-s)] P_
Iy-m(1 -bae - a)) e-a(N-s) + ma5e-ae-a(s-1)
L ~~F+ ip *^y-m(-base-) F
-a5esae-a(s-1)] P+ (2.149)
= {e-a(s-1) +ase-a e-a(N-s) [m+ F i y + m( 1- ba5e a) p72 + m 2 (1 -ba5e-a)2 J 
+ {e-a(N-S) + ase-ae-a(s-l) [m + Fi r+ m(. - ba se- a) p52 + m2 (1- ba5e-a)2J}
(2.150)
IN(p) =P+ {e-a(s-1) +aSe-ae-a(N-s) [m+FiP y+m(1-ba5e-a)]
+ 2+m2(I -ba5e-a) J
+P_ {e - a(N- s) + a5e ae - a(s- 1) [m + F ip- y +m(1 - ba5e- a)] 
p +m2(1-ba 5 e(2.151)(2.151)
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Redoing it for Ma5s > 1, these two propagators can be written as
with
SOUT () = -i1 .y(g+P+ + P) + a+P+ + P
SIN (p) = (g_p+ + g+p_)(-ip +P+ +a+P
) = A(-e-a)(s- 1) -+ .( IwO I)s-
) = .(±e-a)(N - s) -+ (+ IwoI)N- s
) B(+e-a)(s-l) + (±e-a)(N-s) -- (± Iwo l)N- s
- (p)
ase-a(P)F(p) a5 Iwol
2 + m 2 (1 - Ib(p) Iase-a(p))2
B = asme- a(p) [ +F (1 - b(P)la5ea (p )) ]
I +2 +m 2 (1- a(p))2
This formulation is useful since it separates the DW-specific part from the Dirac matrix
structure of propagators.
Zero momentum limit of physical propagators
In the limit where p - 0, we have
b wO
->Woi
1 aF = p- (1 -baea)a (2.160)
which yields
- (P~ws1 +WON s)
= (P+WSC + P-W )
a5wo
1 - w0













y(PwoN-S+P+wo - ' ) (2.161)
(2.162)
_M 2 (1 bge -) _+ _M2 (I _ w) ,
sPHYS(p) = 1 - wip + m(1 -w 2)
2.3 Sums in 5D
To evaluate DW expressions for physical quarks, one has to add the effect of SD propaga-
tion to external legs; this can be written as
N
q = [SU T ] [Ist] [StIN]
st=1
(2.164)
where SINOUT has the 5D structure
SsN /OUT - const. x e- aP(s-1) + const. x e- ap( N-S) (2.165)
and ls,t contains the propagator SF with 5D structure
to get
[G+]s,t = Aoe- akls- t l+ Ae - ak(s- t -2) +ATe- ak(2N- s- t)
+Am (e - ak(N- s+ 't-1) + e - a k(N-t +s - 1))
Ws = -b(p)8st as-st - mS,[lN]8t,[I]





These sums are evaluated exactly both for finite and infinite N in appendix D. In the next
subsections we evaluate them for a more general case where we can have three different
phase factors e- k = e- a , e-ap(out) -+ wo and e-ap ( in) - w.
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(2.163)
2.3.1 Sums of G± term in propagator
With the help of formulas from appendix D, we can get the sums over the G± term
[G±]st = Aoe- als-tl +A±e- a(s+ t- 2) +A+:e- a(2N- s- t)














A 0(I W2sinha)Ao (1 - 0 -W0)
(e- a - wO) (ea - wo)
(AO wo( 2-sinha)Ao (- wo 2e -' WO)




(1 - woe- a )2
Am
(1 - woe- a)2
Am
(1 - woe- a)2
where wo = e- a(P) Ip-o. The sums above are also valid for finite p (with wo replaced by
e-a(P)). Since wo = e- a° , we can simplify the first two terms above
N
= woN-s[G]stwoN - S
s,t=1
1 sinha
2wo (cosh ao - cosh a)
1 2l b ase)_2( -aseFa) 2.71 (-al -m2) (1-ba5e )e-aFa 
(1 - woe- a) -m2 (1-ba2e-a)I
In the m a limit, this becomes
In the m -+ 0 limit, this becomes
N
G(+ - , w7-l[G+]sttw '-=
s,t=l 
. sinha
- AO 2w csinhao














W'S - [G]stuIC 1
N N
- o w 1 [G-]stWto1 = E wo-S[G+]stw'O- s
s,t=1 s,t= 1
1 sinhasinhao
Ao 2wo (cosh ao - cosh a)
1 ea - ba5
(ea - wo)2 e-a - bas J
which agrees with formulas (3.24) and (3.25) in Aoki [16] aside from the factor 1 - w2.




WE 1 [{JV]stw1 = E WoN-S[NV]stWN- s
s,t=1 s,t=l1
1 sinhaAo ~ ~ sinhao
Ao 2wo (cosh co - cosh a)
( 2 )
(cosh a - bas)
(1 - woe-a)2 (1 - basea) - 2 (1 - ba5e-a)a7
1 sinhria
m--0 Ao sinhao
2 wo (coshao - cosha)
For Ma5 > 1 we have
1 sinhaG = A 2 w (csinhao
= 2IwoI (cosh ao- cosh0)
1 (-a2-m 2) (1
)
ea cosh c -bas5
(ea -wo)2 1 -basea
(2.177)
(2.178)
- Ibl asefa) e- aTa
The last two terms are proportional to the mass parameter m. Using the definition of Am =
- F e- a , we get
N










1 (1 - ba5ea) -m2 (1 -bae-a) (1 -woe-a)2
5
1
(2.179)(1 - ba5e-a) (1 - woe-a) 2 + O(m)
or for general 0 < Ma5 < 2
_, _ ~ _' ma5e- a 1
- - -- -- F
ma5e- a 1 (2.180)
Ibl asea) - m2 (1 - Ibl ase-a) (1 - Iwol e-a) 2
2.3.2 Sums of W:FG± term in propagator
Since the matrix W+ can be written as
1
= -b(p)[G±],, + -[G±]s:F,t + ms
a5 S [G][N][] ,.IN LI i (2.181)
we get 3 terms contributing
1. The first term was already calculated in previous subsection.




wol- 1 [G+]N t1l [G_]lt ,oN-





We already have expressions
Gt = e-a(t-1) (Ao +A- + Ame- a(N- l)) + e-a(N-t) (Am +A+e- a(N- 1)) (2.186)




o Wo-Sm s [ 1 ]
s,t= 1
M,--a 





IM8,[ I ] [G±] [N],tll-ClI KS- S N I
st=l
N
I W SC I Mss,[ I [G±] [N],tW'OV-t
st=l N I
NYa wON-SM8,[i][G±][N],t1'1'C'
st=l S N I
[G±][N],tWo'-"
I
Summing them over t we get
X[G+]Ntwoo-t
= [G]tw-t = Am
= [G_]twy = lAwo +A
1 -woe-a
so their contributions to S and S are (for general 0 < Ma5 < 2)
Am
1- Iwol e- a
= 0
Ao+A-
1- Iwo0 e- a
= 0
m 2 a5e- a 1
F 1 - Iwol e- a
m 1
F 1 - wol e- a
3. The second term involves a sum over G1F,; it becomes:STlt
N





(ea - Wo12wosinh aAO (e w0




which can be simplified to
N
= E W0OS[GF]sil,tWO- s
s,t= 1
e:Fa _ W± 1 sinh a
= Ao 0 sNha02wo (cosh o1o - cosh a)
( 1 am 2 ) (1 - b a5e± a )



















= (1 - woe-a) 2 (2.195)
N




- (1-basea)-m2 (1-base-a) (1-woe-a)2 (2 )
In the m --+ 0 limit, first term becomes
N
= E WoN-S[G-js+,tWO- s
s,t= 1
/ ea~~ sinhac
~- a _ wo sinh ao
2wo (cosh cco - cosh a)
N
= I Wo-S[G+]s-l,tw S
s,t=1
ea 1 sinhacc
= A e wo sinh ao
- Ao 2wo (c osh o-c )
eaw(ea - WO)2J (2.198)
Using these results we get the expression for full S WFG± terms:
N N





[ Sb a()5 +
[[b+ 5e x] _ [- +-a5W b ] sinhco
2wo (cosh cao - cosh ca)
e-a ( -m2)(1 - base±a)(-beF + )
(1- woe- a )2 1 (1-ba 5 ea) - m 2 ( 1 -ba s e - a )
a5
F 5 I - a5 I 0 sinhcao
= AOwa [1 ba 5 ec] - [ba 5 wO] sinhc
2wo (cosh co - cosh cc)
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N













e- a ea - bas 5




-a -( -m ) (1-baseia) (-baseta)
e- T2 a 
-a 5(1 - woe-a)2 (1 - ba5 ea) -m2 (1- bae-a)
from which we get as = (W-G+ + W+G_)/2
N






= -b(p) , wl[(YV]stwto- + E - ' [Gs- 1,t+ Gs+ 1t]O
s,t= a5 ,t=l
N
= -b(p) E wol[(av]stw41+ - A O
s,t=l a5
cosh a -cosh ao si_
2w (osh aO - cosh a)
1 -m2) (1-ba5
(ea- wo)2 (1 - baea) -m2 (1
which in the m -+ 0 limit becomes
N





cosh a - cosh ao inhoa
2w (cosha - cosha)
2wo (cosh Cao - cosh a[)
ea 1 - bas cosh ca
(ea-wo)2 1-ba5eaJ
Another way of writing the same expression is
N snhota~ = -b(p) c [+ 1 Ao (2w osha - cosh ao siaS= -b(p) Y, WCo[G+]stI-+ -IAO T ~-o~-s~-s~
s,t=l a5 2wo (coshao - coshx)
ea 
(ea-Wo)2)
The last term equals wo/aS G+ although it's not obvious:
(2.202)
(2.203)
cosh a - cosh ao sinha _
2wo (cosh ao -cosh a)
w 0-cosh - (wo-cosh ao) sinh















( wo - cosh a + sinh oco sinha
sinho
(e-a - wo)(ea - wo)
1AO wo - e- ac
A (e-a-wo) (ea-wo)a5 \(ea-wo)(ea z wo)
+ (ea - wo)
+ (e1 -wo)
+ (ea -wo)J = 0 (2.204)
so we finally have
(2.205)ass = W
aS
If we repeat the whole procedure for Ma5 > 1, we end up replacing b -+ b], wo -+ woI and
we pick up an overall minus sign.
eT-a ±a ~~~~~~~~~sinhaoSe : [ 1 -- Ibla5e i ]-5 I 1 -Ibl a5 IWol'] sinh ao
2 wol (cosh co - cosh a)
e-a ( -m2)(1Ib Iase5e±a) (1IbI a5eTa)e a. 5
(1-Iwole-a)2
Finally, we will need to evaluate sums
ST = X- YN[S]Wo' = Wo-'[S~]Wo t .
s,t
In sums over G± only Am terms survive; since
wo -s[G]s,.t], =
S't
1 (1 - bl asea) - m 2 (1 -Ibl ae-a)




I(1 - woe- a )2
_ o-1_i _1
D"' (1 - woe - a ) 2 1 (1
ma5 e- a



















fJ J I··- 
[O inn%
,I J J I I~ B
s - v SaoSWC1 = Xw' swNt
s,t S,t
- (b+h )(2(A - 0e- 2 -)+ (2.210)(1-woe-~) 2 k a5
For Mas > 1, both the first and the second terms pick two ± factors so the overall result
stays the same
,rTa /_
-(IbL +a\ (-V / u5 fmt5S± = (1 -Ib ae) (1 -Iwoe-a) 2 ~ (1 - bI asea) - m2 (1 - IbI a5e- a )
a 5
a- (-Ib b+ cosh a)
a5
1 -ma 5e- a
- Ibl ase- a )
(2.211)
(2.212)
Expanding this to the first power in m (as Aoki does) we get
Us
ma5 e2 aS = a (1 - Iwol ea) 2 (2.213)
maS 1 -b ae - a
a5 (1 -Iwol e-a)2 1 - bl a5ea
ma 5e- a cosha-Ibl as
ma5 a5e - a
C = a5 (1 - wol e-a)2 1- bI asea 




2.3.3 5D-to-physical propagator sums
When dealing with physical quarks, we also have to evaluate SD sums of 5D-to-physical
propagators
= -ik.y(g+(k)P+ +g_(k)P_) + (a+(k)P+ +a_(k)P_)
= (g_ (k)P+ +g+ (k)P_) (-ik .y) + ( (k)P+ + + (k)P_)
(2.217)
(2.218)
Since both g± and o± have only e - ap(-l1) and e - a p(N- s ) terms, two occurring sums are
easy to evaluate:
N
- ea(N- ) - 1 - (woe-a)N N-j- I





E WSo le-a(s- 1)
s=1
---- a
O - Iwo Ie-a)2 (1 - Jb aea) - M2(1





W foSea(s-l) -W - N-o
s- =1 - woe-a
With these, it's easy to evaluate
N











F 1TwoeF 1 - Iwol e-a
N
g_ = (+ Iwol)s-lg_
s=1
N














)-1 (-m(-Iblas e -a) (+ea)(N-s) ± mase-a (e-)(s-l)
ase-a (±e-a)(s-1))
le-a (1 -b I ae a )a5 1
1- Iwole-
N N
_ ( -wo)s1a_ = (±Iwol)N-sa+
s=l s=l
m(1 - Ibl ase- a )
F
1
1 - Iwo Ie- a
2.3.4 IR limit of summed propagators
If we expand all these sums around p -+ 0 (for m -+ 0), we get
a2
G+ 5 l2w}
~ -w~1 - 2
a2
a 5 w1 -w







W2(1I- 2 a2)wg(--m2asa) p2
(1 -w2)2 p2 + m2(1 -w2)2
1 2
a5
p2 + m2 (1 -w20)2
p2















C -. a5 ( 1 ,2 ,2 ( 1 2_2 22
L- ' wo(1-w2)2 p "U 'Uro ". ..5p2+m2(
maswO
p2 + m2(1 - w 2)2
S. (m l52+ m2a5wo1 -W6) 1p2 +m 2(1 -w2) 2
1-w 2
p2 + m2 (1 _ W2)2
maswO (2.232)2 +m2(1 -20) 2
1 (2.233)
P2 + m 2 (1 - w2) 2
m
P 0~~~~ (2.234)p2 + m2(1 -w02)2
6a5WO p 2
1 -w 2 p2 + m2(1 _ 2)2' (2.235)
2.4 Wave function normalization




We can ask ourselves what is the origin of the 1 - w factor in the numerator? The answer
lies in our definition of the physical field q:
q(x) = P+i1 (x) + P- IN(x) , 4(x) = W11 (x)P_ +_ N(x)P+ .
If we had chosen to redefine our physical field as
q(x) -+ q(x)
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G+ = CYV v








.o _ | | | WA - wae | - rrg {JE I
v~
ip 'y+M(l - W20)
where N is some number (real or complex), we would get a result for a physical-to-physical
propagator
9IHS(p) = (q(-p)4(p))= 1 i -w (2.239)I[2ip.y+m(-w2)
So if we choose N = /-wg, we get a propagator that has a proper continuum behavior.
Furthermore, we can modify the mass term in the Lagrangian mn = m(1 - w02) to absorb the
(1 -wg) factor
Lm = 1-w0 (qIP-VN + VNP+W1l) = Fqq (2.240)
which yields the tree level propagator in the p -+ 0 limit
SPHYS(p) = 1 (2.241)
ip.y+ i
Now that we know how to get rid of that term, we can ask ourselves why was that fac-
tor there in the first place? Then answer lies in the tree level massless mode of the 5D
propagator
Xo = /- (P+wo-l s+P_uo-Ss) = 1W (q +...) (2.242)
where the - w0 comes from normalization condition (oIXo) = 1. Physics in 5D in the
limit when a -+ 0 is dominated by this massless mode (massive modes with the mass of the
order a-1 decouple in the a -+ 0 limit). When we work with the field q instead of the field
X, we have to account for the fact that the overlap between the two differs from one so to
extract physical results, we have to include that overlap in the normalization of q.
Alternative way to look at this is to think of it as a form of "tree level" renormaliza-
tion. When one renormalizes the propagator nonperturbativelly, one imposes conditions
that the renormalized propagator obeys the same Euclidean space relations as continuum
propagator
i / aSnl(p) }lim -Tr = 1 (2.243)
mren-+O 12 apY p2 2
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lim --- Tr 1 (Sen(p))p2=12 = 1 (2.244)
mren-+O 12mren
Perturbativelly, one can impose the same relation at all levels of perturbation theory; if we
start with the physical wave function q(x) = P+VI (x) + P_ NfN(X), it leads to "tree level"
renormalization
q(x) = 1- w (P+W (x) + P-N(x)) (2.245)
m
mh -1 0 _ *(2.246)
If we had started with the definitions above, conditions (2.243) and (2.244) would have
been trivially satisfied.
2.4.1 Physical propagators
The "new" physical field q definition
q(x)= -Wo(P+V (x)+PVN(x)), 4(x) = 1 -w (1 (x)P_+IFN(x)P+),
(2.247)
is equivalent to replacing
q(x) q(x) (2.248)
1-w
so our physical-to-physical propagator picks a factor 1/(1 - we), our SD-to-physical prop-
agators SIN and S ° u T pick a factor 1/ /1 - w2 while the truncated SD-to-physical propa-
gator picks a factor /1 - w due to truncating the external propagator. After performing
the SD sums, summed propagators functions G, G, S and S get an overall 1- w2 factor
while summed propagator functions g, g, C and s remain unchanged since factors /-
from the truncated SD-to-physical propagator cancels the factor 1/ V /1 - w in the internal
SD-to-physical propagator.
The physical-to-physical propagator is then given by
SPHYS(p) - (q(-p)q(p)) = 1 ip * -m(1-ba 5ea)1-w2 F
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1 i15.- -m(l-ba 5 e- a) (2.249)
1-wo 1 (1 - basea) - m2 (1 -base-a)
a 5
The effect of external legs on physical propagators is given in
1$our(p) _ ( )c()) (q(-P)*s(P)) (2.250)
- -i .y((+P+ _P_) + +P+  OP_ (2.251)
$IN (P) s(p)) (2.252)
(q(-p)q(p)) (2.252)
= (gP + g+P_)(-ip Y) + O-P+ + O+P- (2.253)
with
g+(p) =- Ae- a(s-l) -+ /1 ws- l (2.254)
g(p) = Ae a(N s) - 1- woAwN-s (2.255)
d+(p) = Be-a(s- ) +e-a(N- s) - 1-wwo (2.256)
_ (p) = Be- a(Ns) + e- a (s - 1) -wso - (2.257)
A= ase-a(P)F(p) aswo
2 + m2 (1 -b(p)abe-a(P))2 1w (2.258)
F (1 - b(p)abe a(P)) 1
B= a5me-a(p) + ( - (-))2 -+ 0 (2.259)
p2 + M2 (1 -b(p)abe -a(p))2J
In the a - 0 limit (and also in the IR limit) this becomes
(P) = W { (Po1 +w p+o-s)
a5wo (p WO- lxj- ip(P-o SP +w +WSJ )(2.260)
3sN (P) = w{ (p+wo + PWo-s)
(p~wox s p~~wO ) a ..2 } (2.261)
H~S ( p*Y+m1 1
sPHYS(p) = = 2 1 (2.262)
ip y+ m(1 - w ) ip-y+tnh
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2.4.2 Sums over 5D
Same edge contribution
Summed over the 5 th dimension, propagator formulas are
N
(1-w ) ws-1[G+]stt% - 1
s,t=l
N
=(1-Wo) Wo [GS]stwoN- s
s,t=1





2wo (cosh o - cosh ca)
(1-m2) (1
(1- woe-) 2 1 (1 - ba5ea) - m2 (1 - ba5ee- )5
which in the m - 0 limit become
1 sinhc
sinhao
2wo (cosh co - cosh a)
1 sinha
sinhato
2wo (cosh ao - cosh c)
(ea - wo)2
1 ea - ba5
(ea - wo)2 e0 - bas
Their sum cyv = (G+ + G)-)/2 yields
N N
~V -- (1-W 2) [V]stWo 1 =(1 - W2) Wo-s[CV]tWoV- s
s,t= 1 s,t= 1
/ 1 _ sinha
== (I1-wo) Ao sinha co(1-w){Ao K2wo (cosh co -cosh a)
(a-m)a5(1 - woe-)2 ( - ba5se)
a5
(cosh oc- ba5 ) 
-m2(1- ba5e-x)) 
M-O (-v)( sinhao e cosha-ba 5
mZ + (- )g02wo (cosha o-cosh c) (ea - wo)2 1-baseat
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For S± - W:FG± we have
N N
S - (1 -wO) I wsol[W+G±]stwt)1 = (1-W ) wloN-S[W±G]stw t
s,t= 1 s,t= 1
e [1 - base a ' [1 -ba5w] sinha(1W ){Ao[ 2wo (cosh ao - cosh a)
(1 - woe- a)2 1 (1 - baea)-m 2 (1 - ba e- a)
a5
from which we get os = (W-G+ + W+G_)/2
= -b(p)(1-w 2)
= -b(p)Ov + (1
ea
(ea - 1
m -(p)&v + (1
= -b(p)G+ + (1
N 21 NWO-l [(CV]stwtol + (1- W2) w[G- 1 +W~~~~~- _[S s-l[t-]-'G_ l't]wto1
s,t=l a5 s,t=1
~~~~. a f 1 (cosh -cosh aoa5 2wo (cosh cco - cosh ax)
(-m2) ( 1-b a5 coshc) c) }
, (2.269)
0)2 (1- basea) -m 2 (1 -base- a )
a5
sinha a21 ( cosh a -cosh co e 1-b a5 cosh c
a5 2wo(coshcco-cosha) (eawo) 2 1 -base a
2 1 A Coshc-cosho sinha ea 
Wo) a 2wo (cosh o-cosh a) (ea _ wo)2
Wo-7- b (p) Of+
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Different edge contribution
Sums over different edges yield
N
= (1-Wo) 5; Wo[G±]stwov-t
s,t=l1











_ 22 ) ( - ba5e'a) 1 (1 - ba5eF"')( a5 a5
_WMu5e -I l( ) 1 (1 - basea)-m2 (1 -ba5e- a) (1 -woe-a)2
ST (1- w)jWos[WTG+ioi 1 = (1- w [W ±G]Wot
s,t s,t
(1-w 2) -b+ a+= (1 _ -b-+




1 (1 - ba5ea) - m2 (1- baa5 e- a)
as (1-w ) s swto = (1-w) -) WoSWoN- t
s,t s,t
= (1-w°) Am ((1-W)(Il-woe-a)2 + cosh aa5
Expanding this to the first power in m (as Aoki does) we get
p--O
ma5 1 - base - a
S+ = (1-wo)a 5 (1 -woe-a) 2 1-ba5 ea
-s 2 (1~) ma5e-a cosha-ba 5
~s = (1-w(1 woe-a)2 1-basea
v = (1-.wg)a5 ma5 a5 eadv = ( - Wo)a, (1 - woe-a)2 1 - ba5ea
p-o Ua5wo 1
>1-w22~
Summed 5D-to-physical propagator functions
Summed SD-to-physical propagator functions are
N
g+ = 1-Wo E 0-1g+:
s=1





















) (1 -wOea) 2
(2.272)
(2.273)










6 + -- sW S-1
s(1




W2 s-16_ _- l<w2Iwo 6_
s=l














IR limits of summed propagators are
G+ a ( 2I 
' (I-W2 
w2(1- m2a2)
(1 - w2)2 (2.282)
p 2
p2 + m2(1 -w2) 2P 0~
G_w a (1 22 )a 2 + p2+m2(w2)2)
aswo (1 -m 2a2)5) p2
a5w 0 P2
, T Vo - Vot - , "5/ p2 + m2(1
2 f-rm(5 VVO
G = v (1-wo) p2 + m2(1 
_
W2)2 =




2 + m 2 (1 - w20)2
1 - w2
S+ -m(1-w 2) x 02 + m2(1 w2)2
(N
maswo
p2 + m 2 (1 -w2) 2
1
maswo 1
1- w2 p2 + m2
1
1
1 -w 2p 2 + m 2 (1 -wo2)2
a5 wo p2













p2 + m2(1 - w2)2 - p2 + m2
m m
p2 + m2 (1 - w2)2
(2.290)
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2.5 Fat links (Smearing)
The idea here is to replace usual gauge links U,(x) with "fat" or smeared links. In general,
we take a "thin" link U1(x) connecting two neighboring points, add longer gauge invariant
paths (i.e. paths going through other points) to it and then project the sum back into the
SU(n) group:
V,(x) = Projn fU + U ® U ® U +..} (2.293)
where Projn projects the sum of links back into the SU (n) group. For infinitesimal steps
Vt, = 1 + B, Ut, = 1 +A that projections is not necessary since the product of infinitesimal
transformations is in itself an infinitesimal transformation. Then we get
B,(x) = htv(x,y)Av(y) (2.294)
y
which after Fourier transforming becomes a product
Bt (k) = htv(k)Av(k). (2.295)
This field redefinition means that the gluon propagator for the B field can be expressed in
terms of the gluon propagator for the A field as
gag 1-X, k2 k
HWv(k) = ha(k) -( 2 h v(k) (2.296)
Since the longitudinal part doesn't depend on the path chosen between two points, smearing
doesn't affect that part so finally we have
= h (k)h (k) - (1 -X) (2.297)
Hp. (k) = 2 (2.297)
k2
2.5.1 APE smearing











Figure 2-1: APE Smearing: Summation over "staples" in 2D
V(n + 1) ()A )x = (1 + c)n) (X) 2(d-1) l) [V(n) (x) V (n ) (X + V)V (V ) ( X + + V)
-V_(v) (X V(n) (x- )VJ) (x + A- V)]
(1+c)V(n)(x)_ C [(
- 2(1 V x(1 qc)¢n(x)2(d - 1) l 
+V$ (X V)V n ) (X--V)V ( + n)X - v)]
In terms of the generator At,(x) and with
U/(x)
V,(x)
-V(°) (x) = 1 + igoaAL(x)
= v (1) (x) = 1 + igoaBt,(x)
these become
1 + igoaBt~(x) = (1 + c) (1 + igoaA(x))
2(d- 1) [1 +igoa (Av(x) +A(x+v)2( )vo A -Av(x+ #)
from which we get
B,(x) (1 +c)A,(x) 2(d C ) [Av(x)+ A,(x + v)-Av(x+)










-Av (x - ) +A,(x - v) +Av(x + t -v))]l
Fourier transforming into momentum space we get
B,(k)eik(x +ii/2) = (1 + c)A,(k)eik(x+ /2)
c ) [Av(k)eik(x+v/2) +At'(k)eik(x+v+/l/2)
-Av (k)eik(x+l+v/2)- Av (k)eik(x-v/ 2)
+A,,(k)eik(x- v+A/2 ) +Av(k)eik(x+ - v/2)] (2.301)
Canceling the eik(x+P/2) factors and rearranging things we get
BA(k) = A,(k) - 2 (d 1) (gvk2-kttkv)Av(k)
V
Repeating this step n times we get
B() (k) c ) k (-kv)2(d- 1)) gv k2 )
from which we can write
hN= [(1- 2(d _ 1) (gv k2 )+ k21
Absorbing the smearing into redefined gluon propagator, we get the tensor
Hp = hahav
2(d- 1) ) ( gV kkv k kvt _Tv-2 k2_ -(1- )K
2.5.2 HYP smearing
HYP smearing is done in 3 APE-like steps:













= ( X)U(x) +2 ( l) [v;(X)vL;v(X + v) vt(x+ Ai)
+VKII (X -Vs,,v (X -V) Vv; (X + Au-v)]I (2.306)
where the v after the semicolon in V;v means that the fatfat link V is created by omitting the
"staple" in the v direction. The next step is then
VI;v (x) 1= + igoaAL;v(x) = (1 - a2)U(x)
2(d [Vp;(x)V;pv(x+P)Vv(x+)
+IvPt/v (X -P) VI, ;pv (X -P) p;,L~v (X+ AU-p)]I (2.307)
and finally 2
= 1 + igoaAL;v,(x) = (1 - C3)U,(x)
+ 2(d 3) [Ua(x)UV(x+ C)U(x+ ,u)
+up (X- )t(x- C)uY(X + t- )] (2.308)
Fourier transforming to momentum space, we get
= Al(k) - a3 (A(k)
1
d-3 Aa(k))a VF
-a2 3 (k2A#(k) - kkaA(k))
a~tvp
d-2 L AP;v (k)
- 2 y -Pov
-a 2 (2 I
d -2Po
= A(k)-alc (AIL(k)-




1 XAv;1(k))d- 1 V#IL
(k$AA;v(k) - k.kvAv;,,(k)) 








From these we can re-express B, as a function of A,
Al(k) 2(d- 1) 2a2ld-2 +d3)) a2 1 (k~A - kkvAv (k))
vO/~
CI a2
2(d -1) 2(d-2) ( 1+ 2a3 a4d-3- £ k (vA - kykvAv (k))
V#IL
P#ILV
CI1 a2 X3 a6
2(d- 1) 2(d-2) 2(d-3) (2.312)
pZpv
cl#Lvp
Since gluon lines will be inside loops carrying loop momentum k, after rescaling it k -+ k/a
we get
a1
Al()2(d - 1) (





from which we can write
hv(k) = gB +klkv(1 -gv)B~v
1- 1 kp + 2
P#I
x kk2 X3 
PAL P#!
a#pP


















I kCFkP2(kv2L- kkvv(k) 
a 1
1 2(d- 1) (1+2a2d-2
a1 a2 (
2 2(d- 1) 2(d - 2) I
(1 + 033)) = 1 (1 + 2 (1 +_ 03))
a 3 6
+2a3~ 0C1 a 203 1 2 (1 + 2a3)+d--3] -24
(2.317)
(2.318)
(2.319)a 1 a2 a3 _ a1a 2 a32(d- 1) 2(d - 2) 2(d - 3) 48
The Bt term contributes only when = v and the Bv term contributes only when #: v.
For = v, the gluon propagator tensor Hv is then given by
(2.320)
while for :/ v
(2.321)
So in general, we can write
7pv = gpvAI + klkIv (1 - gtv)Auv
= B2 + EBBp
p#O





While the only k,, in A, is explicitly visible, AW contains "hidden" dependence in kt and








= hpphpi = hhw + Z hphpf = B+ E kp BppBpL
= hPhpv = hthAv + hwhw + hphpv
P PO;L












To simplify the pkBmpBpv term, we introduce indices a and ,B so that , v, a, 3 are all
different. Then
, kp = k + k2,
pOILv
k2pk2 = 2 k 2 (2.328)
a#vp
where the factor 2 in the second term comes from permutations of indices. Then
X kpBpBpv
pOA~v
= k2aBmiBav + kBpBBv
= ka [X 1- X2 (k2 + kv) + X3 (2kkv)] [x 1-2 (k + 2) + 3 (2k2pk)]
+kA [1 - 2 (ka2+ v) + X3 (2ka2)] [X1 -d col2(ckt2) + X3(2ka)] .
After expanding the products and collecting terms, we get
(2.329)kpBB pv
p#I~




-2 p kp-2X2X3)p' /- - I kpk+4x2
acr#Lvp







= (k,2+ g·w + (k2kv2) b + c,.
so the overall result is
with
A( ) = a B ,a ~ (2.334)A(2) = bv
Expansion of HYP-smearing tensor
When calculating Feynman diagrams, we typically encounter a situation where we expand
the gluon propagator (here in Feynman gauge)
Glv(ap-k) H1,v (ap-k)
(ap -k) 2 + 2
g1vAl,(ap- k) + (ap--k) z (ap--k) (1- ggv)Av (ap - k)(2.335)
(ap- k) + 2
in power series in a (or equivalently in pi). Factors (ap-k) (ap-k) are straightfor-
ward to evaluate (and usually easier to do after contracting with the rest of the amplitude
and using trigonometric simplifications) so here we will do only the expansion of A. and
AV. Using trigonometric simplifications we get
(ap-k)p = k + 2coskp(1 -cosapp)- 2kp sinapp = 22- 2akppp + (a2 ). (2.336)
Expanding
Ap(ap - k) = B(ap-k) + (ap-k)} X(ap-k)2B a(ap-k) (2.337)
aUp
around a = 0, we get
(2.338)Ap(ap-k) = Ap(k)-2appkpCp(k) -2a I pckaCpc
aUp
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A() + =k + 2)AM + k2 A(2)AV - V A v V V AV (2.333)
A(O = (BC+p 
Cp = kB,(k)Z ^ 2 2Y(
Cpo -21 2B  2 2= -2 BpBpl- 2kp pa + p kBpaBpalo
cc74pc]










= X2-2X 3 X 2
B-7:opa
*Using the same approach and the same notation, we expand Ap (ap - k) as well:
Ap,(ap - k) A() (ap-k) + [(ap-k)2+(ap-k)]A() (ap-k)
+[(ap-k)2(ap-k)V] AA (ap - k)
Av(k)-2apkv[A (lv)(k)+kA(2v (k)]
-2a pvkv[A(1) (k) +A(2)v (k)]
-2a I ppkp
p4AV











plaquette rectangle chair parallelogram
Figure 3-1: Closed gluon loops up to length 6
The simplest gauge-invariant gluon action on a lattice was originally proposed by Wil-
son. It is the sum off all plaquettes (only closed loop of length 4 that can be constructed on
the lattice)
= 2N 4SW MNca 4 A 1 ReTrUp
plaquette c
where the plaquette Upl in , v plane is defined as
Pv = Ut(x)Uv(x + a)U (x + aO)Uvt (x)






Expanding the plaquette in terms of field A,, and commuting all the matrices, the lowest
order contribution of a single plaquette has the proper continuum limit
1 r2 2)ReTrP Nc- 2goTrF, + O(a2 ), (no summation) (3.4)
Summing over all plaquettes and taking the a -+ 0 limit, we recover the continuum action
1
Scont = Tr Fv (x)FLv(X) . (3.5)
AV
3.2 Improved gluons
The Wilson action has finite-size corrections of order a2 . Symantzik [22, 23] introduced
the idea that one could add terms vanishing in the continuum limit which would further
improve finite-size corrections to higher order. This idea was extended by Weisz [24, 25]
to gluon actions. By combining all closed loops to length 6, one gets the action
Sgl = 2' co Nc -ReTrUpl+Cl Re rec
g0 plaquette C rectangle C
+C2 £ N ReTrUch + c3 R NeTrUparal (3.6)
chair C parallelogram Nc
Since the sum has to have the same (correct) continuum limit, expanding the action to
lowest order in a we get
1Sgl = (co + 8cl +4(d-2)(2c 2 + c 3))TrFv(x)Fv(x) . (3.7)
2 A~~~~~~~~V
which gives us the overall constraint
co + 8cl +4(d-2)(2c 2 +c 3 ) = 1 (3.8)
Different choices of parameters ci lead to different actions Adding a gauge fixing term to
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Action Cl c2 c3
Symantzik -1/12 0 0
Iwasaki -0.331 0 0
Iwasaki' -0.27 -0.04 -0.04
Wilson -0.252 c2 + C3 = -0.17
DBW2 -1.40686 0 0
Table 3.1: Various improved actions
the action
SGF = a 4 [VA (xa2)] (3.9)
and Fourier-transforming to momentum space, we get the gluon action (to lowest order in
A)
1 7caddk F 1\A ]
Sg = (2 d A(k) [Gxv- 1- ) kmkv Av(-k) (3.10)
-itla
with
= k + ( g-k pgvp
Pp
x (1 -g up) [1 -a2 cl (k2 + kp) - a2 (c2 + C3) ]
- kkv +gv a +C3)) Ekp-a p L) (Cl
POIL P
-k,,kv(1-gtv) [1-a2c ( +kv)-a2(c2 + C3) k2pI (3.11)
3.2.1 Tadpole improvement
To match lattice results to continuum, we have to match lattice operators to continuum
operators as well [26]. For gauge fields this is done by expanding the link UL in powers of
lattice spacing a
U,L(x) -= eiag° A A - 1 + iagoAtt(x). (3.12)
This expansion is misleading since further corrections do not vanish as powers of a; higher
order terms contain additional factors of gaA,, which if contracted with each other, give ul-
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traviolet divergences that exactly cancel additional powers of a, giving overall suppression
by powers of g2 (not a). These are the QCD tadpole contributions. Since they spoil our in-
tuition on how the lattice theory converges to continuum, we must redefine our formulas for
connecting lattice results to continuum. Consider the expectation value of a link variable on
lattice; since the link itself is gauge dependent, we define it through a gauge-independent
expectation value of a plaquette
/1 \l~/4
uo = N TrUplaq) 1/4 (3.13)
In practice, this number is much smaller then 1; however, in the continuum theory the
expectation value of the operator 1 + iagoAi, is 1. This suggests that the appropriate con-
nection between lattice operator and continuum fields is more like
Un(x) -+ uo [1 + iagoAl(x)] . (3.14)
3.2.2 MILC gluon lattice action
Lattices used by MILC use tadpole improved Symantzik gauge action [27, 28, 29, 30, 31]
Sgl = OpI A 1 ReTrUpl +[rect A 1 ReTrUrc
plaquette rectangle C




ip1 = g2 3 
Trec = - 2 / (1 + 0.4805a)
20u 
Opar = - 2 0.03325a, (3.16)
U0
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and the strong coupling constant is determined through the -loop relation
logu0
cs = -4 log.4 ' (3.17)3.0684












Table 3.2: The parameters of form MILC gluon actions.





c -1 2u 2 (1 +0.4805as),
C2 = 0 ,





Self energy in DW formulation
Before we start calculating current renormalizations and twist-2 operator renormalizations,
we first need to evaluate self-energy renormalization since it will contribute to all other
operators.
p p p k p
Figure 4-1: Self energy diagrams: Tadpole (left) and Sunset (right).
There are 2 diagrams contributing to the self energy: sunset and tadpole. To evaluate
them, we need Feynman rules on the lattice. In the "r=-l" convention (see appendix A.2),
the gluon-fermion vertex is
Eva]P bc = -go [Ta]b (rsin a(kP)P + iYp cosa(k P)
= -go[Ta]b (r2 (p + k)p+iyp(p+ k)p) (4.1)
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The 2-gluon-fermion vertex is given by
1}] 2d
= - 2ago [Ta ITbIcd (rcos a(k+p)p -iyp sin a(k+p)p
~rcos 2 sin 2
We can simplify the group structure since it'll be multiplied by 8ab, summed over, and have
its trace calculated
1TrEab{Ta Tb} = TrETaTa = N2 1 C




= -agCF (rcos a(k + P)Pp sin a(k+P)P)
= -ag2CF r 2 -iyp sin 2 (4.4)
The gluon propagator is








Hv = hhav-(1 _ ) kkv
and the fermion propagator is
[= Y sI +W-(ak) [G+(ak)]ts, P+
IL a#~~~~~~~~~ st
+[ sina
-il akL- W+ (ak)a
= [-iy k + W(ak)]st [G+ (ak)]ts, P+
+ [-iy. k + W+ (ak)] st [G_ (ak)]ts, P-
Pi =5 (1 y5) .
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I I m 
[G- (ak)]t,, P-
Another way of writing this is
[SF(k)]ss, = -iy. (sV, + 5c ) + (I +Y 5 PI) (4.9)
where a denotes matrices in 5th dimension/flavor. Comparing these expressions we get
{S =








Another useful relation is:
(av ±ysaA)
(as +¥5op)
= G+P± + G_PT
= W-G+P±+ W+G P F
(4.12)
(4.13)
Momentum rescaling and Wilson limit
After we rescale the momentum in the integral
a
(4.14)
we get an overall factor a- d from the ddk plus some factors from propagators/vertices.
Then we have
= goTa (rsin (kap)p +iypcos ( P))O(aO) (4.15)
(4.16)a2ab 1 , ,J O(a2 )
=4sin 2 (ap-k)p
3.4si 







where in the fermion propagator we have
1G± (ak) -+ a2 G (k), W±(ak) --+ - W± (k)
a
GV,A (ak) --+ a2 C5V,A (k) , Cs,p (ak) -+ a a5s,p (k).






2 + (amo + k2) 2
4.1 Sunset diagram
The amplitude for the sunset diagram is given by
Il/a
Ist(a,p)= J d dkk)V
(27C)d X,o
(4.22)
Now: we choose to write the gluon propagator as
(4.23)Gxp (p- k) = hphT(p- k)2 +/z2
where we keep the gluon mass tu finite for now. This way we can do y-algebra for all terms
at once and then later restore smeared/unsmeared/longitudinal limits. After rescaling the
integral (4.22) over k, we get




(ap+ k)p + iYp (api+k)p]














1(i ) 2 [a.h+iy. b]
(ap- k)
x [-iy- k(G+ P+ +GP) S+P++ SP_] [a h + iy b]
Now we do the y-algebra: "a 2" term has no y matrices so it equals:
fi = (a h)2 [-iy.kG+P± + S+P+] 
The "b2" term has one y matrix commuted with P+, so using y P± = P:FY we get
f2 b.y[-iy.kG±P±+S±P±]b.y= {b. y[-iy. k] b. YGT+b2S, }P±
= {i(b2k.y- -2b kb y)GT + b2ST } P .
Finally, "mixed" terms are
f3 = ia. h [-iy. kG± + S] P±b. y + ib. y[-iy. kG± + S+] P+a. h
= {ia.hb.y(S±+S,)+a.h(k.yb.yGT+byk.yG)}P±
Restoring back definitions of a, b and h, we get
fl+f2+j3 = [hpaha-(1-X) kc] {4 (aP+k)
'3 V 4( ~ p(ap + k)a(-ik yG± + S)
+gpa (ap + k) p(-ik yG:F -S)
+ (ap + k) p (ap + k) (k yycG: + k yG± + i (S + ST) )
2i(ap k)p(ap+ k)ypG) P










from which we get the amplitude I and split it into parts with odd and even number of y
matrices I = Iodd + Ieven
hpaha - ( 1 - ) kpk,
(ai-k) 2 + 2
hpahaa (1 k) 2kk
(a- +k) 12
{-ik * y (-(ap+k)p(ap +k)oG±+gpa(ap+k)PGT)
(4.30)
2{ (apk) p(ap +k)aS-gp(ap+ k)S
- (ap + k) p(ap + k) cS± - gpo (ap + k)2SL; =
(4.31)
4.1.1 5D sums for physical quarks
p-k
Figure 4-2: Sunset diagram for physical quarks
For physical quarks, we have to take into account that we start and end with quarks
defined on the boundary (figure (4-2)) so the total amplitude is given by
q = (q(-p)s(p) ) Ist (t (-p)((P)) (4.32)
However, this amplitude has external legs attached to it so we have to multiply it from the
left and from the right by
Sphys(p) = 1(q(-p)q(p)) (4.33)




+2i(ap+k)(apk)ypkaG + (apk)p(ap+k)aiya(S + S) }+2i(ap+k)p(ap+k),ypk,,GT + (ap+k)p(ap +k)cyia(S± +S:T) IJ
+2(ap+ k)p(ap+ k)a(k yG:F + k'yG)}
q7p) W (-p) IVt (k) W,(-k) W,(p) q(-p)
the lowest order in p)
- SOUT INoI SIs st t
= (1-w 2)[-ip.YA (Wo-S _ +W1 P+) + ( P +Wo-SP+)]
+ (o- lP++wN-tP_)]
Now we use the fact that
IoddP+ = P-Todd IevenP± = P+Ieven (4.35)
= (-ip. A)od(-ip yA) + d + (-ip. yiA)iodd + Iod(-ip yA) (4.36)
=- ( -i PY)+ ' (-P YA)leven +even(-ipYA) (4.37)
- - (1 -W 2 ) w-IIw- 1 (1-Wo ) W-sI:Fwo t, (4.38)
+ =- (1-w)Xwo-lIw~N -t - (1-wzo)XwNSo-Slwto1 (4.39)
and A = aswo/(1 - w2) = as/(2sinhao). To evaluate the renormalization of the self en-
ergy, we only need to keep terms up to order pl:
Iphys
arodd(k)_ 
= Io+dd(k) + Pi ap -iA [p Iodd(k) + odd (k)p. y]
+even(k) +pA ap iAv [P( kIeven(k) + evenP Y] (4.40)
The terms p. Iodd(k)+Io+dd(k)p.y, Io+dd(k) and ptaYJ(k) vanish after integration since they
are odd in kA as well so we are left with










X [ ( WN -1p + + M 'lp (- ip -y A
We will evaluate each of them separately.
The first term: even
The first term is given by
en(k) = H a {O + -kppsk-gpap+ 2 k(  yyaG+ + yak -oG_-)} . (4.42)[~en k '2 +q_ 4 2
Since G+ = G_ = v, the last term simplifies to 2kayv. Next we use the definition of
tensor Hpa
Hpa = gpaAp + kpka( - gp)Apac (4.43)
to get
E kC2 +q- 11 2 k2p- /2even{(k) + rk kav}
Apa(1 - { r g_+rkpa) }
~~~~~~~~4.)
- ,Apa (2 - gp2 ) {gpakc2gS (4.44)
The last term obviously vanishes for HYP-smearing but will contribute for APE-smearing
so we will retain it for now. Since all three propagator functions S+, S_ and ov are propor-
tional to the mass parameter m, this term contributes to mass renormalization proportional
to the mass m. Introducing the parametrization
g 2CF 
4;en gCF 0 2 X2(4.45)16nt
we get
2,2~~~ r2 p ~
AkPYC A'F (I os- os+ +r£2 m7 2I|d 7k 2±+ 2 4 -
+zA kljya) ( k2 +rk2v)
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_TApa(1-P) 2 -
p, k2 +i 2
The second term: p YIe+ven (k) + evenP' Y
The second term is given by
Hpos
P Yeven (k) + -evenP '
{r2
gPak) (S+ +,) }
+k a2 + {2 kP:(PyyG-+PYYak'¥
(4.47)
From the Chisholm identity
YLYvYa = Ygva - Yvga + Yagluv - Ejtvax¥Y¥Y5
(p - yk y+ k -yyP -Y) 0+ = 2 (p yk - ¥.p -k + k -yp.) 0+
(p yk -Y + ck yp y) G_ = 2(p. yka + yp. k-k ypa) _
so terms with 3 y matrices add up to





P ' Yleen (k)+ enP { (x 4 - gpkp) (+ S_)
+rkpkckao(G+ + G-) }
Hpk + 






The second line vanishes for both gpa and kpk, terms; for gp we have:






I2 kpkc (YaPp-YpPa) (+
symmetric antisymmetric
= 0.
For kpka we have
ipkca(1- gp)Apkka (YaP - YPa)2 q ]p 2
kaka (YaPo - YPa) (G+
symmetric a- .isymmet ic
symmetric ant isymmet ric
-_)} =0.
The final result for the second term is then
P 'Yleen (k) + evenP ' Y
- AP
+r2(G+  G_) }
+r~ _~)}
+PY I 2+q-2k2±P
-[ 42kp2-gpakp] (+ + S_)
Introducing the parametrization
-iA (p le+ven (k) + evenP * Y)
7t







p, k2 + 









2kP (S+ + g_)
k ~~(t+ _) I .
- O-)
r2 2_ 2
Simplifying the o+dd (P) term
The last (and the most complicated) term is given by pIIO+dd (p) /ap. Before expanding it,
we multiply it with smearing tensor
Hp,(ap - k) = gpoAp(ap - k) + (ap - k)p(ap - k)a(1 - gpa)Ap (ap - k) (4.58)
to get
Ap(ap - k)
p (ap- k)2 +-t 2 {ik [ (ap- k)pG+(k) +(ap -k)G_(k)
+2i(ap - k)ypkpG_ (k) + i (ap - k)pYp( + + -) }
+ I Ap (ap -k)
p (ap -k) 2+ t 2
CTO
-ik y(ap - k)p(ap+ k)p(ap -k)(ap + k)cG+
+2i(ap - k) p (ap +k)p (ap - k)a (ap+ k) aYpkaG_
+2iyo(ap-k)p(ap+k)p(ap-k)a(ap + k)cy(9+  S_)
The second term can be simplified using trigonometric identities
.xy .x+y
sinX-Y sinx+ y










from which we get






and from which it follows
(ap - k)p(ap + k)p(ap - k)c(ap + k)c
(ap -k)p(ap + k)p(ap - k),(ap + k)
= k22 + O(a2) (4.64)








(ap - k)p(ap + k)p(ap - k),(ap + k)(
This yields the result
Ap(ap -k)
p (ap -k)2+ 2{-ik . [-(ap+k) O+(k) + (ap'+k)pG_4i(p+k~y(±+~ (k)]
+2i(ap + k)2yOpkG (k)+ 2i(ap+k)pp(+ +S_)}
+ Apa(ap - k)(1 - gpa) {-ik. -y [r2(coskp - cospp) (coska - cosp,) G+
pa (ap - k)2 + 2
+(sinpp -kp)2gpa_] + 2iypk(sinpp - kp)(sinp -c,)G _
+2riy(coskp - cospp)(sinpcy - k)as} (4.67)
The last term pao+dd (p) /ap,: part proportional to Ap





2p kAp (k) 
(k2 + 82)2
{-ik*y kpG+ (k) + kpG- (k) +
+2ikp2ypkpG-(k) + ikpyp(S+(k) +- S_(k))}
L_(k)]1Ap( ik -kppp [r2 +(k)-
-iypppkpG-(k) +i coskpYppp(S+(k) +S_(k))} (4.68)
where the a-1 term vanishes after integration since it's odd in k. Since the Ap doesn't
contain any kl, all integrals fApkpf(l 2 and Apcoskpf(k are the same for all p so p -y
factors out:
>Ap(k) {-ik. Ykppp
I k2 + 2 pp
-iypppkG_ (k) + i coskpyppp(S+(k) +S_ (k)) }
1 Ap (k )
-ip.¥ Yd I k2 + -2
{2 [r2O+ (k) + _(k) - co




= (k -ap,) + 0 (a (4.66)
Idd (P)
I Ap (k)
= I a + Ig
P
r2 0,(k) - C;(k)
where after factorizing p y we have summed over p and divided by spacetime dimension
d. A similar trick can be used on the (2+ g2)-2 term to get
2p kAp(k)
+2ikpypkpG_ (k) + ipp(S+(k) + S_ (k))}
- ip.y 2Ap(k)
d p (k2 + )2 2k) G_(k) - rps(k4 .70){
r2¥k2+(k) + kp -k 
Finally, for the A' term we need to expand the HYP-smearing tensor to first order in p,,
(2.338):
Ap(ap-k) = Ap(k) - 2appkpCp(k)-2a pyakaCpoy
op
(4.71)
where Cp doesn't contain any kp and Cpa doesn't contain any kp and ka factors:
Z k2 +2 {-ik-y pG+(k) + kpG~_(k)I k2 + jg 4 P+ icpYC)
r. }
+2ik9¥9ypkC- (k) -4- kpyp (9+ (k) -(k))}
kpppCp + I kapaCpa r2
-- 2ro {-ik- [ kp¢+(k)
P k2 _.j 24
p~~~~~
+2ikpypkpG_ (k) + 2ikpyp(S+(k) + S_ (k))}
The term with Cp is simple:
- 2 kp 2{-ik y kpG+ (k) + kpG_ (k)]p +2 k +_2
+2ikyp:p G (k) + rikpyp(g+(k) + (k))}
(4.72)
- ipY -2Cpkp I




-ik-y -k2p C;+ (k) + k2p C;- (k)
4
+kip 0- (k
'The term with Cpc is given by
kappaCpa {
-2 , k oCp_
k2, c2 
+2ikpyp kpG_(k) + -ikpYp(S+(k) +S_(k))}
Cpa
-- 2 , CpC
apo k2 2
i{-,i/acspaf [k (k)k
+2ik2ypkpkapaFG- (k) + rikpypkcaps(k) }
_ ip.-y , -2Cpo k2
- d- k2 +2 
r2 (k) k
Collecting all terms, we get
with
P aodd (4.75)g -ip . CF ,(a)
-ip.¥2 1
I /E d Ap(k )
d r 2 djk 2 +/12d It '.
( [r2G+(k) + G(k)]
k PL 2 -r coskpds(k))
2Ap(k)
(k2 + -2) 2






The last term ptfI+d(p)/ap: part proportional to Apac
Going back to (4.67),
Ap(ap-k) 
p (ap - k)2 12Iodd(P) -i [(ak ) G+(k)+ (ap-k)pG_









-k2pO,- (k - r as (k)
r2
-kp2 O+ (k) + kp2 0-
4
G- (k - rkp2as(k)
Pa (ap-k)2+ 2 [p
+2iypka[kpka - a(ppka + pakp)]G-
+EiYakp(kas-apa)(S++S )} 
Expanding the second part proportional to Apa we get
p aodd 2p kAPa(k) { i ¥+ k2+ ) Jk 
+ (kp- 2appkp)gpa_-]
(4.77)
r2r2 kp2ao + Fpga
4 p a  p p 
+2iypkpk2G- + riyakpkacas}
+ - pa(k) {-ik -y [ppkpgpoa-]
+iYPka[(pPka + pap)]_ + iyapaos}





The same trick applies to the "second" term as well, so we get
2p -4Apa(k)
- (k2 + 2)2 {ik kp + + kpgp
+2iypkpk2G_ + riyakpkskas }
= ip. 'Y 2Apa(k)
d (k2 2)2
-2kpkc2,G_-rkc2)s} .
Finally, the "first" term containing A'a is (again) the most complicated. We use the expan-
sion of Apa
APo -2 [pp:(A (2 +kA() +pak2(A~ +kA-))











where Ap are derivatives of Ap ) over ka. The first two terms in A'a yieldwhr pola are derivatives oe
-k (A(1 +kA) +pa (A 2 A (2)
p~ap k2Y ~"p-+ 2 -p)
~~ :2 I i2 +
{-/k *y [--  kG+ + k2pp_]+ 2iypkpkG_ + riykkoas }
(A+kA2) { ik ~P=,2 .k2 + W pypp
+2iypppkG- + riyaPogpakpkoTs}
(A) + k2A2)
-2 , +pA )
p,ap k2 + 2
{-ikopa r2k24 + kpgpaOG_
+2iypppogpaok2 G- + riyapaskp S
ip I
d p,COp k2+ 2
-2kkG - rgpak s }
ip Y _2(Apl) + kpA2)) 




The last term in A', yields
I Paka (Apla + -(kp)Ap + kpkA2(kp2 21) P j_ p)2A(2) (~-I .o . Palax ' "Pa"''(lao)
k2 + 2
x {-ik Y [4kpkcsG+ + kpgpuC- + 2iypkpksG_ + riyckpkca5}4~~~~~~~~i2~A 2
-2 pA(°)+(k k)A2A() + kp2k2A(2) a
v'pola +( pola 'PpaIk2 + 2
x {ka [ 4-kp- 2+ + k2pgpac(] - 2gpak p2-- rgack2pka2S} (4.84)
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k(p r2 kP2 ka2 0 2gC a





( k [ 4 pkG2O + k+ pgpCGOk.P4 kG
-2kpkG_ - rgpakPk&s)
pop
(ks [4 kpk2+ + kpgpo- ]
2 2 _ ^k2 2 )-2gpakpkG 
-r; r p~~s
-2 (A®)1 + (k2 + + )A) + kPk2A p2)la
+~~~k Ipor P T Pla +
pA + 2
a~pa
(2[r2 k2 k2 G(3 k2g - ]x (/2 [4 4- + kgp_]
-2gpakkG-v rgaakpk2s) }-
4.1.2 Recovering APE-smearing results
(4.86)








= + 2(d - 1) k (Gv
= gvC(k) + kV (1-C(k))







(1 -gv)Auv -+ (1 -C(k))
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-2(A(pl + k2A2) 
k2 + # 2 ]
Ap -+ C(k), (4.89)
_-2A() kpA 2)
K- + -




= -2appkpCp(k)-2a pk: Cpa
- -2a [p (A +kCYA2)) + paka (A1) + k2A(2))





= -2ap k 2(d )2n 1








-1+2n ( + 2(d-)_l C 2n 1
Inx -r.,'. !
would suggest one has to set
= Cp = Cpa
(1 -C(k)'
k2)
= (A) + A)):~ r poq- = ( 1) + k2A(2+))
= (A(°+ (p+ + k2)A kA(2) (4.95)
to recover APE-smearing formulas. That would actually be true if one did it before extract-
ing -ip .y and summing indices, but it does not work for final expressions. Luckily, APE
spearing results are much easier to just evaluate directly so for the APE smearing we have







-2 kpkp) G_ (k)-rk2dS(k)
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-2ap kC'(k)







-iky [ 4 k + kgpaG,( +2iypkpkc:G_ +riYckPkys}




4.1.3 No smearing limit
Now if we take the limit hy - guv (and choose gauge Feynman gauge X = 1) we recover
Aoki's results without smearing. The first term Ieen(k) behaves like a -1 and corresponds
to the mass renormalization coefficient
g oCF ddk 1
a (27)d k2
-It
(rV E sin k - E cos 2 S+
Ij II~~/
+ r2 I sin2 k2.





(1 -woe- a) 2
( a5e- sin2k
1 - ba5eA
_ -ba5e - a q Cos 2 k" + r2e-2c I~ sin2 
which A1-baeare ] 
which compares to cOm (3.23) in Aoki. We will parametrize this as
even(k) = mg 2 C
with
1 2 d4k n,
-I
+ r2 sin 2 2]
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and








The remaining two terms renormalize the wave function and the w = 1 - M factor. The
second term behaves as a- 1 and contributes to Zw:
-i. [P even+ evenP
-Ic
2 d4k ^ 2 rcv~
Y] = .-ipY 1 23
sin2 k, - Os os k ]
A t
This compares to term 13 (3.20) and C) (3.22) in Aoki. The last term contributes to both Z2









(k2)2 2rk2as+2 [(kpkp-k2k2) -
This compares to Y1 (3.18) and Id (3.21) in Aoki.
4.1.4 Wilson limit
To get formulas for Wilson fermions, we have to do the following:
1. Replace all propagator functions G± and g+ by corresponding Wilson terms
Gsit,g -4 1
2 + (amo + pk2)2
amo + U2









~g1 -- d2 |k1 d4k IY- I-C2
_ r 22 -k _G+ .105)
4
2. Set the size of 5 th dimension equal to 1 N = 1, A -+ 0 and wo -+ 1. That eliminates
the effect of amputating external legs:
OU T = [ip.yA(wN-sP++ws1P-)+(<1P±±4sP)] -41 (4.108)
StiN = [( _ tP+o P+) (-ip yA) + (Ws 1 P + tp±)] -+ 1 (4.109)
In practice, that means that we replace all propagator functions by the corresponding Wil-
son terms
G+ G + g = = 2 -2 (a o+ 12) 2 (4.110)
k2 + (amo +2
aro + U2S.q S_ = S+ = = + = = s = as - + 2 (4.111)
k2+ (amo + 2) 2
4.2 Numerical evaluation of sunset diagram
As we can see, due to complicated smearing tensors, expanding the amplitude in powers of
external momentum is quite complicated already in the first order of expansion; when we
evaluated twist-2 operators with n derivatives, we have to expand to nth order in p which
becomes really messy and complicated. Fortunately, there is an alternative solution. One
can also evaluate the amplitude directly as a 4-dimensional integral. After rescaling integral
(4.22) over k and evaluating the sums in the 5th dimension, to order p we are left with the
expression (4.41)
Iq = even(k) i [' yeen(k) +I evenP' ] + Plz p-O (4.112)
In general, the amplitude (q) is a 4 x 4 matrix which can be decomposed in terms of
y-matrices






I r (pe , = kTnrD [Iq(P)v]
We already know for p -- 0
IP(p - 0) = 0, V(p-+o )=o
Iv (p - O) = -iptIv + O(p3), (4.116)
so in the p -4 0 limit
Iq = Is(p = O) - ip 'yIv(p = 0) . (4.117)
Since the trace of an odd number of y matrices vanishes, we can drop it immediately from




ip l d?2.,+ 
(4.118)
(4.119)
- iA (p Ye+en(k) + 1?yenP 'Y) )
Evaluating these formulas is straightforward:
Is(P) Hpa(ap - k)(ap-k)2 + #2
-gpc(ap+k)S + r(ap + k)p(ap + k)ak,&v]
After inserting the definition of Hpac
















= (sinapp - p)
Ap(ap-k)
(ap-k)2 + /2 [ (ap + k)2_ - (ap+k)2+ + r(ap + k)pkpOv]
+ E Ap(p- k) [r2(coskp - cosapp)(cosk, - cosap)g
-
p,o~p (ap- k)2 + 2
-gpa(sinapp - kp)2+ + 2r(coskp - cosapp)(sinapo - ko)k4]j 124)
We split v into two parts: one coming from o+dd, which contributes to wave function
renormalization so is called 2, and the other coming from the p Y[ven + I[venP'Y term,




2 ('k [-(ap+k)p(ap+k)cG+ +gpa(ap+k) 2 G-]P 4 ' 
-2(ap+ k)p(ap+ k).ppkaG - r(ap'+ k) p (ap+k)paas) }
Hpo(ap - k)
(ap-k)2 + It2 2J (ap +k)(a p + k)a-gp(ap k)p as
+r(ap+k)p(ap+ k)akaav) } (4.126)
After inserting the definition of Hpa and using trigonometric simplifications, we obtain
Ap(ap - k) {2 (p*k :[(ap+k)+ + (ap+ k)G]
-2(ap + k)ppkpG - r(ap + k)pppas) }
Apa(ap - k)
(ap-k)2 + 2 { (p- k [r2(coskp - cosapp)(cosk - cosapa)G+
+gpa(sinapp - kp)20_] - 2ppka(sinapp - kp) (sinapa - k)G-













= 2A~ Ap (ap -k) fI - f2 a2 2l
(a k)2+ 2 (ap+k)p-(ap+k) 2p s+r(ap+k)pkp Cv2 (ap-k)2+ 4
+2 o I Ap (ap2 )2 { [r2 (coskp - cosapp)(cosk - cosap)
pop (ap-k) + y
-gpa(sinapp - p)2] Os + 2rka(coskp - cosapp)(sinapa - ka)Cv } 4.128)
Since both Iodd and Ieven have no y5 matrices and at most 2 y, matrices, Cp and CAA obviously
vanish. However, -en has a component proportional to av
evena= -- )2+/[/2 (ap + k)p(a+ k)agS- gpy(ap + k)pS+
+ 2 (ap + k)p(ap + k)c (ko(G+ +G) - iaaka(G+-G-))] (4.129)
so we have
l7(p) (ap-k)2 +p 2 rIT (P) (- i) - (ap + k) p(ap + k) c (;+ - Y) (ktgva - kvgwa)]
-ir G+-Gk {ktAv(aP-k)(ap+k)v-kvA(ap-k)(ap+k)t
(ap- k)2 + t2 2 2
+(coskp -cos app) [Apv(ap- k)kt,(sinapv -kv)
-Ap(ap- k)kv(sinap - kt) ] } (4.130)
Evaluated at p -+ 0, this obviously vanishes due to parity symmetry since ~: v and both
A, and Aw are even in kL,.
4.2.1 Results for Wilson fermions
While evaluating the integral for finite pi,, finiteness of pi regulates the gluon propagator
automatically so no singularities (which represent themselves as floating point exceptions)
are present. However, to evaluate the amplitude at zero momentum numerically, we must
regulate both the fermion and gluon propagators with masses mf and p. The factor k2 from
the measure d4k cancels one of k2 factors in denominator analytically, but when one tries
to evaluate the integrand numerically in Cartesian coordinates, that measure factor is not
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present and one gets floating point exception errors. Therefore we keep both mf and iu finite
and look at the expression as both of them go to zero exponentially.
Error bars are the estimate based on the comparison of 7th degree rule and 5th degree
rule used to evaluate the integral. As such, they should be interpreted with caution.
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enough, one can clearly see the linear behavior with respect to logp 2 a2. The slope of the
plot is 1 as it should be.
4.2.2 Results for Domain Wall fermions
For DW Fermions, things are in principle the same as for the Wilson case. Note that the
same C++ programs are used with different file for G± and W: G±.
Results for lven and Is.
e-en evaluated at p = 0 is proportional to
een g o C F (-4log# 2 a2 + "m) (4.131)
evn 167c2
When the same thing is evaluated for zero gluon mass but finite momentum, we get
= CF (-4logP2pa2 +m) = gCF (-4logp 2a2 + (m+4)) (4.132)Is = t 16 2df n lao opap 2 -4 1ay6s
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Figure 4-8: Numerically evaluated amplitude Is (crosses) as a function of momentum p2,
extrapolated to the point logp 2 a2 = 0.
I = 16g CF (-4 logp2a2 +2) gCF1672
due to the different regulator.
-20 -15 -10 -5 0
Log[p2 a2 ]
Figure 4-9: Amplitude Iv (p2) as a function of p2.
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Figure 4-10: Numerically evaluated amplitude 12 (crosses) as a function of momentum p2,
extrapolated to the point logp 2a2 = 0.
Results for p. yl+en + evenP y and Iw.
P Y+ven + l4enP Y evaluated at p = 0 is proportional to
P ' Yteven + .venP ' (4.134)= g2CF
167 2 YEW.
and unlike the previous two cases, it doesn't have a logarithmic singularity.
4.3 Tadpole diagram
The amplitude for the tadpole diagram is given by
1 d d k
'st =-- st ( 2 I)d Gp(k)Vpp(p,p)
_t- 2Cd P
It










-- - gauge part
o
Figure 4-11: Amplitude lw (p2 ) for as a function of p2 .
Figure 4-12: Tadpole diagram for physical quarks




(27 )d 2 + 2
Since the integral is the same for each p, we get
st - stg2CF (d


















z: " " ^ a ^ 
~_
O
4() P WP 1 P (p
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
T 0.15493 0.05219 0.04202 0.03873
Ztad 12.2328 4.12076 3.31777 3.058
Table 4.1: Results for tadpole
Since there are no fermion propagators here, 5D sums are straightforward to evaluate:






EWso- lst W l -t E WoN- 1 = NwoN- 1 0
s,t=1 s=0
so the physical amplitude equals
Iq(p) = OUT IN
= (- ip' A)Iodd(- ip A) + odd + (- ip ¥yA)even+ en(-ip yA)










1( r ) (27r)dk2+ 2
(2IL2 -1
(1+ 2rA) ddk 1(27)d d + 
Apa(k)(1-gpO)bp4c
k2 + L2 7
which yields
_ = 21 (16 4 T)
--27r2 Z3 - rd (1674 T)
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Figure 4-13: Value of tadpole function T(# 2 ) as a function of 2.
4.4 Collecting results: self energy renormalization coeffi-
cients
At tree level, the physical quark propagator is given by (2.163)
1SHYS(p) = (q(-p)q(p))O = .y+ j'
The one loop correction is then given by




which to the order g2 equals
1(q(-p)q(P)) = p.·Y ±t-
Parameterizing Iq as




we get (to order g2)
(q(-p)q(p)) =1 (1+A)-'
ip.y(1 +A) +h(1-B) ip.y+(1l-B)(1 +A)-I
(1 -A) (1 -A)
ip-y+ (1-B)(1-A) ip.y+f(1(l-B-A)
which has to equal a generic form
Zwz 2
ip * y + mZiZmZ 
Zq
ip ¥ y+ thZwZF. 
where to order g2 we have
g2CF 2wo g2CF
Zw -- 1 + = 1- 2 16 2 W 0~~~~~
Z2 = 1+16-2 ,
162Zm =- 1 + 1672-
2CF (Zw+Zm)=- -B-A.Zw 2 = 1+ 1g2CF (Zw+ Z2) = 1-A,ZwZ2= 1(+w+12
which yields
(4.154)
While at first, the separation of the piece in the expression for the self energy proportional
to ip y may seem a bit arbitrary, the origin of two pieces is quite different. 2 comes
from the part of SD propagator proportional to ip . y and describes the renormalization of
the SD wave function ji. Part _, comes from the part of the SD propagator proportional
to a constant and describes the (additive) renormalization of the SD mass-parameter M
or equivalently, additive renormalization of wo. Overall renormalization of the physical
wavefunction q then has two pieces:








The first piece, Z2, describes the renormalization of the SD wavefunctions Vl and VAN in
the expression
q(x) = 1-w (P+ l(X) + P-IN(X)) (4.156)
The second piece, Zw, describes the fact that the overlap between the SD massless mode Xo
and the physical wavefunction q also changes
(Xolqo) = -w-+ (renlqren) = 1-WR (4.157)
Since the massless mode is renormalized as
X = -w (P+WR 1,s en+P-wNsis e) 1/ [v(P+VI +P-WN)+ .]
~, +'R q ' 2R
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 _81
- [O(P+V1 +P-VN) + ... , (4.158)1-w0
we can see that the overall renormalization constant Zq picks up a piece coming from the
additive shift of wo. To order g2 we have
~~~~2C _W\ 
1 - w2 1-(w0 + -w) 2wo gCFz + O(g(4) = Zw + O(g4) (4.159)
1-w 2 1-w =1-w- 16g2
If we start with large value of wo, even if the shift WR = wo + Aw can be described well
with -loop perturbation theory, using the expression for Z7 expanded to the first order in
g2 can give poor results for Zw as can be seen from the table (4.4). Luckily, we do not
have to rely on the perturbation theory alone to evaluate that factor Zw. Since the shift of
zero-mode is universal for all operators, we can evaluate it once nonperturbatively and then
use it afterwards to renormalize other matrix elements. There is an exactly conserved SD
axial current on the lattice
4 = sign (s 2 [(x+ )(1 +Y)U)(X)Vs(x)
-s (1 - )U/(x)q(X + A)] (4.160)
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which has the same continuum limit as the local axial current on the lattice
A = (x) ()y5q(x). (4.161)
Due to the non-local nature of the conserved current, it is complicated to express it in terms
of physical fields q(x) defined on the boundary of the lattice so in practice it is easier to
use the local (non-conserved) current. But since the 5D current is exactly conserved, its
renormalization coefficient is exactly equal to one. Then we can evaluate the ratio1
(A,(x) 4j(y)y5q(y))
(A/(x) c(y)y5q(y)) = ZAZq (4.162)
and use perturbative value of ZA we can evaluate Zq nonperturbatively to (relatively) high
precision. Since we also need the value of ZA to extract Zq, comparison of perturbative an
nonperturbative results will be left for later, after we evaluate local current renormalization
coefficient ZA perturbatively.
tany renormalization coefficients from the source q(y)y5q(y) cancel exactly in the numerator and denom-
inator
113
Table 4.2: Renormalization coefficient 72 yields the 5D wave function renormalization.
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
0.1 13.35206 -1.99177 -3.92017 -4.79048
0.1 13.16034 -2.14575 -4.03369 -4.79048
0.2 13.00997 -2.25961 -4.10974 -4.79048
0.3 12.88293 -2.35157 -4.16660 -4.79048
0.4 12.77305 -2.42809 -4.21094 -4.79048
0.5 12.67728 -2.49224 -4.24571 -4.79048
0.6 12.59396 -2.54610 -4.27291 -4.79048
0.7 12.52220 -2.59084 -4.29440 -4.79048
0.8 12.46168 -2.62717 -4.31080 -4.79048
0.9 12.41249 -2.65543 -4.32268 -4.79048
1 12.37514 -2.67559 -4.33035 -4.79048
1.1 12.35052 -2.68751 -4.33391 -4.79048
1.2 12.34001 -2.69053 -4.33321 -4.79048
1.3 12.34558 -2.68361 -4.32784 -4.79048
1.4 12.36998 -2.66516 -4.31701 -4.79048
1.5 12.41707 -2.63278 -4.29941 -4.79048
1.6 12.49240 -2.58277 -4.27283 -4.79048
1.7 12.60416 -2.50931 -4.23352 -4.79048
1.8 12.76522 -2.40272 -4.17471 -4.79048
1.9 12.99791 -2.24480 -4.08271 -4.79034
Table 4.3: Renormalization coefficient Sm, which yields an additive mass renormalization
for Wilson fermions and a multiplicative mass renormalization for DW fermions
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
0.1 51.43470 6.97653 1.97935 0.00001
0.1 -3.82195 -1.65308 0.26608 -4.79201
0.2 -4.60698 -2.29055 -0.23749 -4.79201
0.3 -5.24244 -2.77267 -0.58900 -4.79201
0.4 -5.80199 -3.17245 -0.86082 -4.79201
0.5 -6.31759 -3.52112 -1.08354 -4.79201
0.6 -6.80737 -3.83592 -1.27373 -4.79201
0.7 -7.28339 -4.12794 -1.44170 -4.79201
0.8 -7.75486 -4.40518 -1.59462 -4.79201
0.9 -8.22961 -4.67409 -1.73797 -4.79201
1 -8.71503 -4.94045 -1.89373 -4.79201
1.1 -9.21872 -5.20976 -2.01406 -4.79201
1.2 -9.74957 -5.48832 -2.15562 -4.79201
1.3 -10.31759 -5.78331 -2.30621 -4.79201
1.4 -10.93598 -6.10409 -2.47257 -4.79201
1.5 -11.62247 -6.46367 -2.66413 -4.79201
1.6 -12.40240 -6.88118 -2.89540 -4.79201
1.7 -13.31492 -7.38769 -3.19082 -4.79201
1.8 -14.42736 -8.03967 -3.59742 -4.79201
1.9 -15.87989 -8.96232 -4.22595 -4.79201
Table 4.4: Renormalization coefficient I,, which corresponds to an additive renormaliza-
tion of the SD mass parameter M. While the shift itself '-, is perturbative for all values
of M, using the formula Zw = 1 - - leads to incorrect results for the full WF
renormalization Zq = ZwZ2. One has to use the correct expression Zw = R instead.
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no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
M Zw Zw Ew Zw w Zw 1w Zw
0.1 51.04818 483.61438 6.70250 63.49735 1.78979 16.95590 -0.00003 -0.00024
0.2 50.74498 225.53326 6.50720 28.92088 1.67079 7.42575 -0.00003 -0.00011
0.3 50.48850 138.59588 6.35360 17.44126 1.58604 4.35382 -0.00003 -0.00007
0.4 50.26641 94.24952 6.22887 11.67914 1.52248 2.85466 -0.00003 -0.00005
0.5 50.07261 66.76348 6.12628 8.16838 1.47403 1.96538 -0.00003 -0.00003
0.6 49.90377 47.52740 6.04182 5.75412 1.43682 1.36840 -0.00003 -0.00002
0.7 49.75818 32.80759 5.97250 3.93791 1.40853 0.92870 -0.00003 -0.00002
0.8 49.63520 20.68133 5.91820 2.46592 1.38744 0.57810 -0.00003 -0.00001
0.9 49.53508 10.00709 5.87652 1.18718 1.37269 0.27731 -0.00003 -0.00001
1.0 49.45884 0.00000 5.84758 0.00000 1.36354 0.00000 -0.00003 -0.00000
1.1 49.40836 -9.98149 5.83158 -1.17810 1.35986 -0.27472 -0.00003 0.00001
1.2 49.38646 -20.57769 5.82928 -2.42887 1.36175 -0.56740 -0.00003 0.00001
1.3 49.39717 -32.56956 5.84218 -3.85198 1.36980 -0.90317 -0.00003 0.00002
1.4 49.44610 -47.09153 5.87268 -5.59303 1.38506 -1.31911 -0.00003 0.00002
1.5 49.54115 -66.05487 5.92466 -7.89954 1.40950 -1.87934 -0.00003 0.00003
1.6 49.69350 -93.17531 6.00415 -11.25778 1.44641 -2.71202 -0.00003 0.00005
1.7 49.91984 -137.03484 6.12087 -16.80237 1.50163 -4.12213 -0.00003 0.00007
1.8 50.24618 -223.31634 6.29182 -27.96364 1.63578 -7.27015 -0.00003 0.00011
1.9 50.71758 -480.48238 6.54946 -62.04756 1.72291 -16.32230 -0.00003 0.00024
Table 4.5: Total effect of 5D mass parameter renormalization Zw = (1 - w2R)/(1 -w 2) (left)
and the total lattice renormalization coefficient Zq (right).
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M NOS HYP APE GDP NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.1 0.97 0.95 0.96
0.1 -4.06 0.45 0.86 1. -4.46 0.43 0.82 0.96
0.2 -1.41 0.75 0.94 1. -1.55 0.72 0.89 0.96
0.3 -0.53 0.85 0.96 1. -0.58 0.82 0.92 0.96
0.4 -0.08 0.9 0.98 1. -0.08 0.87 0.93 0.96
0.5 0.2 0.93 0.98 1. 0.22 0.9 0.94 0.96
0.6 0.39 0.95 0.99 1. 0.42 0.92 0.94 0.96
0.7 0.53 0.96 0.99 1. 0.58 0.93 0.94 0.96
0.8 0.64 0.98 0.99 1. 0.7 0.94 0.95 0.96
0.9 0.74 0.99 1. 1. 0.81 0.95 0.95 0.96
1. 0.83 1. 1. 1. 0.9 0.96 0.95 0.96
1.1 0.91 1.01 1. 1. 0.99 0.97 0.95 0.96
1.2 0.99 1.02 1. 1. 1.08 0.98 0.96 0.96
1.3 1.08 1.03 1.01 1. 1.18 0.99 0.96 0.96
1.4 1.19 1.04 1.01 1. 1.3 1.01 0.96 0.96
1.5 1.32 1.06 1.02 1. 1.45 1.03 0.97 0.96
1.6 1.51 1.09 1.02 1. 1.65 1.05 0.97 0.96
1.7 1.81 1.14 1.03 1. 1.98 1.1 0.98 0.96
1.8 2.39 1.23 1.06 1. 2.61 1.19 1.01 0.96
1.9 4.09 1.51 1.14 1. 4.49 1.46 1.08 0.96
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Chapter 5
Bilinear operators (quark currents)
We now build upon the methodology established for the self-energy renormalization to
calculate the bilinear operators relevant to deep inelastic scattering. In this chapter we








Figure 5-1: Vertex diagram for quark bilinear operators
The 5D amplitude for the vertex diagram is given by
Ist = Vp(p, k)SsN(k) O(k)SUT (k)Vx(k, p)Gp(p - k) (5.1)
where O(k) is the Feynman rule for the vertex operator 4(k)rq(k) in which F is one of Dirac
matrices 1,5,y,,y¥5 or oAv. Dirac algebra for this diagram is the same as for twist-2 op-




k~. The amplitude is then
(ab hph /
Ist = (ap--k)2 + Ig
[(g-P+ +g+P)(-ik.- y) + (aP+ + +P_)] [F]
[(-ik-y)(g+P+ +gP_) + (o+P+ + cT-_P_)]
[-gTdc(r2(ap+k)+iyp(ap+k)c)] (5.2)
5.1 Scalar and Pseudoscalar current
5.1.1 Amplitude for 5D fermions
First, we perform the y algebra. for F = 1, y5 we have
[S][O][S] = [(g-P++g+P-)(-iky) + (a-P++F+P-)] [r]
[(-ik *)(g+P+ gP_) + (ac+P+ + oP_)]
= ([]k2Fg± + c:TC± -i'k Y(g±aF±[+]a±g±)) P[Y 5]. (5.3)
A note for clarification: ± signs in the subscript denote components multiplying P, while
[±] signs denote signs for the 1 and y5 cases respectively. Using the compact notation for
vertices
V = a h + ib y (5.4)
we have
[V][SOS] [V] = (a. h + ib y) ([:F]k2gTgg± + TF±
-ik y(g±a± []ar+g±)) P± [y5] (a h + ib y)
which we evaluate term by term. The first one equals
"a2" term -= (a h)2 ([]k2gg± + C:Fa± - ik y(gia±[]ag±g±)) P±[Y5]
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(5.5)
Ta a -1-90 ', (r 2 (ap + k)p + iyp(a+ k)p )]
.2 
Hpc4(ap+k)p(ap+k)a ([]k 2gmg± +orco+±
-ik. y(g±c± [±]-og±)) [5]. (5.6)
The second one equals
"b2" term = (ib y) ([=]k2gFg± + 0m0 -ik (g+±o []Ig)) P [y] (ib y)
= [±](ib-y) ([T]k2gg±+ c o± - ik.y(g±c±+[±]cg+)) PF[Y5]
= [±] {_-b2 ([T]k2g±g, +{±+:7 ) - iytkv(b2g/v - 2b4bV)
(gin om [-t]omsg ) } P+ [~5]
= [+]Hpa {-gp+(ap+k)2([]2gg + +0:7)
-iYkv [gtvgpo (ap-+ k)p - 2gpilgov(ap + k) p(ap + k) ]
(gCs: [i]0:7g) } P [51 ]. (5.7)
Finally, the "mixed" term equals
"mixed" term = (ib y) ([T]k2 g:g± + :FC+± - ik Y (g±C±[+]y+g±)) P± [y5](a h)
+(a h) ([=]k2g:g± + c0:7+ - ik y(g+±+ [+]y+g±)) P+ [y5] (ib. y)
= (ib y a h) ([T]k2g:Tg± + Tcr: - ik. y(g+±± [±]c+g±)) P± [y5]
[](a. h) ([=]k2g:g± +cTc±-ik - y(g±a±+[+]y±g±)) (ib y)P [y5s]
= { (ib y a* h) ([=]Wk2(gTgi[+]ggT:) + (C70C[]C0+0:))
+a.* h (b *. y(g±y± [±]o+g±) [I]k yb * Y(gTC7T []0:7g:)) } P± [Y5]
= HpC (ap + k) p(ap + k) a {iYa ([T]k2 (gTg± +[±]g±g)
+(T7+ [i±] +± a:)) + YT k' (g + [ ] og)
[±]k. *yC(g:To: [±]3:Fg:) } P [Y5] · (5.8)
Adding them up and separating parts with even and odd number of y matrices, we get
ven Hp - 2 (apk)p(ap+k) ([]k 2gg± + :+ ±)1(p~~~a4
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+gp(ap+ k)p(k2g±g[::F]cacr) + 2 (ap+k)p(ap+k)a5





-ik. y-(ap + k)p(ap + k)a (g±+y[]cr+g+)
- i~v [g,vgp(ap+ k)2p- 2gp (ap k)p(ap+k)a]
x ([-]g~:~ + g,) + 2 (ap+k)p(ap+ k).iy
[-k 2([]gFg± +g±gm) + (aTo±[+]aIT)] } [5]
5.1.2 Amplitude for physical fermions
The physical amplitude is then obtained after summing in the 5 th dimension
Iq(p) -OUT sIN= S s ast t
=[-ip-yA (4-NsP_ +wslP ) +(
X[W t++M~olp ) ( - yA)
W-sIo lP- + WP+)] [Is P+ +Ist P-I[Y
+ (o1 + + -tP) ]
= odd _ even
- phys 'phys
= (-iP Y)od[Y5](-ip YA) +Iodd[Y5]
+(-ip yA)odd[Y5] + iod[Y5] (- P YA)
= (-ip YA)[even[Y5](- ip YA) ven[Y5]
+ (-ip ¥Al)even[Y5] + leven[Y5] (ipiA) ,
P _ toWsC'-lI-WCI- _ V-sj:FW:-t,1+ = -WsCjWVt _ NSswtAt1














and we have used the fact
loddP± = PTIodd , 'even1p± = P±4Ieven
Performing the 5D sums, we get
Feven (ap- + 
(ap - k)2 + Wt[r2 -(a-k)p(ap+k ]gp(ap k)
2]




x ([±kgFg + -+e±) [f51
ap-k)2+tt2 {4(ap+k)p(ap+k)c,(C217:]kg2)
- ~ ~~ 4 ~2(ap -k)2 + 2 1 4 P \Pc
+gpo(ap + k)2(k2g [T]&2 )





- iykv [gvgpa (ap-+ k) - 2gpilgov(ap + k)p (ap +k)]
r ([±]gmFc + COrgi) + iYa2(ap-+k)p(ap+ k)c
[- ([±I]gFg +g±gT) + (aCa:[+]±:~±)] } [ys]
-{ -i (ap -k)p(ap +k)c (g±T[±]O±g,)(ap- k) 2 + p2 4
-iyCv [gAvgpo(ap+ k)2 - 2gpgcv(ap-+ k) p (ap + k)a]
([]gO+ + Omg+)  i.2 (ap + k)p(ap + k),
[-k 2 ([±]~gg + ig±) + (:Fa[]~+)] } [Y5s] -
(5.19)
(5.20)
To get the physical amplitude, we evaluate this at p = 0 so we are left with Iq = Ird + even
It's easy to see that +a vanishes for p -+ 0 since it's an odd function of k, so the physical
amplitude is given by
Hpe +
1 even- k2 + __!2
{ r2 ^rkpk (2 [T] k2g2 ) + gpak2 (k2g2 [T]6 2 )






which with the help of the 'smearing decomposition
Hpcy = gpcyAp + kpk Apc
can be written as
Ap {r2 k22 2
= 'even = 2 {+ 2 (C p [T], 2 g
+rkp (g_ C+ [±]-g+)} [Y5]
Aa {r kp ([] 2g2 )+ P~ y0 (+[*]~ g )
2 ) + k2 (k2g2 [] 2 )
+ gp k2(k2g2 []2 )
+rko2 k(g-C5+ []a-g+)} [Y5] -
5.1.3 No-smearing limit
For DW fermions g+, -_ -+ 0 and for no smearing Ap -+ 1, Ap --+ 0 so we get
= even= k2 + 2 4 + 
which agrees with Aoki's [16] results (4.5) and (4.6).
5.2 Vector and Axial vector current
5.2.1 Amplitude for 5D fermions
Again, we begin with the y algebra. For F = y,, YY5 we have
k -yy[Ys5]k Y = TYv [Ys] (guvk 2- 2kukv),
so the first term is
(gP+  g+P_)(-ik -. Y)y[Ys](-ik. -y)(g+P+ + gP-)





IS,P + rk2g-+ } [Y5s] (5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)
The last term equals
(FP+ + a+P_)y[Ys] (a+P+ + o-P_) = Yt[Y5]oT±P±, (5.27)
so the overall [S][O][S] result is
[S][O][S] = yv[ys5][+(gvk2 - 2ktjkv)g±g± + gvc+±a±]
-iy [Ys5] k ya:Fg+ - ik- yy/[Ys]gmFc+ (5.28)
After doing the algebra, we have the result (which we again split into parts with odd and
even number of y-matrices)
odd = Hp j (k 2
st a p-k)2+. 2 {Ya (gpagva(ap + k)p- 2gpvga (ap + k)p (a k))(apr -W + A,
[(k2gv - 2k:kv)gTgF ± glvo:t:OT]
r2
+Yv - (ap + k)p (ap + k) [ (k2gv - 2k:kv)g±g± + gva+±]
+2 (ap+ k) p(ap k)a [±yygk yaTg± + yk * ygT
+yk - yycaig= ± k yyyfYg+±o] } [Ys] (5.29)
and
ieven HPa { igpa(ap+k)2 [yi g k y Lg±g:T]st (ap-k) 2 + i2
-2i(ap + k)p(ap + k)cyp (ka - k Ygpa) ((±g: = g±oF)
-i (ap + k)p(ap + k)a [±ytk ·yaTYg± k * Wygmc ]
+i2 (ap + k) p(ap + k)c [(Y0 Yvg±g + yvyagTgF) (k2gm - 2ktk:v)
+yoyjoLa± Y- YyoFTT] } (5.30)
where we have omitted indices s and t on functions g± and a± with the understanding that
the first always carries index s and the second t.
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5.2.2 Amplitude for physical quarks
Performing the SD sums yields
yodd HpaT { Yc g2gQ 
=~ d __ H) +2 {ya (gpcgv(ap-+ k) - 2gpvgoaa(ap + k) p(ap + k) c)(ap - k)2+ 2
[(k2 gjv - 2ktkv)gmgm I gtv&:F F]
r2 2
+Yv - (ap + k)p(ap + k) [ (k2gv - 2kkv)g±g± + g/v ±±]
+r(ap+k)p(ap-+k) [¥k(±&- g± + gmT+)
+(k- yg - yko) (± g± -gTC±)] } [5] (5.31)
~dd = (k) 2 +2 {Ya (gpgvm(ap - k) 2 -2gpvgoaa(ap-+ k) p (ap-+ k))
(ap - k 2 +z
[(k gv - 2k+kv)gg± ±g+v C
+Yv (ap+k)p(ap+k) [(k 2g - 2kukv)g±gT + g+V ± a]
4
+ (ap+ k(apk)ap +k) [aTg (k Wyy ±yk y)
+a±g± (k . yy ± yk )y] } [5] (5.32)
[even Hp__j~v (ap- k)2 +/~2 { igpa(ap + k) 2 [yLk. y±g± -+ y' a+F
-2i(ap + k)p(ap + k)cp (yk -k got) (±gm ± g±a)
r2
-i- (ap + k)p(ap + k)(¥±yk yCg± + k. t yy~g±)4
+-i2 (aP-+ k)p(ap+ k)a [(¥yaYvgg± + YvygTgF) (k2gtv - 2kkv)
2
+Y¥tA~±+ ± YYaC¥ TT] } [¥5] (5.33)
_ven = (. Hp+ 2 { igpo(ap + k)2 (yAk .±t k .yyA)g++(ap- k)2 + 2
-2i(ap +k)p(ap + k)ayp (yk, - k ygo) ( 9g± + q-±s )
r2 ,
-iT (ap + k)p (ap + k) (k Y yu yk Y),TLgT
r A
+i2(ap+k)p(ap+k)(YvYa ±yWYv) [g±gT (k2gv - 2kikv)2
±guvC±CT] } [5]. (5.34)
For quark currents gy[ys]q, we evaluate the amplitude at zero external momentum to
get Iq = '+dd - even' It's easy to see that even vanishes for p - 0 since it's an odd function
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of k,, so the physical amplitude is
(oddP=°)= Hp2
=ITdd(p = o) = k2 + jj2 {ya (gpgvakp - 2gpvgaakpk;)
[(k2g - 2kkv)gg- g±v_ 0-]
+Yv kpkca [±(kgv- 2kykv)g+g+ +gAvCa+Ca+]
+rkpka [yck(a-g+ + g_-+)
+(k' ¥gt~ - ¥/-k.) (±-Og+ -g_O+)] } [Y5], (5.35)
where underlined terms vanish for DW fermions since _- = g+ = 0 in the m -+ 0 limit.
Using the decomposition of the smearing vector




{p 2 [ 2d-4 d- 22 d + 4 p d-22g22 +2








+rk2k - d-g+] }[y5].
Another way to get the same result (which will also be useful for twist 2 operators) is to
project out the component proportional to yt
1 r-oddl
= dTrD I+ [Y5]hY
Hpk+ {
(ap -k)2 + pt ty (gpagva(ap+ k) p- 2gpvgaa(ap + k) p (ap + k)a)
[(k2g8 - 2kkv)g 2 gva2 ]








+r(ap + k)p(ap + k)c [ga,cuku(± _g+ + g-+)
+(kugu - gks)(_g+ -g_+)] } [5]
(ap-k) 2 + 2 {Hpagpoc(ap+k)p [(k2 -2k2)g 2 ±62]
2 2g ± _y _19
-2H (ap + k) [ 2g2 ± -2] + 4Hpt,(ap+ k)p (ap+ k),kpkg 2
+ Hp(ap+k)p(ap+k) [2+ ± (k2 - 2k)g]4
+r(ap+k)p (Hp,(ap+ k)ukth(±2g+(s_)
+Hp,(ap + k)ck(gc+ g+CsA)) } [5] (5.38)
This result can be used to evaluate the current renormalization with both regularization
schemes (finite logp 2 or finite log/12).
5.2.3 No-smearing limit
To compare results with Aoki, we can also take the no-smearing limit by replacing Ap -- 1
and Aps -+ 0 to get
VDW, NOS Ya 4 d k2pg2 + 422 + r2_+ } [¥y5]IWNOS p2+,+2 k 2+rk [(5.39)V,A 2+A d 4
which agrees with Aoki's [16] formula (4.5) and (4.6).
5.3 Tensor current
For the q(x) c [ys]q(x) current, everything works the same except that the Dirac algebra is
slightly more complicated. The physical amplitude is then obtained after summing in the
5 th dimension
Iq(p) SOUTstSIN
= [-ip.yA(Wo-sp- +w- P+) + (-lp_ + WNo-SP+) ]
x [Is+t P+ + Ist P-] [Y5]
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X [(WN-tp+ + l p_)(-ip * + ( p0 '+ + WN- t -
Iodd Ieven
phys + phys
= ( iPY A)odd[Y5]( ip YA) +Iodd[Y5]
+(-ip A)i odd[Y5] +odd i[Ys]( P YA)
= (-ip. YA)e+ven[Y5](-ip· YA) + Ieven[Y]
+(-ip * Y)e+ven[Y5] + even[Y5] (-ip y A)
and we have used the fact
IoddP± = PTIodd IevenP± = PIeven -
To get the physical amplitude for we evaluate this at p = 0 so we are left with Iq = Itz += = l~~~~~dd
lee' o --+ , z
Ie-en. For p - ° Iodd vanishes since it's an odd function of k,, so the physical amplitude is
given by 7even
= Hpa
(ap-k)2+ 2 r{ ( + 2kVk]g+)
+ [gpa(ap'k)2c av + 2(ap+ k)p(ap+ k)a(gpvacA - gptLov)] (k2g2 [F]' 2_)
+2 (gpa(ap'+ k)2 (kvokj - kV) + 2(a-+ k)p(ap2+ k)o
[acyk(vgpt - kgpv) -kp(k CvXot- kACov)]] g2
+r(ap + k)p(ap-+ k)a [(g-a+ []g+a-) (kiacyv + gvckAt - gartkv)
(5.46)
where











[+= S-1wt0- _ Wo -SIwo -t (5.43)
(5.44)
(5.45)
+(g-Cy [Fg+cy-)k/,cyc - vacj)] [Y5 ,
To extract the cra, component, we multiply by oa1p and take a trace; the result is then
obtained by using the fact that
1 (5.48)
The final formula is then obtained by replacing Yxy -+ gxagy[ - gxpgya for all x, y in formula
(5.46) and will be omitted here.
5.3.1 No-smearing limit
For the no-smearing limit, we replace Hpa by gpa in the p -+ 0 limit to get
1 
IT + k2 2 ( 2ka - 2k2)
x ([k2gwagv + 2kakvg - 2kakgvl] 2_ gmagvp3.2)
r2
-4 k2aa ([k2gagv[ + 2kakvgp - 2kak.gvpl] g2+- gagv+)
+rX [kp (gptLCvk - gpvcTk + kpov) (g_9 + + g+a_)
+ (Csvp - kvCFp) (9-d+ - g+a_)] } (5.49)
Using the fact that due to parity
J kkvf(k 2 ) = k2g/vf(k 2)




Since ,u A v, all integrals with k2 are the same so we can use the identity







to simplify the coefficient of g2 to get
IT 2= + /12v (5.53)
which agrees with Aoki's [16] formula (4.5) and (4.6).
5.4 Collecting results: renormalization coefficients for cur-
rents
At tree level, quark bilinear operators are is given by
Or = 4(x)rq(x), with r = 1,5,Y,y5, a - (5.54)
We evaluate the one loop correction to the Green's function (r(x)qyq(z)) in the limit
(Orqqc)ful = Sq(p)r (1 + g2 CF [Yr log 2 a2 + r]) Sq (p') (5.55)
After truncating the external propagators we are left with
(Orqq) = g
2CF 22
1- 2C [yr log1g a 2 (5.56)
which yields the renormalization of the 0? operator
Z = Z2 (1 + g2CF [rlog2a2 + r])
1 + [(yr + Y2)log#2a2 + Er + r2] (5.57)
5.5 Comparison with nonperturbative results
Nonperturbative renormalization coefficients for DW fermions has been performed in [13]
for the self energy renormalization and for scalar, tensor and axial current. Due to the
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p p I,+ 0
r2k&
Table 5.1: Renormalization coefficient Xs,p for vector and axial vector current renormal-
ization.
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson S 2.10001 2.70835 0.83098 4.79201
Wilson P 11.74304 5.00879 1.71069 4.79201
0.1 3.82195 1.65308 -0.26608 4.79201
0.2 4.60698 2.29055 0.23749 4.79201
0.3 5.24244 2.77267 0.58900 4.79201
0.4 5.80199 3.17245 0.86082 4.79201
0.5 6.31849 3.52262 1.08636 4.79201
0.6 6.80737 3.83592 1.27373 4.79201
0.7 7.28339 4.12794 1.44170 4.79201
0.8 7.75486 4.40518 1.59462 4.79201
0.9 8.22978 4.67491 1.74013 4.79201
1 8.71505 4.94040 1.87634 4.79201
1.1 9.21885 5.20976 2.01405 4.79201
1.2 9.74961 5.48830 2.15560 4.79201
1.3 10.31763 5.78331 2.30620 4.79201
1.4 10.93603 6.10413 2.47257 4.79201
1.5 11.62251 6.46369 2.66413 4.79201
1.6 12.40243 6.88117 2.89538 4.79201
1.7 13.31495 7.38768 3.19082 4.79201
1.8 14.42740 8.03967 3.59741 4.79201
1.9 15.87996 8.96229 4.22593 4.79201
Table 5.2: Renormalization coefficient XvA for vector and axial vector current renormal-
ization.
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson V 7.26539 5.37227 5.01279 4.79201
Wilson A 2.44388 4.22206 4.57294 4.79201
0.1 4.83546 4.79555 4.79261 4.79201
0.2 4.83801 4.79579 4.79265 4.79201
0.3 4.84080 4.79606 4.79270 4.79201
0.4 4.84385 4.79634 4.79275 4.79201
0.5 4.84719 4.79665 4.79280 4.79201
0.6 4.85087 4.79698 4.79286 4.79201
0.7 4.85493 4.79734 4.79291 4.79201
0.8 4.85942 4.79772 4.79297 4.79201
0.9 4.86440 4.79814 4.79306 4.79201
1 4.86995 4.79859 4.79310 4.79201
1.1 4.87616 4.79907 4.79315 4.79201
1.2 4.88313 4.79960 4.79321 4.79201
1.3 4.89101 4.80017 4.79328 4.79201
1.4 4.89995 4.80079 4.79336 4.79201
1.5 4.91017 4.80147 4.79344 4.79201
1.6 4.92194 4.80223 4.79353 4.79201
1.7 4.93559 4.80307 4.79362 4.79201
1.8 4.95159 4.80401 4.79374 4.79201
1.9 4.97055 4.80507 4.79387 4.79201
Table 5.3: Renormalization coefficient ZT for tensor current renormalization.
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson 4.16567 5.11003 5.96688 5.79201
0.1 5.17330 5.84304 6.47885 5.79201
0.2 4.91503 5.63088 6.31105 5.79201
0.3 4.70691 5.47052 6.19394 5.79201
0.4 4.52447 5.33764 6.10340 5.79201
0.5 4.35706 5.22183 6.02922 5.79201
0.6 4.19871 5.11733 5.96584 5.79201
0.7 4.04544 5.02047 5.90998 5.79201
0.8 3.89427 4.92857 5.85908 5.79201
0.9 3.74266 4.83949 5.81138 5.79201
1 3.58825 4.75132 5.76533 5.79201
1.1 3.42860 4.66218 5.71951 5.79201
1.2 3.26098 4.57003 5.67242 5.79201
1.3 3.08214 4.47245 5.62231 5.79201
1.4 2.88793 4.36634 5.56695 5.79201
1.5 2.67273 4.24740 5.50321 5.79201
1.6 2.42844 4.10924 5.42624 5.79201
1.7 2.14246 3.94153 5.32789 5.79201
1.8 1.79298 3.72545 5.19251 5.79201
1.9 1.33408 3.41932 4.98317 5.79201
different definition of their field q
q(x) =P+W () + PfN (x) (5.58)
and my definition
q(x) -1 (P+qUl (X) + P_ N (X)) , (5.59)
numbers taken from reference [13] have been multiplied with 1/ W1- to account for
the difference in notation. Full renormalization coefficients from MS to lattice for quark
currents, evaluated at M = 1.8 are given in the table (5.4). Another comparison that can be
Table 5.4: Comparison of perturbative and nonperturbative results for quark currents
made is the full lattice wave function renormalization coefficient Zq. Using two different
methods, authors of [13] get
zWard= 2.08 ± 0.14q
Zqh adronic = 2.25 ± 0.06
(5.60)
In the z had ronic they have used the ratio of exactly conserved non-local current and non-q
conserved local current
(A(x) qy5q(y)) = ZAZq = 2.0925 ± 0.0014 (5.61)
to evaluate Zqh adr nic using the non-perturbative value of ZA. If we repeat their procedure
with the perturbative value of ZA, we get




ZS 0.79 0.78 i 0.04
ZA 0.85 0.93 ± 0.02
ZT 0.88 1.04 0.11
which compares with the perturbative value
qpert = 2.61 (5.63)
The error in the non-perturbative expression comes completely from the statistical error
in ZqZA product and does not account for any systematic error we have introduced by
assuming ZA can be accurately evaluated using the perturbation theory.
As it was noted before, in our evaluation of the perturbative value for Zw, we have
made the assumption that the value of Zw can be explained as coming from the additive
renormalization of wo. While that is certainly true to the order gg, there is no a priori
argument that would guarantee that it is true to all orders in go. However, since this shift is
the same for all matrix elements and operators we consider, we can evaluate it once from




Twist 2 operators with YL[Y5] and one
derivative
Since domain wall fermions are chiraly invariant, all results presented are the same with or
without the y5 matrix present. Whenever the numbers are shown for Wilson fermions, they
will be calculated without the y5 matrix in the operator.
Here we build upon previous two chapters for current and self energy renormalization
to calculate renormalization coefficients for twist 2 operators with 1 derivative. While the
vertex diagram is very similar to the vertex diagram for local currents, a new feature that
appears here for the first time is the sails diagrams.
6.1 Preliminaries
Before we evaluate twist 2 amplitude, we need to do some preliminary work.
6.1.1 Operator vertex
To evaluate twist 2 diagrams, we need to evaluate the vertex for the operator O, = q(x)ytDvq(x).
The derivative operator Dv on the lattice contains all powers of the gluon field AlI field so
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we expand it in powers of go. For -loop corrections we need only terms up to order g2o ~~~(O) ,(l)2,,(2 ~~~~~~
OAv =0) + go ) + g2 02
Details of the expansion can be found in [17]. The result is
0() = iykv
0 ) = T iTcos (ap + k)v2
o(2) = a2 a2
where in th  last step we have performed the summation over the group index -






The 0 th order (0) contributes to the vertex diagram; the 1 t order contributes to sails dia-
grams, while the second order contributes to the tadpole diagram.
6.1.2 Amplitude decomposition
The general structure of a particular 1-loop twist-2 diagram for a twist 2 operator is [5]
P~iPv
Iv = (q(p) jyDv q(p)) = ClyApv + c2YvPA + c3gmvyPt + c4gpp y+ c5 AI p y (6.6)
For operators in the 6+ representation, u - v so only terms cl and c2 contribute
(q(p) IylD41 q(p)) = (Cl + 2) YP4 + Y4P2 (6.7)
On the other hand, for representation 3+ , C3 will contribute as well
(q(p) [Y4D4 -1(ylDl +y2D2 +y3D3)] q(p))







We can see that the term proportional to p ygttv does not contribute so we want to eliminate
it. To extract coefficients ci in the case A 5 v, we multiply the amplitude with ya and take
a trace to get
I
-Tr [lvYa] = ClglaPv + c2gvaPil + c3gvgplP + C4guvpa (6.9)
For the 63+ representation, we choose a = #, v and add them up
-dTr[1h4yl = cl (6.10)
P4 d r 1 4 1 -C
1 1
~--Tr [1484 = C2 (6.11)
Pl d
Alternatively, we can take the symmetrized combination lAV + Ivy to getl
1 
- -Tr [(114 + 141)Y] = cl +c2 (6.12)p4 d
For the 3+ representation, we first choose /, = v = a to get
-Tr [4WY] = (l +C2 +C3 +c4)pA. (6.13)
To eliminate of the C4 term, note that if we choose L = v a (for definiteness, let's pick
/u = 4 and a =3), we get
Tr [4 4Y4] = Clg43p4 + c2g43p4 + c3g44g43p4 + c4g44p3 = c4p3 (6.14)
so dividing by Pa will give us the C4 coefficient
I-dTr [IWYa] = C4 (6.15)
(6.16)
'Here we choose momentum P, to have only P4 component nonzero so the term ptpv/p2 p y does not
contribute; if our 4-momentum had both components Pl and p4 nonzero, we'd have to subtract -2Tr [114Ya]
with a $ 1,4 to cancel the extra contribution
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So, for 3+ representation the final result is
Cl + C2 + C3 = -Tr [I,(Y,- ya)]
pILd
(6.17)
where we have chosen tL : a and vector p such that components p, and Pa numerically
equal. For the example above it would be
Pi = { 7 ° A' d} (6.18)






Wt (-p) p-k k
Figure 6-1: Vertex diagram for twist 2 operators
As it was noted in chapter (5), the vertex diagram for twist 2 operators is very similar to
the vertex diagram for current renormalizations. Since the only difference is the vertex for
the operator qytDvq, and it only differs by additional 4-momentum i, the Dirac algebra
and group algebra are the same so we can copy the expression for the amplitude (5.31)-
(5.34)
oi(d Hp=)2 { a (gp2ga(ap+k)-2gpxgoa(aP+ k)p(ap-+ k)o)(ap -k)-7- it2P
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W,(-k)
[(k2gX- 2kk,, x)g, + g : TY]
r2 ±
+Yx - (ap+ k)p(ap+ k)a [± (k2g 2,,kx)g±g+ + gac& ]4
--fr(ap + k)p(ap + k)a [y¥kj(+Tg± + gC±i)
+(k ygot,- kc) (+:F 9 - :e+)] } [Y5] (6.19)
lodd Hp,, ikv { 
= (apk) 2 +2 { (gpg oa(ap + k) p- 2gpxgcc(ap+  k)p(ap+k) a)
[(k2gX - 2kik))gFg ± g± cs6]
+Y - (ap+ k) p (ap+ k) [± (k-2g -2k, k)g±g + g¥a)c±T]4
+2(ap k) p (ap + k) [sYgT (k y ± yk y)2
+a±+g± (k YY ± yk. y)ya] } [Y5] (6.20)
even Hp ikv { igpc(ap+k) 2 [yikY±g +k'yyLg+O]
(ap -k) 2 +/ 2
-2i(ap +k)p(ap + k)ayp (yk, - k -.Yga,) (a~gF + g±:F)
/.2 
-i (apk)p(apk)(yk Y ± + k)(ap + )(-k g  yya:O+)4
+i 2 (ap k)(ap ap + k) k) [(+yaYxg±g± + YxYagTg, ) (k2g - 2k/Akx)
2
+YaYA¥Y++ -YY¥Toa5] } [Y5] (6.21)
[even _..Hpg ikv )(aen H- + p 22 { igpc(a + k)(yk. y + .yy )g+C+(ap -k) 2 + ~




+i(ap + k)p(ap + k) c (xy ± yyx)
[g±g= (kg - 2kukx) ± gxy±a+T] } [Y5] (6.22)
6.2.1 Amplitude for physical fermions
The physical amplitude is the sum of odd and even terms,
Iq (p) = o d d + Ieven (6.23)
-phys phys
ipdd -)/dIs(i
hys ' (ip' -'y')+od[5IpOd -= (-ip yA)odd [Y5](-ip Y) + I+dd [Y5]
+ (- ip -)odd [Y5 + lodd [Y5] ( P -YA) (6.24)
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,even =phys (--ip )even[5](-ip A) + even[5]
+(-ip -A)[en[Y5]+ leven[Y5] ( -iP A) (6.25)
Since we are expanding the amplitude to order pl, terms with two p y terms do not con-
tribute; terms Iodd and leen are evaluated to 0 th order in p; ud vanishes since it's odd in'odd ~evlaen todd h
ki. The term leven(P -+ 0) is even in kt which means ae4ven/aPl will be odd and won't
contribute. Io+dd(p -+ ) is odd so it vanishes as well. Hence, we are left with
Iq(p) = Pa a [Y5] + ( -ip YA)leven[Y5] + leven[Y 5 ](-ip y) . (6.26)
Since we are evaluating Ien at zero momentum, after symmetrizing in and v, it must be
proportional to
ven gv x const.ev;en r'0 Ii.v conlst. (-ip YA)ten [Y 5] + even [Y 5] (-ip. A) , P gl (6.27)
so it does not contribute. We are now left with
al+
Iq(P) = Paod [Y5] (6.28)
Instead of expanding the amplitude, we can evaluate it for finite p and then let p go to zero
exponentially. Multiplying with Ya and taking the trace yields
1 Hp- ikv {gpagx a (ap"+ k)2 - 2gpxgaa(aP+ k)p(ap+ k)a
(ap -k) 2 + IgIL2
[(kgt - 2k, kx)g2 ± g+a 2]
1-2 
+ (ap + k)p(ap + k)c [ (k2gua - 2kka)g+ + gac+]
+r(ap + k)p (ap + k)a [gcrak,(g- + -ag+)
-(kagoa~-gako)(g-a+ :5 &g+)] } · (6.29)
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6: representations
The amplitude for the 6: has two parts
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3
qgv}= (dTr. [lv[Y5]YA] + TrD [-v[Ys].t])p (6.30)
The first one is obtained from (6.29) by setting a = and is just the amplitude (5.38)
multiplied by ikv
dTrD [vy[5]y] = k Hpagp(ap+k) [(k2 - 2k)g2 ± 2](ap-- k)2 + #2
-2H,(ap +k)~ [k2A - 2] +4Hp(ap + k)p(ap + k)AkpkA2
+-Hpo(ap+k)p(ap +k) [+ (k - 2k)2+]
+r(ap + k)p (Hpt(ap k)k(-2g+f_ )
+Hpa(ap +k)aka(g- + TF g+a)) } [YS] (6.31)
while the second one is obtained from (6.29) by interchanging g and v and then setting
a U
dTrD[v[]t] =2 {Hpagpa(ap +k) [-2kykv]g2d TrD [Iv4[Y5]YA] (ap- k) 2 + g 2
-2Ht(ap- +k) (ap +k)v[2 2- 2 ]
+4Hpo (ap +k)p (ap +k)kpkv 2
r2
+ Hpa(ap +k)p(ap+ k)a [F2kukv] 2
+r(ap + k)p (Hpt,(ap'+ k)tikv(g_.+ ± g+_-)
-Hpv (ap + k)vkg(g- =+ Fg+ )) } [5]. (6.32)
Adding them up we get the amplitude
1 ~~1
Iq = TrD [(Iv+IvA)y.] p-(6.33)
Pv (apk) 2 + 1 {/pagpo(ap+ k)2kv[( - 4t ) g2 - +2pv (ap - k)2 -I2
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~~.-v H(~+k2-- [k2±E2]
-2 (H~(ap +k)lkv + Hvt(ap + k),(ap + k)vk) [k22 + 2]
+ 8Hp, (ap+ k)p (ap+ k) kpkjkvg2
r2 - 6 g 
+ -Hpkv(ap +k)p(ap +k)a [a± (2 - 4) g2]
+rHp(ap +k)p(ap + k)kkv[g-a_+ + 3g+_-]
+r (-Hpv(ap+k)p(ap ik)vkY
+Hpa(ap+k)p(ap+ k) kvka)[g-+ g+_-]} (6.34)
In the no-smearing limit we get
~~11
lq = dTrD [(lv +v)Y] pv
1 1 { [(ap'+ k)2-2(a+ k)2 ]
Pv (ap-k) 2 + L2I
r2_
+ kv(ap+k)2 [2+ (k2 -4k2)g ]
+r(ap +4k)kkv[g + 3+ ]
+r(ap + k) ikIukv [g-C+ 3g+Cy-]
(6.35)
+r(-(ap + k)v+(ap +k) kkv)[g-a+ F g"+-]} . (6.36)
Taking one step further and replacing propagators by Wilson propagators g± -+ 1 / ), E± -+
o/D, for fytDvq we get
a1 1
Pv (ap - k)2 + 2 (ap +k)2 + ap k)2 (a k)
(6.37)-+r(a40p q-r(ap q k)jkjjkv~ }.
Expanding in Pv we get
Iq = -2k(k2+ 2)2 {
[d - 2] (2 4 + 2)
where = mo + r/2k2 and D = k2 + 2 . For massless fermions and massless gluons, this
agrees with formula (15.90) in Capitani.
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kv #2 - 4k,21)e ±e]_
Table 6.1: Renormalization coefficient Yvl for vertex diagram contribution, in the 63 rep-
resentation.
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M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson 2.293 3.162 3.598 1.734
0.1 2.151 2.929 3.523 1.733
0.2 2.075 2.870 3.478 1.733
0.3 2.010 2.824 3.445 1.734
0.4 1.952 2.784 3.418 1.734
0.5 1.899 2.749 3.395 1.734
0.6 1.848 2.717 3.375 1.734
0.7 1.799 2.687 3.357 1.734
0.8 1.751 2.659 3.341 1.734
0.9 1.704 2.632 3.325 1.734
1 1.657 2.606 3.311 1.734
1.1 1.611 2.579 3.296 1.734
1.2 1.563 2.553 3.282 1.734
1.3 1.515 2.526 3.267 1.734
1.4 1.465 2.498 3.251 1.734
1.5 1.412 2.468 3.233 1.734
1.6 1.357 2.435 3.213 1.734
1.7 1.296 2.398 3.189 1.734
1.8 1.229 2.355 3.159 1.734
1.9 1.150 2.299 3.117 1.734
3+ representation
In the 31+ representation we have = v. Using formulas from the beginning of this section,
we get
11
Iq = - dTr [i(Yt - a)] (6.39)pu d
where ,t -x and the four-vector p has components pt and Pa numerically equal. This
yields
1 kakg
-TrD[1w(Y- a) = Hpcr)yk { agpa(ap'+k) [(k2 - 2kt(k-ka))g 2 +2]
d w r /~Y:-¥) (ap - k) 2 +/12 
-2(ap'+k) (H(ap k) - Ha(ap +k)a) [k2g2 2]
+4(ap'+ k)pkp (Hp(ap+ k)it - Hpa(ap+ k)a) kg_
r2 2
+-(ap+k)p(ap+k)a [2+ (k2 - 2ku(k - ka))g2+]
4
+rHpo(ap +k)p(ap+ k) HpA [k(-2g+f_)
+ka(go+ T g+a-)]
-r(ap +k)p(ap k)aHpakt(g- a+ ± g+ -)
+r(ap +k)p(ap+k)aHpaka(g_-+ :F g+E)r} . (6.40)
In the no-smearing limit, we have HuN = g so
1 Nos - 1 ik: _ [ k2l2 kak"2±&2
Iq ° = iPt (ap- k)2- 2 [(a k)- 2(aP +k)] [(k2 2k(kL-a))g2 -2]
r2 ) d
+ (ap +k)2[ ± (k2- 2k(k -ka))2
+rki, { (ap + k)[2g+ - (ap +ap k)a [g-F+ ± g+&_] }
+r [(ap + k) k- (ap + k),uka] [g- + F g+_]} . (6.41)
For Wilson fermions this further simplifies to
1 ikil rNOSW (a+k) 2 - (ap+ k)2 - 2(ap+k)2iPAOS, -(ap k)2+ 2I[4
[(.2 - 2kAt(k:# - ka)) ± 2]
x~~~~~
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Table 6.2: Renormalization coefficient IV2 for vertex diagram contribution, in the 3+ rep-
resentation.
rk (ap + k),4[+2ca] - k,(ap + k)a [a + o]
+r [(ap + k) k- (ap + k)tlka] [asF a] (6.42)
6.3 Sails diagram
Since amplitudes for the two sails diagrams are related, we will evaluate them together.
They are given by
(1)is
(2)
= Gvp(p- k)Vp(p,k)s NOv




M "no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson 3.575 3.483 3.762 1.734
0.1 2.545 3.116 3.635 1.733
0.2 2.493 3.069 3.596 1.733
0.3 2.454 3.034 3.569 1.734
0.4 2.423 3.006 3.548 1.734
0.5 2.397 2.982 3.531 1.734
0.6 2.375 2.962 3.518 1.734
0.7 2.356 2.944 3.506 1.734
0.8 2.341 2.928 3.495 1.734
0.9 2.329 2.914 3.486 1.734
1 2.319 2.901 3.477 1.734
1.1 2.311 2.888 3.468 1.734
1.2 2.306 2.876 3.460 1.734
1.3 2.302 2.865 3.452 1.734
1.4 2.301 2.853 3.443 1.734
1.5 2.302 2.841 3.432 1.734
1.6 2.305 2.827 3.421 1.734
1.7 2.309 2.811 3.406 1.734
1.8 2.314 2.791 3.387 1.734








sail I sail 2
Figure 6-2: Sails diagram for twist 2 operators
Physical amplitudes are then obtained by adding the SD-to-physical propagator and ampu-
tating the external leg
II = 1sUT(l) = O°UTVp(p,k)SeNovGvp(p k)
I = I(2)1N = OIVSOUTV(k, p) Gvp(P k)3
(6.45)
(6.46)
As in the case of vertex diagram, part of SoUT and SN proportional to p y will give us a
contribution proportional to p ygv so we can neglect it from the start. That leaves us with
I = SOUT gabHvp L[-
(ap-k)2+# 2
[(gP+ +g+P_) (-ik y) + (P+ + +P_)]
[yL(ap+ k)v igoTb [y5]]
ll--gab
I = [( P 2 [Y(ap+k)vigoTa[y5]]
[(-ik:-y) (g+p+ +g+p+) + (F+P+ +a_-P_)]







Contracting with SIN,OUT, we get
2NI = gCFHVp(ap + k) [ y++)(ap k)2+/2 ~a~(i.g++
+ilyp(ap+ k)p (-ik. yg_ + )] [Ys] (6.49)( -k)2 + 2+ iyp(a~- k) (- k -y  + Y-) Y,,[Y51(6.49)
12 = g[Y5]CFHvp(ap+k)v [r(ap -k)2 + !1 2 2 a ) - ~' Y+ +~
+ (-ik yg_ +_-) iyp(ap+ k)p] (6.50)
Using the relations between y matrices
a. yb.yc.y-c.yb. yay= 2(ayb-c-bya.c+cya.b) (6.51)
and adding both terms, we get
goCFHvp(ap + k)v r
(ap-_ k)2 + 2 { -2y (ap+k)p+
-2 (kYp(ap + k)p -k YgpA (ap'+ k)A + y,kp(ap+ k)p) g_
+2 (ap + k)p[k yy]g + i(ap+ k)p[yp,y]± (6.52)
where [, ] is the commutator/anticommutator of y matrices. For p -+ 0, the first two lines
are odd while the third one is even, so to order pl the third line vanishes due to parity 2 .
That gives us the final result
ggCFHvp(ap+k)vk)p+
(ap- k)2 +/ 2
-2 (klyp(ap + k)p-k - y gp(ap + k)t + ytkp(ap + k)p) g } (6.53)
2 To 0 th order in pt, it gives a finite contribution proportional to either gpv or cv. The ay contribution is
killed by symmetrization, while gAv does not contribute to either representations we are considering
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63+ representation








gk)2 +CF {L Hvp(ap+ k)v [-r(ap-+k)p+ -2gkp(ap+k)pp -k)2 -/ 12P
-2g-(ap+ k)t, [HgA(apF+ k)4kv - HLv(ap+k)vkt] }
In the no-smearing limit, this becomes
1 g)CF
Pv (ap-k) 2 + 2 {-r(ap + k)v+ -2 (kv (ap'+ k)2 + kv(a + k)2) g_ Y6.55)
which after expansion in pA to first order yields
{Iq = g2CF 2 [-2rcoskvO++±g-]gc 2+ 
(kc2 q-/1) 2 [rgO+ q- 4gg ( + )] (6.56)
For Wilson fermions, this agrees with Capitani's formula (15.102)
3+ representation
In the 3+ representation we have 1 = v. Using formulas from previous section, we get
I = 1
Iq p--r[AAYd Y) (6.57)
where i : a and the four-vector p has components p, and Pa numerically equal. This
yields
= 1 gCF
PA (ap-k)2 + /1 2 { Hp(ap+k)L [-r(ap+ k) p - 2gkp(ap+ k) p]




In the no-smearing limit this becomes
_ 1 A CF } 2[tL+aIq = - 2 r(ap + k)+-2g_(ap + k)2[kt+ka] (6.59)Pit (ap - k)2 q-/W
which after expansion in p, yields
= oCF 2+ [coska+±+±kg.]g~~~~~~~~2C ~2 2-/1
_p +1 [rkO+  4g-_ ( + ka)] }(6.60)(k2~~L2)2 (6.60)
This is numerically the same as expression (6.56) since indices and ax can be exchanged
in term with 2ka. Another way to see this is to observe that the amplitude Iv has no parts
proportional to g vyA¥p which cause the difference between the two representations
= ( 8 )2 2CF { (ap + k)vC+(ap -k) 2q-/2
-2 (kAyv (ap + k)v - k. y (ap + k),(ap + k)v + kv (ap + k)2) g }. (6.61)
which after expansion in p, to first order yields
o2 C
g= CFI P {coskva++kvg-_ }
g2cg0CF
(2 + /2)2 {Yt'pvrca+ + 4g- (uPvkg +yvpgk2}) } (6.62)
After symmetrization in and v we get expressions (6.56) and (6.60).
Smeared vs. non-smeared operator
In this work, we consider the use of both smeared and unsmeared gauge links in the operator
Ov = q(x)yiDvq(x). If one recalls that smearing comes from a form-factor modifying
gluon-fermion vertex, then there is no reason that it needs to be included in the guage-link
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in the external operator. On the other hand, since in the a -+ 0 limit the gauge link is
hpa = gpC + O(a2 ), (6.63)
operator Ov has a correct continuum limit both for smeared and non-smeared link and
we can think of it as a sort of improvement of the operator itself. Formulas derived here
are correct for both cases, but we have to carefully keep track of indices since in the non-
smeared case, tensor Huv is no longer necessarily symmetric. For the smeared operator
case, after including smearing form-factors in the gluon propagator, we get
Hv = hppGpohov. (6.64)
Since both h and G are symmetric, so is H. For the non-smeared case, the gluon propagator
gets multiplied only by one h tensor; since the tensor comes from gluon-fermion vertex V,
it always comes in the combination hapVp and then gets multiplied by gluon propagator
Gvx. In tensor form, this yields
Hvp = Gvohap = hpcaGcav (6.65)
since both G and h are symmetric. Therefore, the correct tensor to use is
Hvp= [Gh]vp = [hG]pv. (6.66)
For Wilson gluons Gjv = gv, so HV = hv is symmetric and it doesn't make a difference,
but for improved gluons one has to be careful.
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Table 6.3: Renormalization coefficient 5V3 for sails diagrams contribution. Notation "SO"
and "NSO" means "smeared operator" and "non smeared operator".
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M "NOS" HYP (NSO) APE (NSO) HYP (SO) APE (SO) "GDP"
Wilson -5.077 0.712 3.488 2.411 4.999 5.117
0.1 -5.772 0.328 3.242 2.102 4.834 5.117
0.2 -5.604 0.445 3.328 2.202 4.901 5.117
0.3 -5.466 0.532 3.387 2.274 4.941 5.117
0.4 -5.342 0.602 3.430 2.329 4.968 5.117
0.5 -5.227 0.662 3.464 2.375 4.987 5.117
0.6 -5.119 0.714 3.491 2.413 5.002 5.117
0.7 -5.014 0.761 3.514 2.446 5.013 5.117
0.8 -4.911 0.804 3.534 2.475 5.022 5.117
0.9 -4.808 0.844 3.551 2.502 5.030 5.117
1 -4.705 0.881 3.567 2.527 5.037 5.117
1.1 -4.600 0.918 3.583 2.551 5.043 5.117
1.2 -4.492 0.955 3.598 2.576 5.050 5.117
1.3 -4.380 0.993 3.615 2.601 5.058 5.117
1.4 -4.261 1.033 3.633 2.629 5.067 5.117
1.5 -4.133 1.078 3.654 2.660 5.078 5.117
1.6 -3.993 1.129 3.681 2.698 5.094 5.117
1.7 -3.835 1.192 3.717 2.746 5.116 5.117
1.8 -3.650 1.274 3.769 2.811 5.151 5.117
1.9 -3.417 1.394 3.853 2.912 5.213 5.117
4(p) q(-P)
Figure 6-3: Tadpole diagram for twist 2 operators
6.4 Operator tadpole diagram
The amplitude for the tadpole diagram is given by
7/adk
= (27c)dGw(k) v (P, P) 
The operator ver ex expanded to second order in go/a







is independent of the loop momentum so we are left with the amplitude
gCF i pvT= - iypv(2T) = gCFOPtad
-2go 16ir2 iyipvy~ ~YtPv 16--' (6.70)
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where T is the tadpole integral
T = lim T(#2)
1
" ddk Hpp





yOPtad =_ 8t 2T
already encountered in the self-energy renormalization.
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
0.15493 0.05219 0.04202 0.03873
Table 6.4: Results for tadpole integral T
no smearing HYP(SO) APE(SO) HYP(NSO) APE(NSO) gauge-part
-12.233 -4.121 -3.318 -12.233 -12.233 -3.058
Table 6.5: Tadpole contribution to twist-2 operators YOPtad.
6.5 Collecting results: renormalization coefficients for twist
2 operators with 1 derivative
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
( [Y2 + vert + ysails] logp 2/A 2 + [2 + vert + sails + OPtad])









Table 6.6: Finite part of renormalization coefficient -latt in the 6+ representation.{IAV}3
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M "NOS" HYP (SO) APE (SO) HYP (NSO) APE (NSO) "GDP"
Wilson -3.16 -2.04 -0.14 -11.85 -10.57 -1.
0.1 -4.19 -2.74 -0.49 -12.62 -11. -1.
0.2 -4.25 -2.81 -0.55 -12.68 -11.04 -1.
0.3 -4.31 -2.87 -0.6 -12.73 -11.07 -1.
0.4 -4.35 -2.94 -0.64 -12.78 -11.1 -1.
0.5 -4.38 -2.99 -0.68 -12.81 -11.12 -1.
0.6 -4.41 -3.04 -0.71 -12.85 -11.14 -1.
0.7 -4.43 -3.08 -0.74 -12.88 -11.16 -1.
0.8 -4.43 -3.11 -0.77 -12.9 -11.17 -1.
0.9 -4.42 -3.14 -0.79 -12.91 -11.18 -1.
1. -4.41 -3.16 -0.8 -12.92 -11.19 -1.
1.1 -4.37 -3.18 -0.81 -12.92 -11.19 -1.
1.2 -4.32 -3.18 -0.82 -12.92 -11.19 -1.
1.3 -4.25 -3.18 -0.82 -12.9 -11.18 -1.
1.4 -4.16 -3.16 -0.82 -12.87 -11.17 -1.
1.5 -4.04 -3.13 -0.81 -12.82 -11.15 -1.
1.6 -3.88 -3.07 -0.78 -12.75 -11.11 -1.
1.7 -3.67 -2.99 -0.75 -12.65 -11.06 -1.
1.8 -3.39 -2.86 -0.68 -12.51 -10.98 -1.
1.9 -3. -2.66 -0.57 -12.28 -10.85 -1.
Table 6.7: Finite part of renormalization coefficient Xlatt - MS in the 6- representation.{/XV } {1 LV } 
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M "NOS" HYP (SO) APE (SO) HYP (NSO) APE (NSO) "GDP"
Wilson 1.28 2.4 4.3 -7.41 -6.12 0.
0.1 0.25 1.71 3.95 -8.18 -6.56 0.
0.2 0.19 1.64 3.9 -8.23 -6.59 0.
0.3 0.14 1.57 3.85 -8.28 -6.62 0.
0.4 0.09 1.51 3.8 -8.33 -6.65 0.
0.5 0.06 1.45 3.76 -8.37 -6.68 0.
0.6 0.03 1.41 3.73 -8.4 -6.7 0.
0.7 0.02 1.37 3.7 -8.43 -6.71 0.
0.8 0.01 1.33 3.68 -8.45 -6.72 0.
0.9 0.02 1.3 3.66 -8.47 -6.74 0.
1. 0.04 1.28 3.64 -8.48 -6.74 0.
1.1 0.07 1.27 3.63 -8.48 -6.74 0.
1.2 0.12 1.26 3.63 -8.47 -6.74 0.
1.3 0.19 1.27 3.62 -8.45 -6.73 0.
1.4 0.29 1.28 3.63 -8.42 -6.72 0.
1.5 0.41 1.32 3.64 -8.38 -6.7 0.
1.6 0.57 1.37 3.66 -8.31 -6.67 0.
1.7 0.78 1.46 3.7 -8.21 -6.62 0.
1.8 1.06 1.59 3.76 -8.06 -6.54 0.
1.9 1.44 1.79 3.87 -7.84 -6.4 0.
Table 6.8: Finite part of renormalization coefficient alat in the 3+ representation.
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M "NOS" HYP (SO) APE (SO) HYP (NSO) APE (NSO) "GDP"
Wilson -1.88 -1.72 0.02 -11.53 -10.4 -1.
Wilson -1.88 -1.72 0.02 -11.53 -10.4 -1.
0.1 -3.8 -2.55 -0.38 -12.43 -10.89 -1.
0.2 -3.83 -2.61 -0.43 -12.48 -10.92 -1.
0.3 -3.86 -2.66 -0.47 -12.52 -10.94 -1.
0.4 -3.88 -2.71 -0.51 -12.55 -10.97 -1.
0.5 -3.89 -2.76 -0.55 -12.58 -10.98 -1.
0.6 -3.88 -2.79 -0.57 -12.6 -11. -1.
0.7 -3.87 -2.82 -0.59 -12.62 -11.01 -1.
0.8 -3.84 -2.85 -0.61 -12.63 -11.01 -1.
0.9 -3.8 -2.86 -0.62 -12.63 -11.02 -1.
1. -3.74 -2.87 -0.63 -12.63 -11.02 -1.
1.1 -3.67 -2.87 -0.64 -12.61 -11.02 -1.
1.2 -3.58 -2.86 -0.64 -12.59 -11.01 -1.
1.3 -3.47 -2.84 -0.64 -12.56 -10.99 -1.
1.4 -3.32 -2.8 -0.62 -12.51 -10.97 -1.
1.5 -3.15 -2.75 -0.61 -12.45 -10.95 -1.
1.6 -2.93 -2.68 -0.58 -12.36 -10.9 -1.
1.7 -2.65 -2.57 -0.53 -12.24 -10.84 -1.
1.8 -2.3 -2.42 -0.45 -12.07 -10.75 -1.
1.9 -1.84 -2.19 -0.33 -11.82 -10.61 -1.
Table 6.9: Finite part of renormalization coefficient Ilatt -MS in the 3+ representation.
{Iv} - tv}
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M "NOS" HYP (SO) APE (SO) HYP (NSO) APE (NSO) "GDP"
Wilson 2.56 2.73 4.47 -7.09 -5.96 0.
0.1 0.64 1.9 4.06 -7.99 -6.45 0.
0.2 0.61 1.83 4.01 -8.03 -6.47 0.
0.3 0.58 1.78 3.97 -8.07 -6.5 0.
0.4 0.57 1.73 3.93 -8.11 -6.52 0.
0.5 0.56 1.69 3.9 -8.14 -6.54 0.
0.6 0.56 1.65 3.87 -8.16 -6.55 0.
0.7 0.58 1.62 3.85 -8.17 -6.56 0.
0.8 0.6 1.6 3.83 -8.18 -6.57 0.
0.9 0.64 1.58 3.82 -8.19 -6.57 0.
1. 0.7 1.58 3.81 -8.18 -6.57 0.
1.1 0.77 1.57 3.8 -8.17 -6.57 0.
1.2 0.87 1.58 3.8 -8.15 -6.56 0.
1.3 0.98 1.61 3.81 -8.11 -6.55 0.
1.4 1.12 1.64 3.82 -8.07 -6.53 0.
1.5 1.3 1.69 3.84 -8. -6.5 0.
1.6 1.52 1.77 3.87 -7.92 -6.46 0.
1.7 1.79 1.87 3.91 -7.79 -6.4 0.
1.8 2.14 2.02 3.99 -7.63 -6.31 0.
1.9 2.61 2.25 4.11 -7.38 -6.16 0.
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Chapter 7
Twist 2 operators with y[Y] and two
derivatives
For the operators with two derivatives, the procedure of evaluating Feynman diagrams is
in principle the same as for one derivative, one just has to multiply the proper amplitude
with a power of lattice momentum k_ and external momentum py and add up contributions
for sails diagrams where the gluon couples to the different derivative operator. One new
feature here is that now we also have tadpole diagrams connecting two different derivative
operators in the operator c(x)yDvDaq(x). Another new feature that arises here is mixing
of operators on the lattice which is not present in the continuum. In the continuum, the to-
tally symmetric operator q(x)y{DvDa}q(x) cannot mix with the mixed-symmetry operator
q(x)y[D{vDa}q(x) due to Lorentz invariance. On the lattice, both operators fall into the
same representation of H(4) and therefore can (and do) mix.
7.1 Preliminaries
As in the previous section for the operator with one derivative, before we embark on par-
ticular Feynman diagrams, we need to expand the operator in powers of go to get proper
vertices, and we need to pick particular pieces of the amplitude which will give us the
contribution we want and cancel all other unwanted contributions.
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7.1.1 Operator vertex
The operator O/Avcc = q(x)yDvDaq(x) yields the following vertices
ivc= x ° ( 1) .. 2 g(2)
with
= y, ikv ikac
= Tay, (icos (p )VAv ika+
2 
(7.2)
ipvicos (ap + k)Aa
2 AC (7.3)
= , [ 2 a [-j{Ta,Tb}AAopc]
2) igoTaAv] [cos (p-k)igoTbAb] (7.4)
where in the last step we have performed the summation over the group index
N2 - 1Tr ab{Ta, Tb} = c 2- = CF (7.5)
a Mc~
The 0 th order ( ) contributes to the vertex diagram; the 1st order contributes to the sails
diagrams, while the second order contributes to tadpole diagram.
7.1.2 Amplitude decomposition
The general structure of the operator we are interested here is
1
O{ptva} = 3! (Op1va + Otav + vOa + OvaL + Oapv + avu) (7.6)
We consider two representations, 8- and 42:
0{411}
o{ 134}
= (0411 + 0141 + 0114),
3
1










+Y1, Os P -
8- representation
Unfortunately, in the 81 representation, the operator mixes with the operator with mixed
symmetryl
O[{gv]a} = (Owva + OAv - Ova - Ovam i) (7.9)
Since we are interested in the operators with v = a, we get
1
w}= (o°ll+Ov±vo+°vvA) (7.10)Olav = 3 Oa v + O~+Ov~
qO{v]v} = (20 vv-Ov.v-Ovv) (7.11)
Going to momentum space, we get the tree-level vertices for these operators
O{vV} = - (yp2 + 2yvpupv) (7.12)
[~{v]v} = 2 (ypv 2 -YvPtPv) (7.13)
For l-loop level corrections of the operator Ova, aside from the 3 terms which are Lorentz-
invariant, we have many other terms which break Lorentz invariance and lead to mixing of
the operators above. However, since we are only interested in the operator with v = a,
and t $ v, we can drop most of them and we will keep only the ones that contribute. That
leaves us with the expression for the 1 loop correction
A] 2 2 PY~~~
l{tvv} = - YtPv +A2 2YvPtLPv + Elytgw + E2p YP.gvv + E3 P YP2PvPv (7.14)
I[j{v]v} = 2BytP 2 - 2B2YvPPv + FIYtgvv + F2p YPgvv (7.15)
Terms E1 and F1 describe mixing with the lower-dimensional operator qyq, but the mixing
terms cancel for operators O{411} - (O{422} + O{433}) and q[4{1]1} - (14{2]2} + 0[4{3]3})
Terms proportional to E2 and F2 also cancel; if we pick components of 4-momentum p to
be numerically equal, terms proportional to E3 will cancel as well and we are left only with
terms that we want. If A1 = A2 and B1 = B2, then the operators will not mix; otherwise they
IFor compactness of the notation, I will also use the subscript "S" to denote the symmetric piece, and
subscript "H" to denote the piece with mixed symmetry
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will. To extract the remaining coefficients Ai and Bi, first we pick 4-momentum p such that
the components a and v equal (in practice it is even better for numerical evaluation if they
can be set to zero) and then we multiply with the appropriate y matrix and take a trace
A1 _ 11








= 1- 1TrD [(I[i{v]v} - [a]a})YL]
= 1 dTrD [([/{v]v}- [A{a]a})Yv]
P#pv d
(7.16)







{ - (yLP2 + 2yvptPv) Ess +2 (ytpv - YvPPv) SH }
{2 (ypv2 - YvPRPv) ZHH + (p 2 + 2YvPtPv) yHS}
(7.17)
(7.18)
where 5 are our mixing coefficients
, ;SH=(2A2-A1), EHH = 2B 1 + B23 HS 2(B1 -B2) (7.19)
and Z = (go2CF)/(1672 ) .
42- representation
In the 42 representation, there can be no mixing since all indices are different. So if we
take the operator





(with all three indices different) and Fourier transform to momentum space, we get the
tree-level vertex
O{va} = 3 (YPvPa + YvPAPa + YaPAPv) (7.21)
The -loop level correction of the operator O{va} is then
g2CF 1
I{va} = 16C2 (YPvPa + YvPAPa + YapAPv) Y{fva} (7.22)
and to extract 13 we simply multiply by y¥, take a trace, and divide by PvPa (of course, we
must pick the four vector pA to have at least two components nonzero).
7.2 Vertex diagram
The only difference between contributions Ip, and I'a is an additional factor ika since the
photon propagator does not connect to the operator vertex. This will change behavior of
integrals under parity; however, expansion in p also changes parity, we end up with
lq (P) = odd + iven (7.23)
-kP) 'phys T phys (7.23)
ipodd =-tphys = (-ip A)od[5](-ipy ) +od[Y5]
+(-ip- yA)iodd [Y5 + odd [Y5] iP A) (7.24)
Ivheyns - (-ip A)+en [5] (-ip yA) + e-ven [Y5]
+(iP- yA)Ie+ven[Y5] + even[Y5]( iP ). (7.25)
After expanding in powers of p and eliminating integrals odd under parity, we are left with
lq(p) = (-ip .yA)odd[Y5](-ip .yA.) + paps apdp [Y5]
+ (-ip YA)Pa a lIeven [5] + Pa ap- even [51 (-ip yA) (7.26)
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At zero momentum, the first term lddmust be proportional to Ypgva plus other permuta-
tions of indices. After substituting p yyp y Y = _-p2y + 2p ypu, we see that it's contri-
bution will cancel for 8
-
representation. The second line also vanishes. The een terms
have an even number of y matrices, and expanding to first order in p, the result must be
proportional to either gpvpa, OvPa or gtvaappp (plus perturbations of indices). The acv
term vanishes after symmetrization while the other two give contributions proportional to
p yg lvpx which vanish for even representation.
Multiplying the amplitude with YK and taking the trace,
1
JAVaK - TrD [aYK]
gCF /a ddk Hpcr ik_ kIgo |(2)d (a k)2 + 2 { (gpagxK(ap+k)p
-Ic/a ap1
-2gpxgaK(ap-+ k)p(ap+ k)a) [(k2gAX - 2kk,)g 2 g c2]
r2 )g gK2
+-(ap + k)p(ap + k) [(k2gAK - 2ktkK)g2 + gK+]
+r(ap + k)p(ap + k)a [gaKkt(g- + ± y-g+)
-(kKga -g-Kka) (g-e+ = 0F-g+)] } (7.27)
Coefficients A1,2 and B1,2 and {fiva} from previous section are then easily evaluated
Al 1 1
3 = p2 dTrD [(J{v} - J{aa})YL] (7.28)
2A 2 _ 1 1 I ~ J}y2A2 - 1 dTrD [(kILVV -} /a{lt)Yv] (7.29)
1 1
2B1 = -- dTrD [(J[t{v]v} - J[t{a]a}) (7.30)
-2B 2 = TrD [(J[{v]v}-J[{a]a})Yv] (7.31)
P=p d1 1
Ilwal -1 1TrD [J{ 1 YA] .(7.32)PvPa d
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Table 7.1: Vertex Diagram contribution vertex to the finite part of renormalization of the
~Ss
symmetric tensor qy{LDvDv} in the 8 - representation.
7.3 Sails diagram
Similar to the 1-derivative case, sails diagrams can be written as
I(2)s
= Gvp(p-k)Vp(p,k)aN0,.") + Gap(p-k)V(p,k)SN ( a
-k) SUTVp(kp) + Gap(p-k) (a) SOUTV (k
-  0 (v) sOU , ' v(-}tv p) ,+ apo(p -,k)Was ~p(k,p)
(7.33)
(7.34)
where the superscript for operator O denotes the gauge link to which the gluon propagator
couples. Physical amplitudes are then obtained by adding the 5D-to-physical propagator
and amputating the external leg
Ii = OUTi(l) - SOUTV(p, k)SNo v P - k)I1~~ ~~  s P p~~) s -'~ e,,pPk
+gouravGvp(p '
+S°UTV (p, k)Ss N l)(aGap(p - k) (7.35)
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson 1.35 1.91 2.41 0.67
0.1 1.18 1.76 2.36 0.66
0.2 1.13 1.7 2.32 0.67
0.3 1.09 1.66 2.29 0.67
0.4 1.05 1.63 2.26 0.67
0.5 1.02 1.6 2.24 0.67
0.6 0.99 1.57 2.22 0.67
0.7 0.97 1.55 2.2 0.67
0.8 0.94 1.53 2.18 0.67
0.9 0.92 1.5 2.16 0.67
1. 0.89 1.48 2.15 0.67
1.1 0.87 1.46 2.13 0.67
1.2 0.85 1.44 2.12 0.67
1.3 0.82 1.42 2.1 0.67
1.4 0.8 1.39 2.09 0.67
1.5 0.77 1.37 2.07 0.67
1.6 0.74 1.34 2.05 0.67
1.7 0.71 1.31 2.03 0.67
1.8 0.67 1.27 2. 0.67
1.9 0.62 1.23 1.95 0.67
Table 7.2: Vertex Diagram contribution Yvetex to the mixing between symmetric tensor
"SH
y{tDvDv} in the 81 representation and mixed-symmetry tensor y[D{v]Dv}
= (2)_IN - (V) SOUTV SIk)N12 s = iv S VO(k, p)Gvo(p- k)
+ ascO UTV (k, p) Gap(p- k)SIN (7.36)
As in the case of the vertex diagram, part of SSUT and SI N proportional to p y will give us
a contribution proportional to p y gv so we can neglect it from the start. That leaves us
with
= OUT [( abHvp 2(ap - k)2 -t-/2.
[(g-P+ + g+P_) (-ik .y) + (_P+ + cs+P_)] [y,(ap'+ k)v igoTb ika [Y5]]
gabHp 1 ka 
(ap-k)2+ 2 J-T (2 (ap + k)p + iyp(ap + k)p)]
[(g-P+ +g+P_) (-ik -.y) + (P + c+P_)]
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson -0.06 -0.03 -0.02 0.
0.1 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01
0.2 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01
0.3 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01
0.4 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01
0.5 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.01
0.6 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.
0.7 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.
0.8 -0.05 -0.03 -0.02 0.
0.9 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.
1. -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.
1.1 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.01
1.2 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.01
1.3 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.01
1.4 -0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.01
1.5 -0.05 -0.03 0. 0.02
1.6 -0.05 -0.03 0. 0.02
1.7 -0.05 -0.02 0. 0.02
1.8 -0.05 -0.02 0. 0.03
1.9 -0.05 -0.02 0. 0.03
+oUT [
a r -(
Table 7.3: Vertex Diagram contribution 71jene to renormalization of the tensor qyxADvDa}
in the 42- representation.
[Ytifv(apu+ k)a igoTb [S]]
gabHv ] '--
a2 [(a P2] [y,(ap+ k)v igoTai ka[y5 ]]
[(-ik y) (g+P+ + g+P+) + (+P+ + CaP_)]
-goT ( r(ap +k)p +iyp (ap +k)p) ] SIN
+ [(gab+"ap] [y,,iPv(aP+k)a igoTa [l]]
- (g+ (a-_ 2 +/2
[(-ik- y) (g+P+ g+P+) + (+P+ + _P_)]




M "NOS" HYP APE "GDP"
Wilson 1.215 1.964 2.537 0.881
0.1 1.180 1.866 2.513 0.881
0.2 1.120 1.810 2.465 0.881
0.3 1.071 1.765 2.428 0.881
0.4 1.028 1.725 2.398 0.881
0.5 0.988 1.690 2.371 0.881
0.6 0.952 1.658 2.348 0.881
0.7 0.917 1.627 2.326 0.881
0.8 0.883 1.598 2.307 0.881
0.9 0.850 1.569 2.288 0.881
1 0.817 1.541 2.269 0.881
1.1 0.784 1.513 2.251 0.881
1.2 0.751 1.485 2.233 0.881
1.3 0.717 1.456 2.214 0.881
1.4 0.681 1.426 2.194 0.881
1.5 0.643 1.393 2.173 0.881
1.6 0.602 1.358 2.148 0.881
1.7 0.557 1.318 2.120 0.881
1.8 0.503 1.270 2.085 0.881
1.9 0.437 1.210 2.036 0.881
Contracting with SIN,OUT, we get
Ii- ggCFttvp(apk)v ik ' ---aoCFHvp (aP+ k)v ika [2 (ap+ k)p (-ik yg, + ++)
+iyp(ap+k)p (-ikyg- + -)] YL[Y5]
gO2CFHap(ap+ k)a [ r
+iPv )2 #2 (ap + k)p ( - ik 'yg++ C+)
+iyp(ap+k)p (-ik .y_- +a_)] Y,[Y5] (7.39)
12 Y= ¥[]g2CFHvp(ap + k)v ik a r(ap-k)2 +r2 [(ap +k)p (-ikyg+ ++)
+ (-ik . yg_ +a_) iyp(a +k)p]
+y~y5 q~v gCFHap (a-~ r
(ap-k) p+)p( + +2+)
+ (-ikyg_ + _) iY(ap + k)p] . (7.40)
We see that the amplitude is just a sum of two parts
ILAva = (2 f)d (hvika +IP7iPv) (7.41)l~a= i dk(l~vika +lza i.v
-2c
where Iv is the sail amplitude with 1 derivative. The remaining part (symmetrization,
projecting out a piece proportional to a specific y matrix) is the same as for vertex diagram.
7.4 Operator tadpole diagram
Operator tadpole for this diagram is more complicated since we can have gluons from one
gauge link connecting to another gauge link. The Operator vertex expanded to second order
in go is:
n(2) = a2 a b Abpv ~+'(~ [91{Ta b}A a]
°(va = A -yIT [_ JTbA v~ Pa+YuPv -{T JT }A aAbPa]~iva jylA, v~vrv2 a
a Os Pb a b
Y[c (p - 2 TaA] [cos (p- TbAb]
1702 a
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Table 7.4: Sails Diagram £ils contribution to the finite part of the renormalization of the
symmetric tensor y{ LDvDV} in the 8 1 representation.
= [ {Ta, Tb}AA pv] a +YPgv [-2 {Ta, Tb}AApa
2 COS2 kv 1 P2 vka aAvaTb
+a2 Y. [cos2-5-~Pa + pv)gva + pvPa gvaT bTb2I2 4 -l a a
= [2CFAAbpv
+a 2 YAL (
-C+FAAaPa
- 1) gva + 4 ] PvpaCFA a, (7.42)
which leads to the tadpole contribution
2gCF
Iq = iYtPvPx go Otad16c2- (7.43)
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson -6.72 -0.13 6.43 6.93
0.1 -7.55 1.98 6.18 6.93
0.2 -7.34 2.12 6.27 6.93
0.3 -7.17 2.22 6.33 6.93
0.4 -7.03 2.3 6.38 6.93
0.5 -6.89 2.36 6.41 6.93
0.6 -6.77 2.42 6.43 6.93
0.7 -6.64 2.47 6.45 6.93
0.8 -6.53 2.51 6.46 6.93
0.9 -6.41 2.55 6.48 6.93
1. -6.3 2.58 6.49 6.93
1.1 -6.18 2.62 6.5 6.93
1.2 -6.06 2.65 6.52 6.93
1.3 -5.93 2.69 6.52 6.93
1.4 -5.8 2.73 6.54 6.93
1.5 -5.66 2.77 6.55 6.93
1.6 -5.5 2.83 6.58 6.93
1.7 -5.32 2.89 6.61 6.93
1.8 -5.11 2.99 6.66 6.93
1.9 -7.49 3.13 6.76 6.93
Table 7.5: Sails Diagram contribution Zsails to the mixing between symmetric tensor
[y{DvDv} in the 81 representation and mixed-symmetry tensor qy[tD{V]DV}





= lim 1672 J
-I0
ddk - (Hvv + Haa)+gva( - ) Hva + kvHvaka
(27 t)d k2 + 2
ddk d ~ {-Hpp(1 + gva) + pHppkp } + kvHvaka
P
(22t)d k2 + #2
(7.44)
8- representation
In terms of symmetric and hybrid combinations this becomes
l{vv} = -2Hpp+ k2Hpp) YPv
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson 0.21 0.52 0.08 0.07
0.1 0.24 0.11 0.1 0.08
0.2 0.23 0.11 0.09 0.08
0.3 0.23 0.11 0.09 0.08
0.4 0.22 0.1 0.09 0.08
0.5 0.22 0.1 0.09 0.08
0.6 0.21 0.1 0.08 0.07
0.7 0.21 0.09 0.08 0.07
0.8 0.2 0.09 0.08 0.07
0.9 0.2 0.09 0.08 0.07
1. 0.19 0.09 0.07 0.07
1.1 0.19 0.08 0.07 0.06
1.2 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.06
1.3 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.06
1.4 0.17 0.07 0.06 0.06
1.5 0.16 0.07 0.06 0.05
1.6 0.16 0.06 0.06 0.05
1.7 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.05
1.8 0.14 0.06 0.05 0.05
1.9 0.57 0.05 0.05 0.04
YOPtad








1 12 k 2 yN 2
d (-2Hpp + kpHpp 2 ¥P
-(d1Hpp+ lk ) 2yVptpv-
(7.45)
(7.46)
We can decompose operators 0411 and 0141 + 0114 in terms of symmetric operator O{411}
and the operator C[4{1]1} with mixed symmetry, and vice versa:
0(411}
1







M "NOS" HYP APE "GDP"
Wilson -7.598 1.855 5.926 6.494
0.1 -8.463 1.422 5.679 6.494
0.2 -8.250 1.561 5.776 6.494
0.3 -8.075 1.661 5.836 6.494
0.4 -7.920 1.739 5.878 6.494
0.5 -7.778 1.804 5.908 6.494
0.6 -7.644 1.858 5.931 6.494
0.7 -7.515 1.906 5.949 6.494
0.8 -7.389 1.949 5.963 6.494
0.9 -7.265 1.987 5.976 6.494
1 -7.140 2.024 5.987 6.494
1.1 -7.013 2.059 5.998 6.494
1.2 -6.883 2.094 6.009 6.494
1.3 -6.748 2.131 6.021 6.494
1.4 -6.604 2.170 6.035 6.494
1.5 -6.450 2.215 6.053 6.493
1.6 -6.280 2.268 6.076 6.493
1.7 -6.088 2.336 6.110 6.493
1.8 -5.861 2.428 6.162 6.494






which can be used to obtain the result in terms of symmetric and hybrid combination




3 d 2 
Hpp + kLHvkv) 0{Wv}
2
RI
1- LA ) °{Lv}
Hpp + k,Hgkv) [{v]v} .
For Wilson gluons without smearing this becomes
= lim 16 2 ddk
U-+o J (27 )d
= lim 16 2 ddk
-+o (27t)d
-(1 + gva) + gk2
k2 + I 2
gva
2d 12 +k2 +2 Jj
2 1 _(I ~gv~,
= 16t2{g- ( +gva ) Zo+ } .
For the symmetric and mixed symmetry contributions {411} and l[41]1} we get
1{411} = ig F {[(272 - 322Zo)y 4p2 +2(- 167t24o)y1Plp I] }
I[4{1]1} = i 2 {2(27E2 -3272Z4)y4p2 -2(-167t24)y1plp 4}114{11} = 167E2I
or in terms of symmetric operator 0{411} and mixed symmetry operator 04{1]1}
I{411}
1[4 {11]1}
7 g 2CF { SSO{411 + ZSHO[4{1]1}}














= 1 (27r 2 _ 647n2Zo)







= 4_2 - 32n2Zo




which agrees with Capitani [2] and G6ckler et. al.[5].
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
Iss -26.0415 -6.9261 -4.9806 -4.2937
ZSH -0.5259 -0.1895 -0.1263 -0.0726
Table 7.7: Tadpole contribution to symmetric and hybrid part XOPta d ,
42- representation
Since all indices are different here, the result is simply
OPtad 2
= 1672 lim#o
ddk -Hpp + kpHpcykca
(27 )d k2 + g
-
- ddk -d Hpp + lkpHpakca
= lim1672 )d Pk2 
,-O0 J (2s -I (7.63)
with p oa in the second term.
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
T -0.15493 -0.04025 -0.02914 -0.02582
EOPTad -24.4656 -6.35603 -4.6016 -4.07733
Table 7.8: Tadpole contribution for iy{DvDa} operator in 42 representation.
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with
7.5 Collecting results: renormalization coefficients for twist
2 operators with 2 derivatives
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
= Z{a} {a} + Z[L{v]L } [t{v]a}
with
(7.64)
Z{va} = 1 + 1CZS g2CFZ[jpv]a} = 1o 2 ZH
ZS = Z{pva},{Iva} = ([Y2 + vert + yails] logp2/A2 + [ 2 + zvert + vails + zOPtad])
= (-26 logp2/A2+ Z{,vv}) . (7(
ZH = Z{/va}t,[{v]a} = ([yvert + ~sails] logp 2/A 2 + [vert + vsails + zOPtad])










coefficient for operator Cy{DvDv} in
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson -19.56 -8.64 -1.56 -1.50
0.1 -20.75 -6.83 -1.97 -1.50
0.2 -20.74 -6.86 -2. -1.50
0.3 -20.74 -6.89 -2.03 -1.50
0.4 -20.74 -6.92 -2.06 -1.50
0.5 -20.73 -6.95 -2.08 -1.50
0.6 -20.72 -6.98 -2.11 -1.50
0.7 -20.7 -7. -2.13 -1.50
0.8 -20.67 -7.02 -2.15 -1.50
0.9 -20.62 -7.03 -2.16 -1.50
1. -20.57 -7.04 -2.18 -1.50
1.1 -20.5 -7.04 -2.18 -1.50
1.2 -20.41 -7.03 -2.18 -1.50
1.3 -20.3 -7. -2.18 -1.50
1.4 -20.17 -6.97 -2.17 -1.50
1.5 -20.01 -6.92 -2.16 -1.50
1.6 -19.81 -6.84 -2.12 -1.50
1.7 -19.55 -6.73 -2.08 -1.50
1.8 -19.21 -6.57 -1.99 -1.50
1.9 -21.41 -6.32 -1.85 -1.50
Table 7.10: Finite part 1[l{v]v} of the mixing between symmetric tensor qy{,DvDv} in the
8- representation and mixed-symmetry tensor qy[,D{v]Dv}
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) Gauge Pt.
Wilson -0.37 0.3 -0.06 0.
0.1 -0.33 -0.12 -0.06 0.
0.2 -0.34 -0.12 -0.06 0.
0.3 -0.34 -0.12 -0.06 0.
0.4 -0.35 -0.12 -0.06 0.
0.5 -0.35 -0.13 -0.06 0.
0.6 -0.36 -0.13 -0.06 0.
0.7 -0.36 -0.13 -0.06 0.
0.8 -0.37 -0.13 -0.06 0.
0.9 -0.37 -0.13 -0.06 0.
1. -0.38 -0.14 -0.06 0.
1.1 -0.38 -0.14 -0.07 0.
1.2 -0.39 -0.14 -0.07 0.
1.3 -0.4 -0.14 -0.07 0.
1.4 -0.4 -0.14 -0.07 0.
1.5 -0.41 -0.15 -0.07 0.
1.6 -0.42 -0.15 -0.07 0.
1.7 -0.43 -0.15 -0.07 0.
1.8 -0.44 -0.16 -0.07 0.
1.9 -0.01 -0.16 -0.07 0.
Table 7.11: Finite part of the renormalization of the tensor 0Y{DvDa in the 42 represen-
tation.
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -19. -6.03 -1.56 -1.5
0.1 -20.09 -6.71 -1.94 -1.5
0.2 -20.09 -6.74 -1.97 -1.5
0.3 -20.09 -6.78 -2. -1.5
0.4 -20.08 -6.82 -2.04 -1.5
0.5 -20.08 -6.85 -2.07 -1.5
0.6 -20.06 -6.89 -2.1 -1.5
0.7 -20.04 -6.91 -2.12 -1.5
0.8 -20.01 -6.94 -2.14 -1.5
0.9 -19.97 -6.96 -2.16 -1.5
1. -19.91 -6.97 -2.18 -1.5
1.1 -19.84 -6.97 -2.19 -1.5
1.2 -19.76 -6.97 -2.19 -1.5
1.3 -19.65 -6.95 -2.19 -1.5
1.4 -19.52 -6.93 -2.19 -1.5
1.5 -19.36 -6.88 -2.17 -1.5
1.6 -19.15 -6.81 -2.15 -1.5
1.7 -18.89 -6.71 -2.1 -1.5
1.8 -18.56 -6.56 -2.03 -1.5
1.9 -18.1 -6.32 -1.9 -1.5
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Chapter 8
Twist 2 operators with y[5] and three
derivatives
Aside from the mixing issue which is not present here, the procedure to calculate the
renormalization coefficient of the operator qytDvDxaDq(x) is completely analogous to the




As before, we expand the operator O1vao = 4(x)yjDvDaDpq(x) in a power series in go
ova = 0(o) (+ go 1 + go2)Avap + a go pap 1 (8.1)
and get the following vertices
0(°) =i
_____ (ap + k) a ~ ~ 0°(1) Ta ( (ap k)VAAV ika ikp + pvicos ( 2 )A ik
+Tpvipacos (ap k)2A)
Ii, Cpios (ap,+ k)P A)





= Y [- CFAAvPv] P1aPp + yLpv
+Y¥PvPa [- CFAPA iP]
] [cos (






+CFY [cos ( k) a] k 20 (8.4)
Just as in the last few chapters, in the last step we have performed the summation over the
group index






For a general set of indices, there are 4! = 24 permutations of indices; if we set two of them
equal in pairs, we get 1= ( + + + o + + ) (8.6)O{PAv = 0WV + OIv~ + 0INI + 0W + 0~~m +0VV,) (8.6)
which yields a tree-level operator vertex
12 ( + (8.7)
The amplitude will have the form
'{vv} = Ajytpttpv2 +A2Yvpvp2 + Blytp,gv + B2YvpvgW + B3 p' Ygpgvv
+B4P * flypiLpp P, YPA Pv v4p' YP Ppgvv + B5p' YpvPvgwp + B6 p P2 (8.8)
To extract coefficients of yptp2 and yvpvp, we need to cancel unwanted contributions
first. If we evaluate TrD[I{m}vv}(y - ya)] with 3 components p, = Pv = Pa equal (and






to A2 and B2. The terms proportional to B3 ,B4 ,B5 and B6 will be proportional to (/A - Pa)
and will cancel as well. The only surviving contributions are A 1 and Bl.
To subtract out the term proportional to B1, we have to subtract the trace TrD[{!} (y¥ -
ya)]. As in the previous trace, terms proportional to B3,B4, B5 and B6 will be proportional
to (pA - pa) and will cancel. Terms proportional to A2 and B2 vanish since the trace of y
matrices is zero, and the term proportional to Al will vanish since it's proportional to PlP2
and pO = 0. The only surviving term is the Bi term, which exactly cancels the Bi term in
the first trace. This yields
11A1 = - TrD [({v}-I{4})(/-ya)] (8.9)
To extract the A2 piece, we repeat the procedure above with y/A replaced by yv to get
1 1
A2 = p- -TrD[(l{mv}-{43})(Yv-Ya)] (8.10)
If there is no mixing, we must have A1 = A2 which holds both for Wilson and domain wall
fermions.
While the expressions for A1 and A2 above are correct, to obtain the final answer, we
need to exactly cancel terms proportional to Bi which are several orders of magnitude big-
ger then terms proportional to A1. The ratio of terms proportional to A1 and Bi is of the
order of p2. Since we are interested in the p - 0 limit, we want to make p exponentially
small so in practice the Bi term is 5-10 orders of magnitude bigger than the A1 term. This
means that to obtain precision 1: 10on for the term A1 , we need to calculate the whole in-
tegral to a precision from 1: 10n+5 to 1: 10 n+1 0 which, of course, takes huge amounts of
time which we'd prefer to avoid if possible. In the expressions above, those B contribu-
tions come from different areas of integration, so while the integrals do cancel, integrands
do not. To make that happen, we can use the H(4) symmetry of the integral to rotate the
second term in the (v, 13) plane
A1 = p- -TrD [(If Avv}(P)- i{vv}(P'))(Y/-Ya)] X (8.11)pd
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with
P ={ 0,Pa,Pv, PA}, and P = {Pv,Pa, ,Pl}. (8.12)
That way we maximize the cancellation of two large contributions on the level of integrands
themselves, so the numerical procedure of evaluating those integrals is much faster.
8.2 Vertex diagram
As in the case of 2 derivatives, the only difference between contributions v and la[ is
an additional factor ikaik[ since the photon propagator does not connect to the operator
vertex. The amplitude is then obtained by expanding +d in power series
odd
3 §I
Iq(P) = PaPPap 'pap [5] (8.13)
Multiplying the amplitude with yK and taking the trace
1
AV(aBK - lTrD [/~aYK]
nc/a ddk Hpa Ic (2)(2k2±1 =goC f 2 d k 2 i gLyx iao~ ik~
-2gpxgaK(ap+k)p(ap+k)o) [(k2gX- 2kk,)_g gass5 ]
+ -(ap + k)p(ap + k) [(k2gK - 2kkK)g+ gK&+]4
+r(ap + k) p(ap + k)a [goKki,(g-+  ± a-g+)
-(kKgcu,4-gtziko)(g-O+ : aFg+)] } (8.14)
The amplitude is then given by
1{avv} = p3 [(J{Pvv}(P) -Jf{vv}(P')) - (J{Avv}a(p) -Jf{vv}a(p'))] 8.15)
with
p = {O,pA,pA,pl}, and p' = {p, ,p,,O,p P}. (8.16)
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Numerical results for vertex diagrams are given
they agree with results published in Capitani [2],
in the table (8.1). For Wilson fermions,
but do not agree with Gtckler et. al.[5].
Table 8.1: Vertex Diagram contribution to the 3-derivative operator
8.3 Sails diagram
The sails diagram for the 3-derivative operator can be easily constructed from diagrams
for 1 and 2 derivative operators. Since gauge links to the left of the one coupling to the
gluon give a factor i,, of external momentum, and the ones on the right give a factor ik,, of
internal momentum, the amplitude is given by
(8.17)I4va = I (-)(ltvikaikP + ivlaikp + iPviPalv) ),
-7
where I is the sail amplitude with 1 derivative. The remaining part (symmetrization,
projecting out a piece proportional to a specific y matrix) is the same as for vertex diagram.
Results for sails diagrams are given in the table (8.2). For Wilson fermions, they agree with
results published in Gockler et. al. [5], but do not agree with Capitani [2].
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP.
Wilson 0.84 1.19 1.67 0.06
0.1 0.75 1.12 1.65 0.06
1.6 0.41 0.78 1.36 0.06
1.7 0.39 0.75 1.33 0.06
1.8 0.36 0.72 1.31 0.06
1.9 0.31 0.67 1.27 0.06
Table 8.2: Sails diagram contribution to renormalization of the t/y{,D,DvDv}q operator.
8.4 Operator tadpole diagram
The operator vertex expanded to second order in go yields
i(2) [ a 2 a
CaAb-v ab-
v,= [- CFA2 vPv] aPa + YPv [- CFA a] p
+YtPvP [- -CFAaA Pl5]
+CF [cos (P - ) A] [cos (pa21 
+CFYLIV [cos (p- A




YI [- 2 CFAVAvPv] PaPp + YitPv [-2 CFAxA~Pa] p
a2
+YiAPvPa K -CFA;A bPoI









+gvaCkakv - +g-ka-2 ala'
] cos ka
2 k) AvAa ,
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -5.84 2.69 7.19 7.97
0.1 -6.71 2.22 6.92 7.97
1.6 -4.58 3.11 7.34 7.97
1.7 -4.39 3.18 7.38 7.97
1.8 -4.17 3.28 7.44 7.97
1.9 -3.88 3.43 7.54 7.97
- k) A ]Po
( k Ab]





which yields the tadpole contribution
gCF xOPtad
q - iYlPvPappI 16- 2
where ZOPtad is the tadpole integral
16,21im ddk 1
OPtad = 167cO (2 )d -2 (Hvv + Haa + Hop + 2gvaHva + 2gaHao
+ H1-/2)) + 1vaj Hk+2gvf!Hvp~(1 -ka/2))  kvaa+ kaap4 4~
+ g4 kvHvk (1
+gaka vHvk } k2 2}
- _a)+gvakakvHvp 22 v~~ 2O
(8.21)
= 162t21im d1
= 162 lim (2)d { 2 (Hw + Haa + Hp + 2gvaHva + 2gapHa
-+2gvHvvaka H + 4+2gVHv~+ 1 + kVH ++g4~ akaHa A + 4g ~ H k
+gvpHvoi2a 4gV ckVHvikS
+gvakakvHv, + gaka vHvdk / {k2 + 2}.
First two lines in the equation above are symmetric and yield the contribution
= 1672 lim ddk
-O0 (2)d
-I
Second two lines are not, so we take the symmetrized average (v v + Zv, + -,w) /3
1LVV
IL d
= 162 lim d(2)dk kHvkv
-+O ( 2 )
-IC
= 16i 2 lim f d dk 








( + ) k2+ (8.24)
(8.25)
k2 1.1
+ 'j HjW + - kgHp kV I 2 + j I 
2 2
= 167t2 lim ddk
-O0 (2) d
which yields the symmetrized operator O{vv}
= 16 lim f ddk
-O [ (2()d
-_L




) H2 + 1 AIkpHIzvkv
+kHvk (1 - (8.27)
For Wilson gluons without smearing this becomes
= 167I2 { gva + gap + 2gv _O2d -gvZ1J , (8.28)
which agrees with Capitani [2] (but does not with Gockler et. al. [5]).
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
T -0.25659 -0.06094 -0.04012 -0.03208
ZOPTad -40.5191 -14.4033 -11.095 -5.06609
Table 8.3: Tadpole contribution for qy{,,D,DvDv}q operator.
8.5 Collecting results: renormalization coefficients for twist
2 operators with 3 derivatives




+ 16n21 + 90-F
167c2
([Y2 + vert + ysails] log p2a2 + vert+ sails + zOPtad])
(Y{tvv} logp2 a2 + {tvv})
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Y{vv} = 30 (8.30)
and I{vv} given in table (8.4). While for Wilson fermions every diagram agrees either
with Gockler et. al. [5], or with Capitani [2], final results do not agree with either since
they do not agree on any single diagram.
Table 8.4: Finite part Z{xvv} of the renormalization coefficient for operator qy{,DvDvDv}.
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -33.67 -14.02 -7.65 -1.83
0.1 -34.81 -14.71 -8.06 -1.83
1.6 -33.69 -14.6 -8.17 -1.83
1.7 -33.42 -14.48 -8.11 -1.83
1.8 -33.07 -14.31 -8.03 -1.83
1.9 -32.59 -14.05 -7.87 -1.83
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Chapter 9
Twist 2 operator q[Y5 ]Oa{vDa}q
9.1 Preliminaries
Aside from slightly different y-algebra, the procedure for calculating the amplitude for this
operator is almost exactly the same as for qyALDvq operator. Expansion of the operator
vertex is the same with y being replaced by oAv
OlVa =(O) +go0() +g20(2)
= ictLvkac
(ap + k)a
= TaivcOs( 2 2
a2 a2






The operator tadpole diagram does not depend on the y matrix in the vertex so we can just
copy the result
1 2
Iq = --2gCF inApaT = g 2C ivpa(8S 2T) ivP goCF oPad= iayvpa 1-672
where T is the tadpole integral








k2 + jj2 (9.6)
and
XOPtad = -8Rt2T (9.7)
already encountered in the self-energy renormalization.
no smearing HYP APE gauge-part
T 0.15493 0.05219 0.04202 0.03873
zOPTad -12.233 -4.121 -3.318 -3.058
Table 9.1: Results for tadpole integral T and XOPtad.
To extract other contributions, we again use the fact that the general structure of a
particular 1-loop twist-2 diagram for a twist 2 operator is
A{va} = (q(p) lca{vDa} lq(P)) = Clvpa + C2opaPv
+C3oYpgvapp + C4(vpgpaPp + C5aCrvgvapi + C5YAvgmaPv (9.8)
so to extract the factor we need, we multiply by with appropriate c matrix and take a trace
C1 =- TrD [I,{va}CT/] (9.9)Pa d
9.2 Vertex diagram
Again, just as in the case of Dv operator, the amplitude for the vertex diagram for the
a~vDa operator is obtained from the amplitude for the current 4avq by just multiplying
with ika factor.
For the q(x)aovq(x) current, everything works the same except that the Dirac algebra is
slightly more complicated. The physical amplitude for q(x)cvq(x) is then given by
(ap-k)2+#2 {4(ap+k)p(ap + )a(I +
[T][k2afi - 2kakv + 2kVako]g2+)
+ [gp(ap+ k)2,atv + 2(ap-+ k)p(ap+ k)c(gpvaay - gpitcyv)]
(k2g2 []2)
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+2 (gp(aP+ k)2 (kV k/- k/ckv) + 2(ap"+ k) p(ap'+ k)
x [aFfk(kvgp - k:gpv) - kp(kvoa Cz- kOav)]] 2
+r(ap+ k)p(ap+ k) 0 [(ga+ [+]g) (kctv + gavCk - goakv)





To get the total contribution for the vertex diagram, we symmetrize in v and a, multiply
with aOv, take a trace and divide by Pa and get the amplitude in the table (9.2).
Table 9.2: Vertex diagram amplitude for the operator q(x)[ys5]o,,{vDa}q(x).
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"no smearing" HYP APE "gauge-part"
Wilson 0.98014 2.13774 2.96046 1.23372
0.1 1.90770 2.64477 3.33276 1.23374
0.2 1.76095 2.51270 3.22136 1.23374
0.3 1.64295 2.41133 3.13997 1.23369
0.4 1.54147 2.32526 3.07445 1.23373
0.5 1.44988 2.24870 3.01883 1.23373
0.6 1.36472 2.17981 2.97042 1.23373
0.7 1.28452 2.11511 2.92657 1.23373
0.8 1.20770 2.05477 2.88654 1.23373
0.9 1.13251 1.99549 2.84852 1.23373
1 1.05821 1.93705 2.81166 1.23372
1.1 0.98356 1.87853 2.77139 1.23354
1.2 0.90774 1.81872 2.73824 1.23374
1.3 0.82918 1.75607 2.69939 1.23374
1.4 0.74646 1.68932 2.65735 1.23380
1.5 0.65740 1.61649 2.61002 1.23374
1.6 0.55892 1.53379 2.55438 1.23373
1.7 0.44612 1.43651 2.48543 1.23377
1.8 0.31031 1.31562 2.39757 1.23374
1.9 0.13237 1.15193 2.26853 1.23370
9.3 Sails diagram
The procedure here is similar to the case with y¥ matrix. Since amplitudes for two sails




= Gap(p - k)Vp(p,k)SNO va
= Gap(p-k) OvaS°UTVp(k, p).
(9.12)
(9.13)
Physical amplitudes are then obtained by adding the 5D-to-physical propagator and ampu-
tating the external leg
I1 T)OUT TVp(p k)SINOvaGap(Pk)
1 -s = vaSUTVp(, p)Gap(p k)-k)
.2= (2)gsn = r OUr7TV1=Is s O,-'a Ss , p) Gap(P -k) SsN
(9.14)
(9.15)
As in the case of the vertex diagram, part of -OUT and SIN proportional to p . y will not
contribute so we can neglect it from the start. That leaves us with
I- [OUT Kga bH p ][(ap-k)2 +92 -g a ((ap + k)p + iyp(ap+k)p)]
[(gP+ + g+P_) (-ik- y) + (o_P+  +P_)]
[lv(ap+ k)v igoTb [s]]
gabHa pI1 = (ap- k)2 + /X2 [av(aFp+ k)v igoTa [ys]]
[(-ik -y) (g+P+ + g+P+) + (+P+ + o_P_)]
[-goT (2(ap + k)p+iyp(ap +k)p)] iNN -
Contracting with SIN,OUT, we get
_ g2CFHap(ap+k)a






+ip(ap~k)p (-i·yg- Er-)I ytv IY5
g2CFHap (ap + k) a [ r I2 = a [y5] (ap k) 2 + 2 [(ap + k)p (-ik .y g+ + +)
+ (-ik yg_ + _) iyp(ap-+ k)p] 
Using the relations between y matrices
ypk yav + Cgvk yp = 2 (kpcaYv + kvp - ktavp + gvpOk - gppakv) 
and adding both terms, we get
(9.21)
where [, ]± is the commutator/anticommutator of y matrices. For p - 0, first two lines are
odd while the third one is even. To order the pl the second line vanishes due to parity. That
gives us the final result
g2CFHvp(ap'+k)v
(ap-k)2 + 12 {-2cv 2 (ap + k)p+
goCFHvp(ap + k)v
(ap- k) 2+ 2 {-2ao (ap+k)pd+
-2(ap + k)p (kp Up + V - ktavp +- gvpk - gppykv) - } .(9.22)
Symmetrizing in v and a, multiplying with Oav, taking a trace and dividing by Pa we get





-2(ap-+k)p (kpyv + kvypp - kcvp + gvpck - gppakv) g-




diagram contribution to the renormalization coefficient for the operator
9.4 Collecting results: renormalization coefficients for twist
2 operators with cyv
Finally, collecting results for all twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
Z,{va} g2CF ([Y2 + +vert + ysails] log p
2/A 2 + [ 2 + vert + sails + Ptad])
1+ g1CF (3logp 2 /A2 + va}) (9.23)
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -5.07710 2.41098 4.99918 5.11699
0.1 -5.77155 2.10147 4.83422 5.11677
0.2 -5.60444 2.20219 4.90055 5.11676
0.3 -5.46570 2.27371 4.94089 5.11674
0.4 -5.34201 2.32922 4.96806 5.11696
0.5 -5.22749 2.37446 4.98743 5.11700
0.6 -5.11881 2.41260 5.00219 5.11677
0.7 -5.01375 2.44565 5.01304 5.11680
0.8 -4.91068 2.47505 5.02205 5.11671
0.9 -4.80824 2.50185 5.02970 5.11671
1 -4.70522 2.52700 5.03658 5.11671
1.1 -4.60042 2.55132 5.04319 5.11678
1.2 -4.49251 2.57568 5.05005 5.11683
1.3 -4.38003 2.60104 5.05764 5.11684
1.4 -4.26108 2.62859 5.06666 5.11680
1.5 -4.13319 2.65996 5.07814 5.11681
1.6 -3.99293 2.69759 5.09360 5.11671
1.7 -3.83489 2.74550 5.11590 5.11671
1.8 -3.64967 2.81120 5.15080 5.11671
1.9 -3.41727 2.91220 5.21316 5.11686
Table 9.4: Finite part
cyuvDaq
:tl{va } of the lattice renormalization coefficient Z for operator
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -4.48 -3.06 -0.78 -1.5
0.1 -4.44 -3.02 -0.68 -1.5
0.2 -4.57 -3.17 -0.81 -1.5
0.3 -4.67 -3.29 -0.9 -1.5
0.4 -4.76 -3.4 -0.99 -1.5
0.5 -4.83 -3.49 -1.06 -1.5
0.6 -4.89 -3.58 -1.12 -1.5
0.7 -4.94 -3.65 -1.17 -1.5
0.8 -4.97 -3.72 -1.22 -1.5
0.9 -5. -3.78 -1.26 -1.5
1. -5. -3.83 -1.3 -1.5
1.1 -5. -3.88 -1.34 -1.5
1.2 -4.98 -3.92 -1.36 -1.5
1.3 -4.94 -3.95 -1.39 -1.5
1.4 -4.88 -3.97 -1.41 -1.5
1.5 -4.79 -3.98 -1.43 -1.5
1.6 -4.67 -3.97 -1.44 -1.5
1.7 -4.52 -3.95 -1.45 -1.5
1.8 -4.31 -3.9 -1.44 -1.5
1.9 -4.02 -3.8 -1.42 -1.5
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Chapter 10
Twist 3 operators d1 and d2
The procedure to calculate renormalization coefficients for twist 3 operators t-y[[y5]Dv]q
and qy[t[y5]D{v]Da}q is very similar to the procedure for symmetric twist 2 operators
qY{,[y5]Dv}q; and qy{y[5]DvDa}q. Aside from anti-symmetrization (as opposed to sym-
metrization), the only difference comes from the mixing piece coming from sails diagrams.
For sails diagrams, the amplitude is given by
2N
g2CFHvp (ap q- k)v r - ---I _V = P(a -)v { 2y, (ap+k)p+
(ap -k) 2 + to 2
-2 (k~yfp (ap+ k)p-k gpA (ap+ k)L + ykp (ap+ k)p) g_
r 1
+2i(ap+k)p[k- y,y]±g+ + i(ap+ k)p[yp,y] + . (10.1)
The first two lines are the same as for twist 2 operators. The third line, when expanded
in powers of p gives a non-vanishing contribution of order p0 and vanishing contribution
of the order pl. For twist 2 operators, it was either proportional to gv (without the y5
matrix) which vanished for 6+ representation and canceled out in 3+ representation, or to
a1 (with the y5 matrix) which vanished after symmetrization in A and v. Here we are anti-
symmetrizing in A and v so without the y5 matrix, the symmetric contribution proportional
to gv cancels out, but the antisymmetric piece proportional to Ocv gives us mixing with the
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lower-dimensional operator q'oYvq:
[mv] = g°C ~vp(a2P ) { i(ap + k)p[k y,y]_g+ + i(ap + k)p[ypY>.& }(10.2)(ap-k) 2 + 2
g2CFHvpkv r^ - ~ (10.3)0 _-k k a P ~~~~~~~~~~~~(10.3)
= ~:2 + M2 { kpkaaatg+ + 2p .
However, for domain wall fermions both g+ and _ vanish in the m -+ 0 limit so the
mixing term vanishes as well. For the operator with 2 derivatives, y[j[y5]D{v]Da}q, the
same arguments apply since the integrand is just multiplied with one power of Pa or ka.
10.1 Twist 3 operator 4y[[ys5]DV]q
It was shown in chapter 6 that the general structure of a particular l-loop diagram is given
by
Iv = (q(p) yADvlq(p)) =ClYilPv+C2YvPP+c3givYvpy+c4gvp Y+c - p.y (10.4)
Since t : v in the 63- representation, terms with c3,C4 and C5 do not contribute after anti-
symmetrization, so the amplitude is given by
I[Av = c1-2 = -- Tr [(V- v)Y] . (10.5)Pvd
where formulas for calculating cl and c2 have been derived in chapter 6. The results for
vertex, sails and tadpole diagrams, as well as the total finite contribution are given in tables
10.1, 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4, respectively.
10.2 Twist 3 operator ,y[,u[Ys]D{v]Da}q
For this operator we repeat the procedure from section 7 for twist 2 operator C:Y[4[y5]Dv]q in
42 representation, the only difference is that we first anti-symmetrize in t and v and then
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Table 10.1: Finite part of the vertex diagram contribution to operator qy[,Dv]q.
symmetrize in v and cc
1 1
I[{v]c} = pp- TrD [(Iva + Iv - Iva- IvaC)YL] (10.6)
The results for vertex, sails and tadpole diagrams, as well as the total finite contribution are
given in tables 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, and 10.8, respectively.
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M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 2.591 1.305 0.525 0.813
0.1 2.475 1.581 0.880 1.475
0.2 2.464 1.550 0.829 1.314
0.3 2.453 1.519 0.777 1.180
0.4 2.442 1.488 0.724 1.062
0.5 2.430 1.455 0.671 0.952
0.6 2.418 1.422 0.616 0.849
0.7 2.406 1.388 0.560 0.750
0.8 2.392 1.353 0.503 0.652
0.9 2.379 1.316 0.445 0.556
1 2.364 1.279 0.385 0.459
1.1 2.349 1.240 0.323 0.360
1.2 2.332 1.200 0.259 0.259
1.3 2.315 1.158 0.192 0.153
1.4 2.297 1.114 0.123 0.041
1.5 2.277 1.068 0.050 -0.079
1.6 2.256 1.020 -0.027 -0.212
1.7 2.232 0.969 -0.109 -0.362
1.8 2.206 0.916 -0.196 -0.538
1.9 2.178 0.859 -0.290 -0.761
Table 10.2: Finite part of the sails diagram contribution to operator qy[Dv]q.
NOS HYP APE GDP
T 0.15493 0.05219 0.04202 0.03873
,
t
ad 12.2328 4.12076 3.31777 3.058
Table 10.3: Finite part of the tadpole diagram contribution to operator qY[tDv]q.
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M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson -1.845 6.128 8.101 7.037
0.1 -3.771 4.516 6.763 6.374
0.2 -3.294 4.942 7.136 6.536
0.3 -2.903 5.280 7.422 6.670
0.4 -2.557 5.571 7.662 6.788
0.5 -2.241 5.832 7.872 6.898
0.6 -1.942 6.073 8.063 7.001
0.7 -1.655 6.300 8.240 7.100
0.8 -1.375 6.519 8.408 7.198
0.9 -1.099 6.732 8.570 7.440
1 -0.821 6.942 8.731 7.391
1.1 -0.540 7.155 8.891 7.490
1.2 -0.251 7.371 9.056 7.591
1.3 0.050 7.597 9.227 7.697
1.4 0.369 7.835 9.410 7.809
1.5 0.712 8.094 9.610 7.930
1.6 1.090 8.382 9.835 8.062
1.7 1.519 8.715 10.099 8.212
1.8 2.026 9.117 10.427 8.389
1.9 2.670 9.648 10.874 8.612
Table 10.4: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient for operator qy[Dv]q
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson 0.37 -0.18 -0.11 0.
0.1 -1.87 -1.67 -1.21 0.
0.2 -1.55 -1.39 -0.96 0.
0.3 -1.3 -1.17 -0.79 0.
0.4 -1.07 -0.99 -0.64 0.
0.5 -0.87 -0.83 -0.52 0.
0.6 -0.66 -0.67 -0.41 0.
0.7 -0.46 -0.52 -0.31 0.
0.8 -0.25 -0.38 -0.22 0.
0.9 -0.04 -0.23 -0.13 0.
1. 0.19 -0.08 -0.03 0.
1.1 0.43 0.09 0.06 0.
1.2 0.69 0.26 0.16 0.
1.3 0.98 0.45 0.27 0.
1.4 1.3 0.66 0.4 0.
1.5 1.67 0.91 0.54 0.
1.6 2.11 1.2 0.72 0.
1.7 2.62 1.55 0.94 0.
1.8 3.26 2.01 1.24 0.
1.9 4.11 2.64 1.68 0.
Table 10.5: Finite part of the vertex diagram contribution to operator gqy[tD{v]Dxq.
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M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 0.989 0.740 0.411 0.585
0.1 0.974 0.907 0.664 1.172
0.2 0.982 0.897 0.634 1.023
0.3 0.985 0.882 0.601 0.902
0.4 0.986 0.865 0.565 0.797
0.5 0.987 0.846 0.528 0.701
0.6 0.986 0.827 0.490 0.612
0.7 0.984 0.806 0.452 0.527
0.8 0.982 0.784 0.412 0.445
0.9 0.979 0.762 0.372 0.365
1 0.976 0.739 0.330 0.285
1.1 0.973 0.715 0.288 0.204
1.2 0.970 0.690 0.244 0.121
1.3 0.966 0.664 0.199 0.035
1.4 0.963 0.638 0.153 -0.055
1.5 0.961 0.612 0.105 -0.153
1.6 0.959 0.584 0.055 -0.262
1.7 0.958 0.557 0.003 -0.386
1.8 0.961 0.531 -0.050 -0.534
1.9 0.970 0.509 -0.103 -0.726
Table 10.6: Finite part of the sails diagram contribution to operator qy[tD{v]Da}q.
M NOS HYP APE GDP
T -0.15493 -0.04025 -0.02914 -0.02582
ZOPTad -24.4656 -6.35603 -4.6016 -4.07733
Table 10.7: Finite part of the tadpole diagram contribution to operator qy[,D{v]Da}q.
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M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson -4.049 5.335 8.453 7.788
0.1 -6.389 3.431 6.924 7.200
0.2 -5.810 3.949 7.360 7.350
0.3 -5.328 4.355 7.697 7.471
0.4 -4.906 4.700 7.973 7.576
0.5 -4.520 5.005 8.211 7.672
0.6 -4.159 5.284 8.424 7.761
0.7 -3.814 5.544 8.618 7.846
0.8 -3.478 5.792 8.800 7.928
0.9 -3.148 6.032 8.974 8.008
1 -2.817 6.268 9.143 8.089
1.1 -2.483 6.504 9.312 8.169
1.2 -2.140 6.744 9.483 8.252
1.3 -1.783 6.993 9.662 8.338
1.4 -1.405 7.257 9.853 8.429
1.5 -0.997 7.544 10.064 8.527
1.6 -0.547 7.866 10.303 8.635
1.7 -0.036 8.240 10.589 8.759
1.8 0.573 8.701 10.951 8.909
1.9 1.354 9.320 11.459 9.100
NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP








































































































Renormalization coefficients for MILC
lattices
This section repeats the calculations of previous sections for all operators we have calcu-
lated so far, but now for MILC lattices. Numbers quoted here are evaluated for 3 = 6.96
and uo = 0.8739. For these parameters we have
g~~~CF _ 1 ~~~~~~(11.1)
16- 2 82.4309
and for the 1-loop g evaluated from the value of the plaquette
g CF 1 (11.2)
16It2 53.6372
Full renormalization coefficients Zi are evaluated from finite parts Ii using the formula
Zi=I+g2 CF (¥lg2a2+ ) ,
Zi--l + 1 -logA a (11.3)1 g 2




One specific feature of the MILC gluon action is that the action coefficients (see chapter
3) themselves depend on the value of the plaquette uo which in itself depends on go and g
(3.17)
9c'= = 4 loguo
4i 3.0684 (11.5)
For the Wilson gluon actions (as well as some improved actions) this was not the case, so all
the g dependence was in the the gluon-fermion vertex and could therefore be factored out.
For the MILC gluon action we have to numerically evaluate all the coefficients separately
for each different 13. Since in practice we always work with M in the range 1.6 < M < 1.9,
we do not quote numbers for the full range of allowed values of M.
Table 11.1: Finite part of the lattice self-energy renormalization
renormalization coefficient Z2 (right)
(left) and the full lattice
Table 11.2: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient Xw which contributes to
the additive renormalization of M and w0
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M NOS HYP APE GDP NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 6.92 -3.87 -5.46 -4.79 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
0.1 6.74 -4.02 -5.57 -4.79 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
1.6 6.12 -4.43 -5.8 -4.79 1.07 0.95 0.93 0.94
1.7 6.22 -4.36 -5.76 -4.79 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
1.8 6.37 -4.26 -5.71 -4.79 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
1.9 6.59 -4.11 -5.62 -4.79 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 0. 0. 0. 0.
0.1 36.21 5.64 1.7 0.
1.6 35.01 4.99 1.42 0.
1.7 35.21 5.09 1.42 0.
1.8 35.5 5.25 1.5 0.
1.9 35.92 5.5 1.63 0.
Table 11.3: Total effect of 5D mass parameter renormalization Zw = (1 - w2 )/(1 - w2)
(left) and the total lattice renormalization coefficient Zq = Z2Zw (right)
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M NOS HYP APE GDP NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.08 0.95 0.93 0.94
0.1 -4.18 0.33 0.8 1. -4.52 0.31 0.75 0.94
0.2 -1.47 0.69 0.91 1. -1.58 0.66 0.85 0.94
0.3 -0.56 0.82 0.95 1. -0.6 0.77 0.88 0.94
0.4 -0.1 0.88 0.97 1. -0.1 0.83 0.9 0.94
0.5 0.18 0.91 0.98 1. 0.2 0.86 0.91 0.94
0.6 0.38 0.94 0.98 1. 0.41 0.89 0.91 0.94
0.7 0.52 0.96 0.99 1. 0.56 0.9 0.92 0.94
0.8 0.64 0.97 0.99 1. 0.68 0.92 0.92 0.94
0.9 0.73 0.98 1. 1. 0.79 0.93 0.93 0.94
1. 0.82 1. 1. 1. 0.88 0.94 0.93 0.94
1.1 0.91 1.01 1. 1. 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.94
1.2 0.99 1.02 1.01 1. 1.06 0.96 0.93 0.94
1.3 1.08 1.03 1.01 1. 1.16 0.98 0.94 0.94
1.4 1.19 1.05 1.01 1. 1.28 0.99 0.94 0.94
1.5 1.33 1.07 1.02 1. 1.42 1.02 0.95 0.94
1.6 1.51 1.11 1.03 1. 1.63 1.05 0.96 0.94
1.7 1.81 1.16 1.05 1. 1.95 1.1 0.97 0.94
1.8 2.4 1.27 1.08 1. 2.58 1.21 1.01 0.94
1.9 4.13 1.61 1.19 1. 4.46 1.53 1.1 0.94
Table 11.4: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient ZVA
Table 11.5: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient Zs,p
Table 11.6: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient ZT
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M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson A 11.37 1.91 0.62 0.
Wilson V 15.14 2.95 1.04 0.
0.1 13.06 2.28 0.72 0.
1.6 12.5 1.87 0.49 0.
1.7 12.61 1.94 0.53 0.
1.8 12.77 2.04 0.59 0.
1.9 13. 2.19 0.68 0.
M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson S 13.38 2.67 -0.74 1.
Wilson P 20.93 4.75 0.1 1.
0.1 14.08 1.44 -1.93 1.
. . : : ·
1.6 21.25 5.99 0.91 1.
1.7 22.17 6.54 1.24 1.
1.8 23.32 7.26 1.69 1.
1.9 24.86 8.29 2.39 1.
M NOS HYP APE GDP
Wilson 11.21 1.3 0.53 1.
0.1 12. 1.87 0.93 1.
1.6 8.78 -0.23 -0.34 1.
1.7 8.62 -0.32 -0.4 1.
1.8 8.44 -0.43 -0.47 1.
1.9 8.22 -0.58 -0.59 1.
Table 11.7: Finite part
c(x)y{Dv}q(x) in the 6 +
of the lattice renormalization coefficient
representation.
Z6+ for the operator
Table 11.8: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient
c(x)y{,Dv}q(x) in the 3+ representation.
Z3+ for the operator
Table 11.9: Finite part of the renormalization coefficient for the operator q(x)y{,DvDa}q(x)
in the 8
-
representation (v = (x).
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) HYP(NSO) APE(NSO) GDP
Wilson -2.96 -1.83 -0.03 -8.74 -7.53 -1.
0.1 -3.98 -2.49 -0.37 -9.47 -7.95 -1.
1.6 -3.86 -2.82 -0.65 -9.61 -8.07 -1.
1.7 -3.68 -2.74 -0.62 -9.52 -8.02 -1.
1.8 -3.44 -2.62 -0.55 -9.38 -7.94 -1.
1.9 -3.1 -2.42 -0.44 -9.17 -7.81 -1.
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) HYP(NSO) APE(NSO) GDP
Wilson -2.11 -1.58 0.11 -8.5 -7.4 -1.
0.1 -3.69 -2.34 -0.28 -9.32 -7.86 -1.
1.6 -3.17 -2.51 -0.48 -9.31 -7.9 -1.
1.7 -2.95 -2.42 -0.44 -9.2 -7.84 -1.
1.8 -2.65 -2.28 -0.37 -9.05 -7.75 -1.
1.9 -2.26 -2.07 -0.25 -8.82 -7.61 -1.
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -18.4 -5.84 -1.46 -1.49
0.1 -19.51 -6.55 -1.86 -1.49
1.6 -18.73 -6.56 -2.01 -1.49
1.7 -18.51 -6.46 -1.96 -1.49
1.8 -20.81 -6.31 -1.88 -1.49
1.9 -17.79 -6.07 -1.75 -1.49
Table 11.10: Finite part of the mixing between the symmetric operator O(x)y{,DvDa}q(x)
and the mixed-symmetry operator ](x)y[jD{v]D0czq(x) (both in the 8- representation, v =
o0).
Table 11.11: Finite part of the renormalization coefficients for the operator
c(x)y{,DvDae}q(x) in the 42 representation (it = v o).
Table 11.12: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient for the operator
q(x)y{,DvDcD}q(x) in the 2+ representation (it = v, a = 13).
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M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -0.42 -0.13 -0.06 0.
0.1 -0.39 -0.12 -0.05 0.
1.6 -0.46 -0.15 -0.07 0.
1.7 -0.47 -0.15 -0.07 0.
1.8 -0.04 -0.16 -0.07 0.
1.9 -0.49 -0.16 -0.07 0.
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -17.63 -5.73 -1.45 -1.49
0.1 -18.66 -6.39 -1.83 -1.49
1.6 -17.9 -6.49 -2.03 -1.5
1.7 -17.68 -6.4 -1.99 -1.5
1.8 -17.38 -6.25 -1.91 -1.49
1.9 -16.97 -6.03 -1.78 -1.5
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -30.14 -8.8 -2.75 -1.83
0.1 -31.21 -9.47 -3.16 -1.83
1.6 -30.24 -9.38 -3.26 -1.83
1.7 -29.98 -9.26 -3.21 -1.83
1.8 -29.67 -9.1 -3.12 -1.83
1.9 -29.23 -8.85 -2.98 -1.83
Table 11.13: Finite part of the lattice renormalization coefficient for the operator qcsj{vDa}q




lattice renormalization coefficient for the twist 3 operator
part of the lattice renormalization coefficient for the twist 3 operator
213
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -5.03 -2.98 -0.71 -1.5
0.1 -5.02 -2.93 -0.62 -1.5
1.6 -5.41 -3.87 -1.37 -1.5
1.7 -5.28 -3.85 -1.37 -1.5
1.8 -5.1 -3.81 -1.37 -1.5
1.9 -4.86 -3.72 -1.35 -1.5
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -0.48 -0.24 -0.12 0.
0.1 -2.56 -1.7 -1.2 0.
1.6 1.27 1.11 0.7 0.
1.7 1.76 1.45 0.92 0.
1.8 2.37 1.89 1.21 0.
1.9 3.18 2.51 1.65 0.
M NOS HYP(SO) APE(SO) GDP
Wilson -14.43 -3.6 -1.12 -0.5
0.1 -16.88 -5.45 -2.49 -0.5
1.6 -11.94 -1.85 0.01 -0.5
1.7 -11.35 -1.44 0.28 -0.5
1.8 -10.62 -0.92 0.64 -0.49
1.9 -9.65 -0.18 1.18 -0.5
Table 11.16: Full MS to lattice renormalization coefficients for M = 1.7 and tree-level go.
By chiral symmetry matrix elements are the same (except for parity) with and without y5,
and this is indicated by the [5] notation where the upper parity arises in the absence of y5.
Table 11.17: Full MS to lattice renormalization coefficients for M = 1.7 and 1 -loop expres-
sion for g. By chiral symmetry matrix elements are the same (except for parity) with and
without y5, and this is indicated by the [5] notation where the upper parity arises in the
absence of ys.
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operator H(4) NOS HYP APE
q[Y5lq 1 : 0.792 0.981 1.046
c4[Y5 yq 44 0.847 0.976 0.994
q[Y5 (vq 6 0.883 0.992 0.993
q[Ys ]{,Dv}q 6 0.991 0.979 0.954
c[y5 ]{Dv}q 31 0.982 0.975 0.951
4[¥5y{ DvDa}q 8 1.134 0.988 0.934
q[]¥y{DvDQ}q mixing 5.71 x 10- 3 1.88 x 10- 3 8.21 x 10- 4
c[Y5]y{,DvDa}q 4* 1.124 0.987 0.934
][y5 Y{DvDcaDi}q 2 1.244 0.993 0.919
4[Y5 6t{vDa} q 8 1.011 0.994 0.964
4[y5]¥[,,Dv]q 6A 0.979 0.982 0.989
y[¥5]¥tDfvDaq 81 0.955 0.959 0.965
operator H(4) NOS HYP APE
4[Y5]q 1 0.68 0.971 1.07
c4[Y5]yq 44* 0.765 0.964 0.99
q[Y5] cvq 6 0.821 0.987 0.989
4 [5]¥y{,Dv}q 6 0.986 0.968 0.929
q[y5]y{uDv}q 31 0.972 0.962 0.925
q[Y5]y{,DvDa}q 8= 1.206 0.982 0.898
c][y5]y{DvDa}q mixing 8.78 x 10- 3 2.88 x 10- 3 1.26 x 10- 3
][y5]y{pDvDa}q 4* 1.191 0.98 0.898
q[y 5]y{pLDvDaD0}q 2 1.375 0.989 0.876
c4[Y51]u{vDa}q 8 1.018 0.991 0.945
4[Y51]y[ADv]q 6 0.967 0.973 0.983
y[5] ,D{vlDa}q 8 0.931 0.937 0.947
Chapter 12
Summary and conclusions
This thesis calculates renormalization coefficients for the self energy and quark bilinear
operators on the lattice. While in the end we are interested in MILC gluon actions and Do-
main Wall fermions with HYP smearing, all calculations have been performed for several
different actions on the lattice. All calculations have been performed in a general gauge.
Results obtained lead to several main conclusions
o All the formulas derived are formulated in modular form where different modules
contain details about the gluon action, fermion action, smearing, etc. This allows us
to evaluate those formulas for different actions and different parameters and therefore
check different pieces separately against published results. In the end, even though
there are no published results for the particular combination of actions and operators
that we are interested in, we were able to check every potential source of errors in
the calculation, which provides a strong test of the accuracy of our results.
o Self energy renormalization can be large and essentially non-perturbative due to ef-
fects of the nonperturbative renormalization of the light 5D quark mode on the lattice.
However, this effect is the same for all operators considered, and can be evaluated
from a ratio of matrix elements for the exactly conserved non-local current and the
local non-conserved current on the lattice.
o Results for the Wilson gluon action and for improved actions are qualitatively the
same. Improvement does not have a significant effect on renormalization of twist 2
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operators since differences are of the order of several percent or less.
O Smearing does make a significant difference. Both HYP and APE smeared renormal-
ization coefficients are much closer to 1 then unsmeared coefficients, both for Wilson
and Domain Wall fermions, which provides a strong evidence that renormalization





Throughout this paper we have used the notation
,- sin 
ak _ /2 
sinak,,
a
# ~ ak,kil _ cos - -
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k2 (sin 
k2 = (sin ak,) 2
k2 = , o
~
2 ( ak, 2k2=Y Cs2/
After rescaling the integration variable, the same notation is used for dimensionless mo-
mentum as well (a -+ 1). Whenever an explicit factor of a appears, it means we are working
with dimensionless momentum; for example
(ap + k) =_ sin(ap,, + k), (p+k,,_2sap, +k(ap + k) = 2 sin 2 I, etc. (A.4)









GDP gauge dependent part
SO smeared operator link
NSO non-smeared operator link
Table A. 1: Table of acronyms
A.2 Conventions
Unfortunately, there are several conventions used in perturbative lattice literature. There
are two main issues: sign of r and Fourier transforms. To ensure "reflection positivity",
one has to choose r = ±1, depending on the choice of the Lagrangian. For the "minus 1"
convention, the Lagrangian is given by
[+ )1)L_ = -2a [v/(x) (r-¥)Ut(x)l(x + aft)+ *(x + a/l)(r+ ~)U (x)(x)]
+14(X) M+-) (X) (A.5)
and it becomes the proper Lagrangian for r = -1. This convention is used by Aoki and
by Capitani (although Capitani claims that r = 1). The second convention is the "plus 1"
convention
L+= 2 [v(x)(r + Yt ) Ut (x)V(x+ a! l) + *(x+al) (r-YA)Ut (x)4(x)]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~A
+*(x) (M r uVW (A.6)
where the proper physics is obtained by setting r = 1. This is what Shamir uses.
The second issue concerns Fourier transforms. The original Wilson papers as well as
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Shamir's paper use the convention
c/a







to go to momentum space. This yields the Dirac operator
1 ~~ra -
D(p) = S (p) = -iP.¥ 2 /- +M
for r = ± 1 convention. Aoki and Capitani use the convention
ic/a
Is (x) = ( 2 P)d eiPx s (p),
-- C/a
n/a
*s(x) = / ddq e-iqx, (q),
-L/a
(A.9)
which yields the Dirac operator
D(p) = SFI (p) = ip.y 2 ra2+M (A.10)
for r = -1 convention. The fermion-gluon vertex also depends on the choice of "r" con-
vention; for the "r = :F 1" convention we have
[Va]b =-goa~ i a(k2P)P + icosa(k+p)p)










Here we collect some useful formulas. Feynman parameters are defined by
1
r(n + m) /
r(n)r(m)J
xn- (1 - X) m- 1






[a( -x) + bxy +xx(l-y)]
Some d-dimensional integrals:
ddd 1
(27t)d [k2 + a]n
ddd k2
(2))d [k2 + A]n
ddd (k2)2
(27)d [k2 + ]n
_ F(n- )
(4)d/2F(n)
=dF(n- d-2 "k (4r~a2
2 (4 7c)d/2r(I


















-+ log4 n -yE -logA (B.6)
1 -d/-2
where = 2 -- d/2. Some formulas for integration of symmetric terms in d-dimensions:
kIlk f(k 2 )d 4 k
JklkvkckI f(k 2 ) d4 k
= d Jkf(k)d4kd
= gAVga + gcgVfp + gogaV
d(d+2) |f(k2)2f(k 2)dk .
B.2 Self energy
p k p
Figure B-1: Self energy in MS scheme.
In the MS scheme the amplitude is given by
: (2=)d (p _ k)2 ++ 2 (-igoTayp) 2
2 ro-F ddk Ik~p k± ik (d -
-U gCF (2r)d p2 + k2 _ 2p k + 2 k2
Using the Feynman parameters (B. 1) to change the denominator
2) + md
_ m 2
(p2+ k2 _-- 2p k + 1 2) (k2 + m2) -+ [k _-xp]2 + p2 x(1 -x) + m2 (1 -x) + 2 x
and shift the integration variable k -- k + xp to get
I = --goCFJ ddk(27 0d J
o
dxi(k y + xp y) (d- 2) + md
[k2 + A]2
ddk 1








-goCF dx[ixp .y(d-2) + md] -(4n)2 [2-d/2 YE + log4nlogA}B1)
Now, we can choose two different ways of regulating this expression; first one is to let




.Y 22 [2 -d/2 -YE + og4 - logp2 + 2
+md [2-d/2-YE +log4n-logp 2 +2)
g2Cip¥
=_ t gC ] ' [2- -Y E + log4n-logp + 1
16X2 2 -d/2
+4m yE+log4-logp2 +2]
The other is to set m - 0 and p - 0 and to keep ,t finite
I _ g2CF(.¥ 
d-2[ 1
16T2 2 [2 d/2
+md [2 /2YE + log4n- 1log2 + 1] )
g2CF .ip [2 -d/2- yE + log4t- log2 - 1]
+4m [2-d/2 YE+log4nlog+1]) (B.13)
So to switch from one regularization to another, one has to replace - logp
2
-+ -logp 2 -
3/2 in the ip y term and -dlogp 2 - -d(log# 2 + 1) in the mass term. The gauge-part of
the propagator
Gpc(k
yields a contribution to the amplitude
(B.14)




gpca - (1 - X) kLk
Performing the y-algebra
(p-k) y(-ik.y+m)(p-k) *-y= (p-k) 2(ik. y+m) -2i(p-k) y(p-k) * k
we can split the integral in two parts:
ddk -- g2CF ik.y+mI = -(1-,)
J(27C)d (p -k)2 +l2 k2 + m 2
Ig = -(1 fdk -g2CF 12 = _'J_)(27)d (p -k)2+ 2 (p -k)2
-2i(p - k) y(p - k) k
Using the Feynman parametrization and shifting the integration variable, we get






ixp-y+m) [1- E + log42-logA]




For the second term we have to use the Feynman parametrization with 3 factors; this
changes the denominator
[(p-k)2 + 2] (p - k)2 [k2 + m2] -+ ([k-p(1-x( y))]2+A)3 (B.19)
where
(B.20)
Shifting the integration variable k -+ k+ p(1 -x(l -y)), the second part becomes
1 1
I I ddk 1I~g -(1 -A)d|xx X(2 ) d (k2 qA)3 (-g2CF) (-2i[p-¥x( -y) + k-y]
0 0




[E log2 } {1
A=P( Xj_)Xl_) II,_) MXl_)
I 1 1
(1X\(2C~~fdf~~xd f k 1
= ( )(_g2CF)| dy 2XdX|2d k )
- K)W 0O Fjj Yj XJ (27) d(k2 + A)3
0 0
(-2ip y {x(1 - y) p 2x(1 - y)(l - x(1- y))
-k 2 (1 -y) _ 1 - 2x(1 - 2y)
I dy 2xx (2ip yx(l - y) p2x ( - y)(l - x(l - y))
0 0




+(2-) [-+log4- {1 gp2 + { 2/3}]
= -(1 _ ) -g0CF
Adding them up, we get
{log2 )] + 3/4}]
-gCF (i.y logp2')1'-2) 162 log#2 _ + { 1 2]
+m [1-y + log - + { FElgi 
(B.21)
(B.22)
From this we see that the finite part of the wave-function renormalization term Z2 is un-
changed when we switch from log p2 regularization to log#2 regularization, while for the
mass-renormalization we need to substitute logp 2 -+ log#2 + 1 or log#t2 -+ logp 2 - 1.
To get renormalization constants for self energy, the one loop contribution
g i + CF
xl -- 167r(ipy2 +mxm) (B.23)
has to be inserted into the propagator
1 1 1 1
























function Y pF/Zp l,/z,
12 -1 -1 1/2
E-m -4 -6 -2
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Zm1 3 5 5/2
B.3.1 S,P currents
The amplitude for S and P currents in the MS scheme is given by
ddk 1
-ik.y+m [1, -iky+m 
k2 + m 2 k2 + m2 (-igoTayp)
(B.27)
Color matrices add up to g2CF, while the Dirac algebra yields
(-ik- y + m)[1](-ik y + m,
(-ik y + m)[ys](-ik- y+ m)
yp(-ik .y+ m)[1](-ik y+ m)yp
so
yp(-ik y + m) [y5] (-ik y + m)yp
= (-k2 + m2)-2ikym
) = (k2 + m2)y5
= d(-k2 + m2)-2i(2-d)k.ym
= d(-k2 - m 2)y;.
In the massless limit both expressions reduce to -dk 2 which yields the amplitude










9I dx [- yE + log4c- logA]
0
--YE + log47c +{ i:: 1[E { -log y }]
+1 E -log + / 2 ]- 1p2' 1oglt+ 11/2- log/12














To get the renormalization coefficients Zs,p we need to subtract the Z2 wave function renor-
malization which yields current renormalization coefficients
ZVA= 1 +gCF ([Y2 + Ys,p] log Q2/A 2 + [z2 + Xs,p]) 
B.3.2 V,A currents
In the MS scheme the amplitude is given by
IV,A
- j1 2 Y(-igoTaYp) 2 2 t+ M iTap)
(2 )d (P(+- k)2 - ipk2+M(
(B.34)
Color matrices add up to g2CF, while the Dirac algebra yields
(-ik- y+ m)y,(-iky + m) = ytj(k2 + m2) -2ik,,(-ik. y+m)
so
yp (-ik y+ m)y,,(-ik y+ m)yp = (2 - d)y,(k 2 + m2 ) -2ik,(-ik. y(d-2) + md)




= - (11 +12)
ddk 1 (2-d)yL
= gCF J (21)d (p _ k)2 + I2 k2 + m2
228
function Y Zp/zp YSf/zp
vertex diag. 1 4 6 2
vertex diag. ys 4 6 2
-Zs 3 5 5/2
Zp 3 5 5/2
(B.33)
2 ddk 1
12 = go'-FJ (27c)d (p-k)2+ 2
Using the Feynman parameters (B.1) to change the denominator
(p2 +k2 - 2p k+ 2)(k2+m2) -+ [k-_xp]2+p 2x(1 -x) +- m2(1 -x) + 2x
A
and shift the integration variable k -+ k + xp to get
1
I1 = 2~~~~~~~II = -g0CF¥~(d-2) dkdx 2 o ]2(2 n) ax[2 2 + A]
-162,~t-2) Jdx[2~ 12 E1o4 logA]
0
which yields the result
= -167c2 [ d/2yE + log4 +{ log
-The second term becomes- 0
The second term becomes
d 1





dx2(1 -x) -2i (ktz + xpt) (i[k y + xp y] (2 - d) + md)
[k2 + A]3
ddk k 2
(2 7 C)d [k2 + A]3 + o(p)
1
gCF2(d -2) d2 (lxd 1
=ggCF 2(d-2) y| dx2(1-x)-[2 d/2 -YE + log47t-logAJ + O(p)
- 16n2 2 d 4 { - 1 2 ] +- °(P
0
g2CF (d- 2) [1 1 -logp 2






dx2(1 -x) 2k+k y(d - 2) (p)d2 -+A]3 p)
1
= 
2cF 2(d- )y dx2(1-x)g0 d
0
-2ik,(-ik y(d - 2) + md)
g2CF (B.41)[2 /2 ogp 2 }]-d/2 yE + log4n + I_1og/12 +-O(p),1
where we have neglected terms linear in m and p. Adding those two contributions up we
get
_ gCF (d - 2)





[( -d/2 YE +log4 )
{ logp 2 - 21
log t 2 - 1
{ - logp2 
+ I -log J}2
For massless fermions, results are the same for Yuyy5Dvq operator. To get the renormal-
ization coefficients ZV,A we need to subtract the Z 2 wave function renormalization which
yields current renormalization coefficients
ZVA= 1+ 2CF ([2 +yvA] logQ2/A 2 +[z2 + VA])
Zv.4= 1+ 1i (B.43)
B.3.3 T current





As for other currents, color matrices add up to g2CF; Dirac algebra yields




function Y zp/Zp lst/ZtL
vertex diag. y, 1 1 -1/2
vertex diag. y,y5 1 1 -1/2
Zv 0 0 0
ZA O O O
(.- ik y) (Y,v [y ] (- ik y)
where we have used the commutator between y and 6 matrices
(B.46)[C6v,Tp] = -2i(gpuyv - gpvyu) ·
Using that same relation and the definition of a product of two y matrices
Y¥Yv = gyv- i1uv
we can evaluate
(B.47)
YpovYp = Yp {ypapv - 2i(gptv - gpvy,) }
= dcv - 2i(gpjypyv - gpvypy¥)
= dc~v- 2i(gpt[gpv - iCpv] - gpv[gpv- iCpv])
= (d- 4)Oau, (B.48)
to get the expression for the amplitude
d d
= I k -g2CF(d-4)-k 2 t yv+2k/ka(cv-2kvkaat (B.49
Using Feynman parameters we get and shifting the integration variable k .49) x + kp we getIT = (2c) d (p - k) 2 + 2 k2
Using Feynman parameters we get and shifting the integration variable k - x + kp we get
1
IT = (d-4) 2(1-x)dxf
0
ddk -g2CF
(22 1 )d (k2 + A) 3
+2(k + xp)~(k + xp)aav - 2(k +xp)v(k +xp)acqLy}






2(1 -x)dx ddk -g2CF(27 )d (k2 + ) 3
_X2 (p2CvV - 2 ptpgcv + 2pvpaOcca) }.
231





Evaluating d-dimensional integrals and replacing d = 4- 2E we get
Ir gCFe21-dx e[]
IT = 2E2(1x)dx {C [-yE+log47- logA
0
-2A (p2a,, - 2PLPacav + 2pvpayaa) } (B.51)2A
which vanishes for E -+ 0 since the 1/E term is multiplied by 2 and the finite term is
multiplied by e.
As for other currents, to get the renormalization coefficient ZT we need to subtract the
Z2 wave function renormalization which yields current renormalization coefficients
Z 1 + go2CF ([Y2 + YT] log Q2 /A2 + [z2 + IT]) (B.52)
function Y Ep/Zp Zt/ZA
vertex diag. a m 0 0 0
ZT -1 -1 1/2
B.4 Twist 2 operators ¥~Dv
We are interested in two operators, the symmetric combination :(x)y{,Dv}q(x) and the
antisymmetric q(x)y[ADV]q(x). Their tree-level contributions are given by
(q(x)y{,LDv}q(x)) = yiPV + Yvip (q(x)y[Dv]q(x)) = yiPv - yviP (B.53)2
B.4.1 Vertex diagram
Amplitude for the vertex diagram is essentially the same as for V and A currents multiplied
by kv
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ddk 1 y+m -iky+I 11j(2~d(p_ )2+g2 (B.54)-igoTp-V ) (27)d (p -k)2 +8 pf igT k2 + m2 yikv k2+m2 (igoTaYp)
= II+ 12 (B.54)
where
= goCFJdk 1 (2 2-d)yikv




-2ik,(-ik- y(d - 2))ikv
(p- k)2 + 2 (k2)2
Using the Feynman parameters (B.1) and shifting the integration variable k -+ k + xp we
get
I1 =
= -g2CF¥(d - 2) (
_ g2CF






xdx 2 -/2 yE+log4nr-/ 2d
which yields the result
_ =C d-2[ 
I6 ¥=Jlv 2[- - E + log4i +
g2CF [I- YE +log4m+{1
1
2- logp2
1/2- logg 2 f]
1- logp 2
/2 - log# 2·2








*x( -- 2i (k + xpt) i(kv + xpv) (i[k.y + xp.y](2-d) + md)
~dx2(1-x) ~[k 2 + A]3
dx2(1 -x) 2(kukv + X2pvp) ixp y(d -2)
dx2(1-x) y [k2 + A]3
2ix(kt,pv + kvpt/)k y(d- 2) \







The first term yields contributions proportional to gjvp .Y and plpvV/p2 p y so we drop
them; second term yields
dx2(1-x) f ddk 2(yPv+yvipj)k 2(21C)d [k2+-A]3
g2CF 2(d 2)
= 16It2 d (Yipv + Yv ip) j
0
-- g2CF -(£_ )(ytpv+yvip) [1
-- 167r2 3
(dx2(1-x)dx [- YErloglog-og
*( 1YE+log47r-{ ilog2 }) { 5/18 }]
,2P+Y~CP)F ri ( Y1 {+loglgP2
-1/18
Symmetrizing in A and v and adding those two contributions up we get
- g2oCF [I ( YE +log4 { gp}2
- 7c2 3 F- log/2{V} + { 5/9
-7/18}
For the antisymmetric combination, second term doesn't contribute so we are left with
I[Av]
g2CF
167 2 [1 { 1-ogp 2
function Y Ip/zp Z/ZtJ
Vvert 1/3 5/9 -7/18
Vvert 1 1 -1/2
fILV1
B.4.2 Sails
The amplitude for two sails diagrams is
ddk gpv
=1 J (27c)d (p _ k)2 + 2
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-ik y+m (igoTay) [5](-igoTaYp) k2 + M (igoTaY-) [Y5m (B.62)
ddk pv
-iky+ m
k2 [ m2 (-igoTap) , (B.63)
so the total amplitude for two sails diagrams is
I ddk gCF
I (21)d (p_ k)2 + 12
y (-ik. y m) yv + yv (-ik ¥ y + m) y [Y]
1.2 , .- 2 [5 (B.64)
For the massless fermions both terms (with and without y5) are the same so we'll drop it
from now on. Using Feynman parameters we get the amplitude
1







Using the relation between y matrices
YilYatYv + Yvyay/I 2 (ygv + yvgaA - YcagLv), (B.66)
we get the amplitude
1
I = dX [-yE + log4 -logA]
0
(-2x) (ipv + Yvip - ip ygtv)
(YuiPv + Yvipl - ip .ygtv) [-YE + log4n +{ 2-logp
2
1/2 - log/2 ]
Symmetrizing in u and v yields a factor of 2 while anti-symmetrizing cancels it so we get
the final result












function Y Xp/Zp Y/Z,
Vsails -2 -4 -1
vsails O O O
vails 0 0 0
B.4.3 Collecting results
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
g2CF
Z = +16 ([Y2 + yvert + ysails] log Q2 /A2 + [-2 + vert + sails])
B.5 Twist 2 operators yDvDa
The tree-level expectation values of operators we are interested in are given by
(q(x)Y{tDvDa}q(x))
(q(x)y[gD{v]Da}q(x))
YL iPv iPa + Yv ipIL ipa + Ya ipL iPv
3
= uiPv ipa-yv ip ipa
B.5.1 Vertex diagram




function Y Xp/zp /z
{Lvert 1/3 5/9 -7/18
,sails -2 -4 -1
-{~LV}
vert 1 1 -1/2
sais O O O0 0 0
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z{AV} -8/3 -40/9 -16/18
Z~V O O O
(B.71)
(B.72)
ddk 1 -ik y+ m -iky+m
(27t)d (p - k)2 + -/2 (-igoTaYp) k2 + m2 kvika k2 + m2 (-igTap)p
(B.73)
II = goCF
12 = g2CF /
ddk 1 (2-d)yikvik
(2 T)d (p- k) 2 + 2
ddk 1
(27 )d (p - k)2 + 2





(2 7)d dx(2 0





dx (kvka + X2pvpa)
[k2 + A]2
2) | 2d [ 1




+ 16--2 yJ'tgva (d -2)
0
dx- 2 + 1 -YE+ log4n - logA
which yields the result
I _n YO 2 PVP(g2CFI1 = 6;- n2 YVC
gCF
+-
x (32 [1 Y log4 I 2 { 7/9










The second term becomes
I2 gCF2(d - 2) ddk(2) )d
0
dx2(1 -x)
(kt + xpt,) (kv + xpv) (k y + xp y) (k + xpa)
X~ ~~~~~[k 2+ A]3
The term with 4 loop momenta k yields
1








(2f)d [k2 +A] 3
I ddk (k2)2 ytgv +yvgsa + yagv(27c)d [k2 + A]3
gCF4(1 -_ F) Ypgva + Yvga + YagCvd(d + 2)
I dx2(1 -x)
d(d + 2) F(-1 + )




(YIgvcc + yvgpa + yagv)
dx 2 (1 -x) + 1 - E + log 4 -logA]2 F-~~~~~~
g2CF
= g2 (gva + Yvgma + Yagtv)1672
Jdx(1-x)(-A) [ -YE + log4r- logA]
o~~~~~0
g~CF Ytgva + Yvgpa + Yagiv
167r2 3
({ 2/24 [1-YE +l log p 2 ]+ p2 5/12}
-p2/2 yg logJL)] + jtl 5 '12









Svc = YPvPac + YvPItPa + YclaPiLPv + P y Y(Pugvca vg + P  Pagtv)




















Finally, the term with 4 external momenta p yields
1
I2,0 gC2(d- 2) f
0
1
= g2CF4(1 - )p Yptpvpa J
0
dx2(1- [(4d)[ /2r(3) i)]
_ g2CF







16y[2 - E)p ' YppLPvPa
i/p2
1/(5A2)
Collecting all terms together and symmetrizing, we get
function y Zp/zp ,/IZ,
xvert 1/6 4/9 -17/72







dx 2(1 - (2 c)d [k2 + A]3
(B.82)
B.5.2 Sails
The amplitude for two sails diagrams is
1 
-ik.y+m
d (p_ k)2+t2 (-igOTaYp) k2 m2 Y+2
goTagvp) ikca + ipv (igoTagap)] [5]
1
(27t)d (p - k)2 + 2¥ [(igoTagvp)ikc + iPv
-ik y+m
k2 + m 2 (-igoTaYp)
(igoTagCp)] [Y5]
(B.84)
so the total amplitude for two sails diagrams is
ddk g2CF
(2rr)d (p _ k)2 + 2
+/ ddk gCF
(2rT)d (p- k)2 +)
(ytk ·yyv + yvk yy,) ka
k2 + m2
(yk yWa + yak Yy) Pv
k2 + m2
The second term is just the amplitude for yDcDa multiplied by Pv so we can just copy the
result
I =g°2 (ypaa+yap -p 'Yg-)pv -yE+log 4m+
I67[ 2
2-logp2 1
1/2 - log2 . (B.86)
Symmetrizing in /i and v and a yields a factor of 2 while so we get the final result
I(:2)
{ILVO}I
g2CF y¥ iPv ipa + Yv ipA ipc + Ya iPJL ipv
16iT2 3
-2 ( YE+ log47})- { }][-( 6 log {1 ° g p
g2CF
- gC ( iV ipa - Yv il ipa)
[- ( -yE +log47n-
logp 2
llogi 2 fJ { 21/2
(B.87)
}] . (B.88)
The first term after Feynman parametrization and integration variable shift becomes
ddk
II= (2 (n)_
g2CF (yk yyv + yvk W) ka














( - k)2 + 2
I ((k y + p.)¥+ k.+xp y)¥t kv (* + )g2CF dx
0
(y2CF -v +k dx) k (v + k ) + (YP v + YvP ) Pa
90 goCFJ[k 2 + A]2
0
2g 2CF dx (Ygva +yvga - cgv) k2 /d + x2 (pv + Yvp -p ygv) pc
(B.89)
The second term becomes
..g)CF
,2 = 16 2 (pkv + YvP- - P ygpv) PaC
- gCF (¥tPv+yvPl-p'giv)pec
(B.90)(2 1 YE + log4 { lOgp 2 + 13/9})
while the first one becomes I (
0 




= gCF (gvC + Yvgm - YCagLv) 
0
dx ((-A) [1 + 1 - YE + log4n - logA] )
F_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1
dx (- [1 -yE + log47p -logp )
(B.91)
Symmetrization and anti-symmetrization give us results
(1)
{fvwa}
g2CF yA ipv ipa + Yv iptL ip + Ya ipL ipv
1 A,2 ' ,










g2 (Yti Pv iPa - Yv iPli ipa)167 2
x2 ( 2[1
3 I- -YE + log4n - logp2
13/9})
2/9 J (B.92)
Adding those contributions up, we get
function Y Zp/zp 4/z.
Vsails -10/3 -62/9 -13/9
I{(va}
sails -5/6 -31/18 -13/36
'[i4vca} 
B.5.3 Collecting results
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
Ztva = 1 +
g2CF
1672 ([Y2 + yvert + ysails] log Q
2/A2 + [12 + vert + sails]) (B.93)
B.6 Twist 2 operators yiDvDaD
The tree-level expectation values of operators we are interested in are given by
(q(x)y{LtDvDcaD}q(x)) = (Yu iPv ipaiP + Yvip ipa ipp
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function y Zp /z e g/ztA
xjCva} 1/6 4/9 -17/72
ysails -10/3 -62/9 -13/9
Vvert 2/3 7/9 -4/9["{y]a}
Vsails -5/6 -31/18 -13/36
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z{a} -25/6 -67/9 -85/72
Z[ 1va} -7/6 -35/18 -11/36
+Yca iPt iPv ipip + Yci ipt, ipv iPo) /4 .
B.6.1 Vertex diagram
The amplitude for the vertex diagram is essentially the same as for y¥Dv operator, multi-
plied with ka
ddk1- ik. y + my k-ik +ym(-igoTaYp)
II = (2k)kd (p - k) 2 + ,2 P-igo ap k2 m 2
= I1--tI2, (B.95)
where
. _ 2,- f ddk 1
,1 - 6o'-] j (2n)d (p- k)2+ 2
12 = goC (2,r)d (p k)2 +/2
(d - 2)yjkikikk
-2ktk y(d - 2)ikvikcikp
Using the Feynman parameters (B.1) and shifting the integration variable k -- k + xp we
get
F dk 1
I1 = goCFy,(d-2) ] dk(2=)d f
dk1
= g2CFy(d- 2) ] /(27c)d f
i(kv + xpv)i(ka + xpa)i(kp +xpp)
[k2 +A] 2
d x(ikvikaipp + ikvipcik + ipvikaikp) +x3iptipvipa
~~~x ~[k 2+ A]2
9 ~~~~~~11 C i pv i p.(d - 2) xdx [2-d/2 yE+log4-logA
0
g20CF ,·
+ 167 2 Y(gvaip + gvipao + goipv) (d- 2)
1







which yields the result
I = 2 YiPviPci ( [-YE+log41T-
16+ c vip+ giP + gipv)
+ go YlkgvatPp + gvpipax + gipv
x ({ 2 /12 1 log 2 op 212 /3 YE + 1 l g/
The second term becomes
12 = -g2CF2(d-2) d k0 ~~(27n)d
1
i(kv+xpv)i(ka + xpa)i(k + xp) } /{[k2 + A]3} .
The term with 4 loop momenta k yields




dx2(1-x) f )d X (kk yikvikip + kk yikvipikdx2(~-x) dx (tk yikvikcp 1 ± kxk' yikvipaxikf3
+k,k yipvikaikp + kp yikvikxikp + pk yikvikikp) /[k2 + A]3 .(B.100)










ddk (k2)2 xi 2 Sva3
(2n:)d [k2 + A]3 d(d + 2)
d(d + 2) F(-1 + 6)
4 (4 a)d/2r(3 ) A
I
E)S,v dx2(1-x)x- [ + 1-YE + log4n- logA]
0
1
vxopfdx(1-x)(-xA) [- yE + log47c- logA]
0
-CFS (f 2/30} [E1 +l log4-{gp 2 { p2 47/30012 7/144 ))
(B.101)
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where Svap is the symmetric tensor
Suwa :- iPi{,iYvgoa} + ip + i'g{,vgaP} 




Svap = Y{viPviPaiCPi} + ip Yip{ ipvgacc}









(271) d [k2 + A] 3 S#LVcl3
[d r(c)
2 (47)d/2( 3 )
g2C2 (1 - e)SAVwf
16t2
goCF- ( 1 [2CF -I L
: S6- w -
0
dx2(1 -x)x 3 [-YE + log4-logA]
L I
-YE + log4n-{ log 2p2l0 og " }2
J -11/150
± 9/200
Finally, the term with 4 external momenta p yields
1
-= 2C2(d-2) dx2(1 -x)f d k x5 p 'YPPvPaCP




dx2(1 -x)x 5 r(1) (I)
(4)d/2F(3) A
2 ~~~~~1
-- gCF ip YpupvPacp J dx4(1 -x)-
-16rc2 - x A
0
g2cF . -4/(5p 2 ) 










Collecting all terms together and symmetrizing, we get
g2CF Y{1,iviPCjiP}11
16a2 4 10 E - YE + log 4 -
logp 2
log, 2 f] + { 28/ 75 B }
-31/2A'~
function ¥Y Yp/zp YZ/Zi,
Yvert 1/10 28/75 -31/200
B.6.2 Sails
The amplitude for two sails diagrams is
ddk 1 -ik-y+m
(2) d (p_ k)2 + 2 ( Ig TaYp) k2+m2 '
+ipv (igoTagap) ikp + iviPac (igoTagpp)]
r ddk 1
(27c)d (p _ k)2 + t2 [(igoTagvp) ikik
+ipv (igoTagap) ikp + iPviPa (igoTagop) ]
IA [(igoTagvp) ika(xikp
[Y5] (B.108)
[Y1-ik.y+m HO.P [Y5] k2 + m2 (-igoTap),
(B.109)
so the total amplitude for two sails diagrams is
ddk g2CF (ytik yv + yvikyyt)
(2 21)d (p - k) 2 + 2 k2 + m2
ikaik r, , _ 
L 3J IT J'vllaP ·
(B.110)
The second term is just the amplitude for y¥DaDp multiplied by ipv so we can just copy
the result
I gCF (YiP+ ¥Pp - P ¥g)ipvipc
16re2




g+ 12 + CF







-I vcI + | rw..^ n
:: S
x (- [--y E + log 4 - g
3 [E loog 12 J
{ 13/9}]) 2/9 ]
Symmetrizing in It and v and a yields a factor of 2 while so we get the final result
gCF SvaC
167c2 4
[10 (1 4 _ logp2
First term after Feynman parametrization and integration variable shift becomes
g2CF (yuik yyv + yvik yy,) ikaikpddk




d (yi(k ·Y +xp * y)Yv + Yvi(k ¥ y+ xp . )Yj) i(ka + xpa)i(k + xpp)d~~~~~x ~[k 2+ A]2
dx {x (y,ik YWv + Yvik yyg) (ikaipp + ipaikp)
+x (yip * YYv + Yvip * YyA) (ikaiko +X2ipaipO)} / {[k2 + A]2}
The term with 3 external momenta p becomes
- 2-g (Ygi Pv + YvP - i yg) iPaiP 
0
dxx3 [--YE + log4 - logA]
g2CF
12 (iPV + Yvip -ip. gcV) ipaipp
X [.Y1 -E + og 47r -log/ 2 f] + 7/6x 2 [eFog7{ l }g +{1/8} '
while the term with 1 external momentum becomes
II, = 2g2CF { (Ypgva + Yvgua - Yaguv) ipO + (Ypgvp + YvgO - Ypgmv) iPa
i





= g2CF (...) 
0
















__ 2C.. )({ p/12 y 4 ogp]
16t 2 (an 2/3 [ - YE + lo g 4 - logp2]
Symmetrizing and adding them up gives us the final result
g2CF Y{, lPv ipV ipi}
16n2 4
(26 [1






Adding those contributions up, we get
function y zp/zp I/Z/
sal S -26/6 -83/9 -61/36V~,w
B.6.3 Collecting results
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
-Z!vcg3 = ( +o ([Y2+ vert + ails] log Q2/A2+ + vert +sail)ZIIV(XP 1+ 167u2 ([Y2 +e /A [[;22
function Y Yp/Zp It/zAl
yvert 1/10 28/75 -31/200
sails -26/6 -83/9 -61/36
_2 -1 -1 1/2




+ { p2/36 (B115)
+ 13A2/12 }) .(B. 115)
B.7 qcaYvDeq operator
B.7.1 Vertex diagram
The amplitude for q(aYvDaq current in the MS scheme is given by
J ddk 1 -ik.y+m
(2x)d (p k)2 + P k2 +M 2
[av[Y 5 ]ika] ik + m [-igOTaYp] -k- ~2[ino2 ~ (B.1 18)
As for other currents, color matrices add up to g2CF; Dirac algebra yields
(B. 119)
where we have used the commutator between y and a matrices
[av, p] = -2i(gpyv - gpvyA) 
Using that same relation and the definition of a product of two y matrices




YPaTiVYp = Yp {Ypap - 2i(gpfyv - gpvy) }
= dagv- 2i(gptypyv - gpvypyA)
= da~v- 2i(gpl[gpv - ipv]-gpv[gpv - iapv])
= (d-4)alv (B.122)
to get the expression for the amplitude
irm _ f ddk -g2CF(d- 4) -k2 apV + 2kkpcapv - 2kkpcaptj,
(2E)d (p- k)2 + Ig (k2)2 (B.123)
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= (-k2aWN +2(kjaokv--kvakC)[y5] (- ik y) c[y (- ik y)
Using Feynman parameters and shifting the integration variable k -+ x + kp we get
2(1 -x)dx Jddk -g CF











ddk -ig2CFdk i0C f [(k 2 + X2p 2) CyW
(27) ad (k2 + A)3 { [ p2 r
PP) Cpv -2 (gvp +X2PvPP) pl XPa
k2
Pcrjiv + 2x d (gsaPp + gaCPPL) pv
aPp + gapPv) CpPt] }
1
=: (d-4) 2(1-x) dx
0
ddk -ig2CF
(27r)d (k2 + A) 3
_x2 (P2(jgv - 2PtPpcpv + 2pvppCYpA) Pa
+2x- (CVcPac + PLYav - PvcyaL) (B.124)
The first two terms in the last expression vanish; the first one is logarithmically divergent
but has two powers of £ multiplying it, while the second is constant multiplied with one
power of £. So the only term that contributes is the last one. Evaluating d-dimensional




2(1 -x)dx d (pvpta + pAtSav - pvCau)
x [--E + log 4 - logA
ig~CF
16%2










Symmetrizing in v and a, we get
IhtIva} = 16gC2 3 (yipa+ oYaiPv)
B.7.2 Sails
The amplitude for two sails diagrams is
I = (2da (-igoTayp) k2 (igoTa) Yv[yS]I1 '(27/1) d (p _ k)2 112kI2 =ddk 9pa (go T) Crlv ik (-igoTayp)
12 = (27 )d (p-k) 2+ 2(igoTa)Oa[L] J (g Y k2
so the total amplitude for two sails diagrams is
1= ddk g2CF caw (-ik Y)Ya +Ya (-ik y) fY5





Dirac algebra simplifies to
cvk yya + yak- y = 2 (kaav + kvcpam - ktva + gvaCkj - gaCkv). (B.130)
Using Feynman parameters, shifting the integration variable and dropping odd terms in k
we get the amplitude
1
I = -igo CF
0
ddk 1
dx (2)d (k2 + )22 x
x (PaOygv + Pvcya - PAcva + gvacpt - gtia'pv)
1 gg2 F dx -- E log47r- log 2x
0
x (paciv + PvCpta - PliCava ± gvaa9p! - g/xaapv)
_ goCF
-9'- [1 1 YE + log4 { 1 gp2
x (paaL + pvpoa - Ptaov + gvaoap. - gpaOpv)
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(B.131)
Symmetrizing in v and yields a factor of 2 so we get the final result
16_ gCF [6c -2 (YE+ log4-{ 2°gp2kj- log  f J } I f
x (CTvipc + ac(iPv + Jp'lgva - CTpvgtPc + ctpacgv )2
B.7.3 Collecting results
Finally, collecting results for twist-2 diagrams, we get the formula for renormalization
constants
g2CFZtLv = 1 + 16 2 ([Y2 + ert + ails] log Q2/A2 + [X2 + Zvert + ysails])
function Y Zp/ZP Y;/zA
vert 0 2/3 2/3
{sails -2 -4 -1
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Zvel -3 -13/3 1/6
B.8 Final MS results
Here we collect results from previous section; all results are written in the form
I= gCF logi)
16ir2 (¥ / log Q 2 /A 2 +Xq)
(B.134)
for individual diagrams and
g2CFZi: I+ 16C1 (y/log Q2/A 2 ± Zi) (B. 135)
for renormalization coefficients, where the logarithmic term can come either from finite






function y ZP/ZP YL/z,±
Self Energy
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Xm -4 -6 -2
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z.- 1 3 5 5/2
Currents
ES 4 6 2
Yp 4 6 2
Yv 1 1 -1/2
ZA 1 1 -1/2
XZT 0 0 0
Zs 3 5 5/2
ZP 3 5 5/2
Zv 0 0 0
ZA 0 0 0
ZT -1 -1 1/2
Twist 2 ytzDvl q
yvert 1/3 5/9 -7/18
ysails -2 -4 -1
Z2_ -1 -1 1/2
Z{__V} -8/3 -40/9 -16/18
Twist 3 qy[fDv]q
yver t 1 1 -1/2
,sails O O O0 0 0
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z[Ivl 0 0 0
function Y Yp/zp ;,/Z#
Twist 2 y{DvDa}q
vert 1/6 4/9 -17/72
usails -10/3 -62/9 -13/9{tLv}
2 -1 -1 1/2
_Z{a} -25/6 -67/9 -85/72
Twist 3 ry[ ,Dtv lDcl}q
,vert 2/3 7/9 -4/9
s a }s -5/6 -31/18 -13/36[t{v]a}
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z[fvIa } -7/6 -35/18 -11/36
Twist 2 yf DvDaDp} q
,vert 1/10 28/75 -31/200{jLvOC43
ysail s -26/6 -83/9 -61/36
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
_Z{_a_} -157/30 -2216/225 -2429/1800
Twist 2 cqagvDa}q
vert 0 2/3 2/3
s ai l s
-2 -4 -1
Z2 -1 -1 1/2
Z,va} -3 -13/3 1/6




IR singularity: extracting the log p2 term
The expression for the self energy is given by formula (4.22):
ddk
I(ap) = ;(21g)d I GXp(p-k)Vp(k,p)SF(k)VX(p,k). (C.1)
-n/a Xp
It depends on external momentum pi, and the lattice size a. Now, we are interested in
taking the continuum limit a -+ 0 of that expression to match it against the MS scheme (or
something else if necessary). To do that, we expand it in external momentum:
l(a,p) = 1I(-1) +p. I(°) +ap2 (1) +a2p3I(2 +... (C.2)
a
where we have explicitly shown a and p behavior; if all coefficients I(k) were finite, that
would be the end of the story; we'd take the a - 0 limit, keep I( -1) and I(° ) and discard
all the rest. There would be no need to do anything else. However, since the self energy
has an IR singularity, coefficient I(°) is also singular so we have to evaluate it differently.
There are (at least) two ways to do it.
1. Reisz theorem and continuum limit: Approach used by Capitani.
The essence of this approach is this: take the integral l(a, p) and expand it in powers
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of a (or equivalently of p,:
J = I(p = 0) + piaI/Pl + ... (C.3)
Take as many terms as needed to get to the term that goes as a°. Then evaluate these
integrals using some IR-regulator (fermion and/or gluon mass for example):
rn 2
J = (const. 1) x log- + (const.2) (C.4)
a2
Then write the original expression as
I(p) = (1(p) -J) + J. (C.5)
The difference (I- J) is now UV finite and therefore according to the theorem of
Reisz (see [17] section 15) can be evaluated in the continuum limit, so evaluate it
there
00 2
I(p)-J= A(...)dk = (const.3) x log - + (const.4) (C.6)
-00
If everything was done correctly, then (const. 1) = (const.3) and the result is
I(p) = (const. 1) x logp2a2 + (const.5) (C.7)
While this is very straightforward and well defined, it has the drawback that the
continuum integral (I(p) - J must be something that we can evaluate analytically, so
it works in Wilson case but not in the Domain Wall case.
2. Subtraction of divergence: Approach used by Aoki.
Aoki uses a different approach to handle the divergence. The key step to understand
this method is to understand that the logarithmic singularity comes from the lower
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([k- (1 -x)p] 2+x(1 -x)p2)2
dxf ddl 1
dx (27c) d (2 + A)2





= lim dx it 1d
p-+O 0 J (12 + A)2
\* /
1
= lim dx72 log 12 2p-+OI ( X
0prno xr~ol p2x( 1-x)
(C.8)
The infinite part is regularized by dimensional regularization (or some other method)
and the logp 2 part obviously comes from lower integration boundary. As long as
the integrand behaves like in the example above, there will be logp2 singularity for
p 0, regardless of what the upper bound behavior is (or in another words, same
singularity for lattice integrals as well as continuum ones).
This is how it applies to lattice integrals. We start with the lattice expression (4.22):
t/a ddk
I(a,p) = (2n) d Gxp ( p-k) Vp (k,p)SF(k)V (p,k) . =
-_,,i,., ;g'p
7t/a ddk
(2 )d f (a, p; k)
-t/a
(C.9)
where we use the notation f(a, p; k) for the integrand. Now, the integrand f(a, p; k)
has a logarithmic singularity for p -+ 0:
lim f(a,p;k)= i -k







If we add and subtract another function that has the same behavior around zero mo-
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(C. 10)
mentum g(a, p;k), but is easier to evaluate analytically, we get
la addk
I(ap) = | (27x)d(f(a p;k)- g(a p;k))+ (2 )dg(ap;k). (C. 11)
-_/a -t/a
By construction, we can evaluate f g(a, p; k) analytically so we're left with f (f- g).
But now f(a, p; k) - g(a, p; k) is regular (again by construction) so we can expand it
in powers of p and integrate term by term. Since all terms are finite, we simply set
a - 0 and that's it!
The choice of g(a, p; k) is somewhat arbitrary; any function that has the correct log-
arithmic behavior will do.
C.1 Continuum limit for Wilson fermions
The amplitude is given by I(p) (4.22). To evaluate it we use the technique described above
of adding and subtracting the same term
I(P) = (I(p) - J) +J (C.12)
where we have chosen J = I(p = ) + p,~aI/apu in such a way to make (I - J) UV finite
and therefore according to the theorem of Reisz (see [17] section 15) can be evaluated in
the continuum limit. All continuum terms in Capitani seem to contain only the I(p) in
the continuum limit which is not UV finite. Terms I(p = 0) vanish due to the symmetry
while terms p ,(O)/apA for all graphs Capitani does contribute only as logm2 if one uses
mass-regularization for IR poles.
In the continuum limit, the finite part I - J becomes
2 1 2p.kk -ik.y+m
g C F { (p _ k)2 + k2+t 2 (k2 + W)2 } P 2 + m2 YP (C.13)
where we have restored gluon mass it and fermion mass m to handle the IR singularities.
The second term in curly braces vanishes since the integrand is odd under parity. Dirac
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algebra reduces that factor to
-ik.y+m
E P k2+m2 Y =
9
ik y(d- 2) +md), .) (C.14)
so we are left with two terms:
A1 = -goCF 
A2 = -goCF f
ddk 1
(27)d p2 + k2 _ 2p. k +1 2
ddk -2p k ik. y(d-
(27)d (k2 + t 2 )2 k2 +
ik y(d - 2) + md
k 2 + m2
2) +md
m2
In the first term we use the formula (B.1) to change the denominator
(k2+ m2) ( 2 + k2 -2p k+2) -+ [k- (1 -x)p]2 +p2x(1 -x)+m 2 x+, 2 (1 -x)
and shift the integration variable k -+ k + (1 - x)p to get
dk 1
Al = 90 FJ(2~)df
0








dx(i(1 - x)p y(d- 2)
dx [i(l- x)p y(d- 2) +md] (41)2 [2 -d/2 YE + log47c -logA]
d-2






Evaluating the integral in the -+ 0 and m -+ 0 limit, we have A = x(1 - x)p 2 so






+ md) (27E)d [k2 + A]2
log (m2 + p2 ) (C.18)
(C.19)
+ 1+ 21
In the second integral, we use the formula (B.7) to get
2f ddk -2p. k ik y(d-2) + md
A 2 = -gCF J (27E)d(k2 + , 2 )2 k2 + m2
- p.yg2 d-2 dd k -2k 2
d J(27)d (k2 + 2)2(k2 + m2) (C.20)
Then we use the Feynman parameter (B.1) to modify the denominator
(C.21)
to get
A2 = ip'g2CF 2(d-2) xf ddk k2
~A2 = iP-Y F d fdx2x (2x)d[k2+A]3'
0
2(d 2) d F(2-) d 1)2d/2
=ip .¥yg2 CF 2 d-2, 2fd d 2x (4:)d/2F(3) 
= ip.yg2CFd 2 Jdx (4 )2 [-d/21 yE + log4-logA]
0
= ip.YgcF 2 (4)2 [2 -d/2 yE+log4
+ 1 +m logmi2 ( 2 2)2 (m2 logm2 _ /l2 ogt 2)
+ -olog m2
2] , (C.22)
which in the u - O0 limit becomes
2 d- 2 1A2 ip * ]'YgoCF 2 (47,) 2 [2-1_-_+___ 11 -yE+ log4 n+-[ 2-d/2 2 - logm2] . (C.23)
Combining the two terms together, we get
g2CFd-2 logp 2 3]
IJ-.(4,) 2 2 [o 2 2
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(C.24)
which compares to formula (15.127) in Capitani.
Repeating the same procedure for Domain Wall case doesn't work since the continuum
integral cannot be solved analytically (and there is also a question of weather the Reisz if
Reisz theorem applies.)
C.2 Subtracting the divergence for Domain Wall fermions
One logical choice is the following: since the complicated behavior in the continuum limit
comes from the Domain Wall propagator, we use the substitution
SDW(k) = SDw(k) - (B+P+ + B-P-)Sw(k) +(B+P+ +B-P-)Sw(k) (C.25)
SDW
where Sw is the part of Wilson propagator proportional to the y matrix1 and B± are con-
stants chosen to cancel the IR divergence of the expression (they are determined by ex-
panding the SDW around zero momentum). The first term is then regular and one can do
a simple expansion in pL and a and keep only non-vanishing terms. The second term is
then the usual Wilson propagator so one can either calculate it with the Reisz theorem or
one can use the existing results from literature. The big advantage of this approach is that
one can use the same expressions for all coefficients by simply changing the definition of
G± and W=G± (in practice that means just relinking the numerical code to calculate with
different propagators).
What Aoki does is a bit different; instead of just changing the propagator, he subtracts
a continuum expression
( _ k)2 Tr( -igoTayp) ik. y(B+P+ + B-P-_) + m.26)(p - k) 2 pT igoT)(gayp) (C.26)
which is then multiplied with 0(ir2 - k2 ) to keep the integral restricted to the first Brillouin
Since we are adding and subtracting the same thing, in principle it should not matter if we add/subtract
only the y¥ part or the whole Wilson propagator, as long as it doesn't introduce any new singularities (which
must cancel analytically but might could mean trouble numerically
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zone. One then has to evaluate
fddk 1 -( 2-d)iy.k+mdo(A2k2
J (2)d (ap- k)2+ 2 k2+ m2
2 dx ddk -i(2 - d)y. k + md (A k2) (C27)
= 2Jdx (2)d (k - apx) 2+ a 2p2x( - x) +2x + m2( )( A - k). (C.27)
in the limit it -+ 0, m - 0 and a - 0. (A is the cutoff.) To extract the logp 2 behavior, we
can work with m = = 0 immediately, but for numerics it's better to keep and m finite
and then look at the behavior of the expression as they both go to zero. Then we have to
evaluate (after variable shift)
I ddk -i( 2 -d)y.(k+ap x)++md222k )I=Jdx ()d (k2+ X2) 2 O( a22+ap-k-k). (C.28)
0
In the a -- 0 limit, the integration limit becomes 0(A2 - k2) and the term proportional to
y. k vanishes due to symmetry so we're left with
I = 71 ^2tk2 2 -i(2-d)p~yax+md|dx (27[)d (k2 + 2)2
0 0
1 [|dx i dp (| k 2 A 2X d2S+k 2
16 dx(-i(2 - d)p yax+md) A2 ( + (2) I 0 0 k2 + X2 ~~~~0 (k2 + X2) 2
1
1 A162 dx(-i(2-d)p. yax+ md)
- log a~(-)+ A2+22()(1)16712 X2 2+XW0I dx (-i(2-d)p ax+md)16[2 0
A 2+ a 2p2x(1- x) a2 2l Xx log a2p2x(l - x) A2 a2p2x( -x ) 1
_ i¥.p+md (logA2-loga2p2 + 1) + O(a) (C.29)
-16712 (.9
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Expanding the same integral around zero p but nonzero #u and m yields
· p2 ~~log Lnp t2+A2ip y+md m logm 2A2 log + (C.30)
16r[2 m2 - p2
which in the t = 0, m - 0 limit becomes
= ip *+md (logA2 _ logm2) (C.31)
16- 
Aoki uses the value A = r which is the largest cutoff allowed that keeps the lattice integrand
in the first Brillouin zone. This yields formula (34) in Aoki [15]
log = 16 r 2 [BT]st (logit 2 + 1 - logp 2 a2 ) (C.32)
for DW fermions, while for Wilson fermions one has the same formula but without factors
B±. Aoki's formula has a number "1/2" instead of " 1 " in parenthesis; definitions of B± are
B+ = (1-wo)w oN-s-t
B_ = (1 -w)wot 2 (C.33)
where B± = CT in Aoki's notation.
Throughout this thesis we use the method similar to Aoki's method. The idea of the
method is the same, add and subtract a piece that has exactly the same logarithmic behavior
(so that the difference of the original term and the added term is finite), and which can be
evaluated analytically on the lattice. The problem with Aoki's choice is that the added
term has a discontinuous 0 function which requires a large number of subdivisions of the
integrand to evaluate the integral. The choice used in these calculations is
I d 1 1
Iregulator(P7) = lim (2)d (a k)2a 2 , 2 d2+a
m-+0 (2ii)d a _ k)2+~2]2 +a~m
= -logp a + Fo - E + 2 + O(A2) (C.34)
= -log 2a2 + F o-yE + 1 + O(p 2) (C.35)
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which is smooth throughout the first Brillouin zone and converges much faster.
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Appendix D
5D sums of exponentials appearing in
propagators
D.1 e- ls+±X- t l terms
We have to carefully examine cases M < 1 (wo > 0) and M > 1 (wo < 0). For M < 1
N
Wso- le - ca lsTx tI
s=1
t±X





e-C(t x) t - c )S +
WO ~ (e~wo)s wt±x+ ls=
Using the formula
N N-1 1-X~
Xn =X E n = X
n=1 n=O




e-(t±X) 1 - (eCwo)N tX+ 1 - (e-two)N
wo 1-ewo 0eawo 1-e-awo
e-a(t±X)_ -wto±
e- O - WO +




Ia (e-awo) Xt (D.1)
(D.2)
(D.3)





- Z wN-se-a(t-s±X) + I
s=1 s=t±X+ 1





e a (t +X) 1 -(ew )N
w eaw)w- Iw o 1_-DO 0 e~lw-1
X+lewo 1 -(e-wW)N)




-(t+x) - (e-cW-1)N e(t+X)
+e-tC W o 0
wo - e- C ) . (D.4)
From these two we can evaluate double sums
N exaw-1 (e-aw)t WI(Wwo)
t-1 e- ( - o
+Xw 1 (wwO) - (eawo)NeXaw (eaw)t 
ea -wo 
1
e- a -WO (··{ e-Xa W1 -(e-aw)N




W WI - 1(wwo)N
W O W WW1-wwt ~ ~~~ 1-wwo
±XCC -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 - (ea w) N
eX w- 1_ ew -e )}
eTXa( - e-aNwN) e±Xa(wN - e-aN)w
4-- 0





Wto±X - (e-wo)N ea(t±x)  wt-
+ ae - wo 1




2 sinhc wX ' + 1 I - (wwo)N
1 - wwo
Since all e-, w, wo < 1, in the N -+ oo limit we have
2 sinh a
where X equals zero or one. For M > 1, exponential terms in propagator change pick a
minus sign and so does the wo
e- a ls- s ' l - (-e-a) Is- l , etc. WSO-1 -- (wo) - , etc.
for M > 1 we get the same formula with wo - Iwol and overall (l1) factor. The second
double sum equals
N
ws e - txs T X - t lW N - t
s,t=l
wO±x -(e- wo)N ea(t±I ) wN-t
e a- wo 
N (e-a(tX) _ wtx
t=- e- a - W o
N (eq=x. (e-aw- 1)to W`(wO/W)t




NV 1 -C -~- (e-cw-1I) N
1 emXa e-Otw- 11 -- e- - wo1 -e-aw-
w1 -(wo/w)N}





_e+XC(e-awo)N eaw 1 (eaw- )N }1 - efw-
I -a - wiv - e - c21eTt e- -
e- ( - wo, w -e - a














Wa - Wo) (e-O - wo)
WC _ w) (e-( - w) - wwo )(e-C - wo) WC _ w>
0w±X Wo/
which vanishes in the N -+ o limit 1. The last one is
N
E WN- e-- alsT - tIwN- t
s,t= l1
- I (wwo)N e a 0
t=1 w - ea
+e-a wo e -tO( t ) - ( -awo1)N ea(tA) 
wo - e- a





e-awo-T(wwo)-t - (e-awo )N e-aeIa(eaw-l)t
wo - e - a J
(wwo)N eae.a -a -I1 - (e-aw-)N
wo - ea 1 - e-aw-
Xeaw 1 -(wwo)- N]
wwo-1
a 1 - (ew- I)N0~ ~~~~ - I- eaw-
e TX ((wwo)N - e-aNwo)
(wo - ea)(w- e- a)
2sinhc T'
(wo - ea) (wo - e- a )
1-f-t
e±Xa (1 - e- a NwN)
+ (wo-e-a) (w - ea)
k+1 - (wwo)N
1-wwO
which in the N -- oo limit becomes
N
WN-Se- aSX - tIwN- t -
s,t=l1
2 sinh o wX+ 1wo
(wo -e-e)(w - ea) (wo - ea) (wo - e- a) - wwo
(D.10)
For M > 1 we get the same formula with wo - Iwol and overall (l1)x factor.
I wO --- '0 - + N in the N -+ limit.
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Coefficients multiplying A± and Am come as products of terms e- a (s - ) and e-a(N-s); since





1 - WIoe - N
1 - woe- a (D.11)
wo e (wo ea) s = woeawo - (wol e- )N
s= 1-wIe- a
wo - e- a
(D.12)
e-aN N
- woI (woe') =
Wo s=i
WoN - e-a N
wo - e- a
e aN a 1-(woe)N
wo 1 - woe a
(D.13)
0 Si, oe-)S ws=N- 1 l- Woe-0N
Since for M > 1, both exponential terms in propagator pick a minus sign
e-a( ...) _ (-e-a)(..), W(o) (+w0)(')
overall formulas remain the same (with wo -+ wo ).
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N
w- le - a(s- 1)
s=l
N
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